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Abstract
The ability to construct a software system from separate pieces while the system
is being used is a feature which has become more prevalent and important in recent
years; in fact, the ability to dynamically compose a system has existed in various
programming languages and computing systems for some time. We use the term
dynamically composed systems to refer to systems with this property. In general,
dynamically composed systems suffer a number of problems, not the least of which
is the difficulty in ascertaining what pieces comprise a system. Furthermore, the
definition of how particular pieces are selected, what a consistent collection of pieces
is, and how multiple versions of the same piece are handled when composing a
system dynamically is typically ambiguous, and feedback to users or maintainers of
the system with respect to these issues is often non-existent or too late.
Traditional configuration management tools address such system composition
and evolution issues, but only in a static context. It would therefore appear that the
application of configuration management mechanisms to dynamically composed systems would address many of the latter’s problems. Accordingly, this thesis explores
the design of configuration management tools for dynamically composed systems
through an examination of the way in which traditional configuration management
concepts can be recast for the dynamic case.
This dissertation begins by examining the broad range of existing dynamically
composed systems in a unifying framework, as a way of being more precise about
the overlap between configuration management and dynamic composition. This is
accomplished by defining a model of dynamic composition that focuses on configuration management concepts and thus elicits the degree to which such systems support
these concepts. The conclusion of this phase of the work is the observation that dynamically composed systems provide only rudimentary support for configuration
management.
Based on the model of dynamic composition, a model of configuration management for dynamically composed systems is developed. This model has well-defined
notions of versioning, system structure, updating and validation of incomplete systems, and addresses the requirements for modelling dynamic composition. The expression of this model is the DCDL language, which is formalised using many-sorted
algebras.
DCDL and its underlying formalism are then used to drive the design of configuration management tool support for dynamically composed systems; in particular,
the design space for the tool design is defined by the primitives of DCDL and the formalism. Such tool support can manage dynamic composition in system construction,
and address the kinds of problems associated with dynamically composed systems.
This tool design process is illustrated, and the implementation of the underlying
configuration management concepts of DCDL is described, thus demonstrating the
manner in which such tool support could be implemented.

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background and motivation

Software changes. In many cases, a change to software is made by a developer, and
the software is reconstructed and reshipped in toto to a customer. In such cases,
the old version is stopped and this remade version is brought into service.
However, with the advent of networks where a software system may effectively
be distributed over a wide area (such as via the internet), an approach to software
composition has developed which allows systems to be constructed on the fly, as
they execute. Systems such as Java [Gosling96], OMG’s CORBA [Mowbray95]
and Microsoft’s distributed component oriented model (DCOM) [Brockschmidt94]
permit the incremental provision of services to programs.
These latter systems are recent examples of a class of software systems termed
dynamically composed systems. In general, a dynamically composed system is one
in which pieces of the system are added or changed as the system is being used. In
fact, dynamically composed systems have been in use in various domains for some
time and are not limited to the construction of programs. Examples of dynamically
composed systems include:
• browsing in a hypermedia document, which involves a user dynamically choosing “pages” which can be considered to form a particular document,
• browsing data where the method of the data’s display is dependent on the data,
and the range of data types to be displayed cannot be determined statically
(e.g., [Schiefer93]),
• distributed systems, where the system is distributed over a network and it
is undesirable to locate all components and shut them down to perform an
update – this is known as dynamic reconfiguration, examples of which include Conic [Kramer85], Darwin [Eisenbach93], POLYLITH [Hofmeister93]
and Gerel [Endler93],
• languages which have dynamic linking to external program components, (e.g.,
Napier88 [Morrison89], db-Pascal [Gantenbein86] and Java), where the software components which will be bound together to form the program cannot
be determined at the commencement of the program execution,

• systems which support user customisation while the system is running, such
as Franz Lisp’s Dynamic Object Oriented Programming methodology with
CLOS [Franz95a, Franz95b],
• debugging and testing, where components of a particular system which have
debugging code can replace components without such code [Ho91],
• incremental program development, where code is being developed incrementally and added to an executing system [Notkin87, Hedin86],
• online maintenance of an executing program [Frieder91],
• dynamic optimisation of executing code [Keppel91, Cutts92], and
• highly reliable, continuously executing systems, such as the 5ESS telephone
switching system [Thompson95].
Allowing composition to occur dynamically means that a system can be more
flexible later in its development cycle. Unfortunately, it also means that tests for
correctness and robustness (such as type checking or checks that a system is wellformed) must also be performed later, if at all. Nonetheless, this dynamic composition of systems is analogous in some respects to the composition of systems statically,
and often involves the same choices and restrictions (e.g., ensuring that types are
used consistently, and that resources used match resources provided). Typically, the
only test for correctness which is performed at runtime is type checking, and even
this is performed in different ways depending on the system. Issues of how components are selected, tested for consistency, and how multiple versions are treated, are
not handled by dynamically composed systems, or are treated differently in different systems. Although this diversity of behaviour is not necessarily bad, ambiguity
about the behaviour of dynamic systems causes problems of understanding with the
user, because they are not given feedback. Problems also arise when it is not possible to specify and maintain restrictions (such as to only use a particular version),
which may also differ from system to system.
Although the diversity of uses to which dynamic composition can be put is
increasing, and the added flexibility is seen as beneficial in some circumstances,
there is still an issue about the safety of dynamically composed systems. Even in
systems where the incorporation of dynamic composition facilities is designed into
the language, there are few tools for answering various questions about the program
as it is dynamically composed. Such questions are:
• What is the executing system composed of at a particular time?
• Is the executing system complete?
• Can a given component be validly incorporated into the system?
• What will happen to the system if a given component is incorporated?

These particular questions are questions which to varying degrees have been regarded as falling within the scope of configuration management, but targeted at systems prior to their use. It is the contention of this thesis that systems which allow dynamic composition should be supported by suitable configuration management tools.
Configuration management tools typically provide methods for testing whether a
system is well-formed and have well-developed methodologies for versioning and
selection. However, traditional configuration management tools deal with the construction of systems statically; only recently has research into configuration management begun to consider the need to provide configuration after the system has
been deployed, including dynamic composition [Bendix95, Heimbigner96, Gunter96].
This dissertation examines dynamic composition in the light of configuration management, with the goal of designing configuration management tools to aid dynamic
composition.
The basis of this research involves studying both dynamically composed systems
and configuration management mechanisms to understand more fully how the latter
can be applied to the former. The examination involves studying the range of mechanisms currently available to perform dynamic composition, so as to elicit the design
space to be considered when providing such mechanisms for future systems. Once
this design space has been mapped out, the configuration management concepts to
support the mechanisms, as well as possible extensions to the configuration management concepts themselves, can be elucidated; this is then used to describe the
requirements for configuration management tool support for dynamically composed
systems.

1.2

Research methodology

The research described in this thesis contributes to the provision of configuration
management tools to support dynamic composition. This was achieved by developing a model of configuration management for dynamic composition and using it to
guide the design of appropriate tools support. Specifically, the research proceeded
as follows:
(a) Existing systems providing dynamic composition were surveyed in order to
more clearly define the scope of dynamic composition. To provide sufficient
coverage, both the mechanisms used to facilitate dynamic composition and
the domains in which dynamic composition manifests itself were surveyed.
The results of this exercise include the highlighting of a number of common
problems in systems using dynamic composition, and the observation that
one or more of these problems occur across all domains and mechanisms for
providing dynamic composition.
(b) It was observed that many of these problems are analogous to those addressed
by configuration management systems in the static context, through concepts
relating to versioning, configuration descriptions, composition and validation.
In order to investigate the application of these configuration management concepts to dynamic composition, and thus determine if these concepts can help

to alleviate the problems identified in stage (a), a more detailed understanding
of the overlap between configuration management and dynamic composition
was required. The second stage therefore involved an examination of this overlap by modelling dynamic composition for a subset of the domains in which
it occurs. Given that it had been established that a number of key problems
are common across the domains identified, it was expected that the overlap
between configuration management and dynamic composition in a subset of
the domains would likely generalise to the other domains. To achieve this
generality, the modelling technique focussed on examining the support for the
aforementioned configuration management concepts, while ignoring the detail
of implementing dynamic composition on a specific system (such as object file
formats and relocation). The completion of this stage resulted in the observation that, in general, support for these configuration management concepts in
dynamically composed systems is rudimentary at best.
(c) Having completed the analysis of dynamic composition techniques with respect
to configuration management concepts, and identified the areas requiring improved configuration management support, the research then proceeded to
answer the question of how these configuration management concepts could
be integrated with the model of dynamic composition defined in stage (b). The
aim of this third stage was to determine whether such an integration addresses
the problems identified in stage (a). A modelling approach was again used,
this time using an existing model of configuration management as the basis
of the integration. Those areas of dynamic composition identified as overlapping with configuration management were extended to incorporate advanced
configuration management concepts, and various configuration management
concepts adapted to be more applicable to dynamic composition.
(d) The model of configuration management for dynamically composed systems
was then used to drive the design of configuration management tool facilities
for dynamically composed systems. The example design of some configuration management tool facilities were then illustrated, demonstrating both the
way in which the model elucidates design decisions when developing sets of
tools, and also that the problems outlined in stage (a) of the research can be
addressed by incorporating appropriate configuration management concepts
designed in this way.

1.3

Contributions of the thesis

Following from the research methodology above, this thesis makes the following
principal contributions:
(1) Various configuration management concepts applicable to dynamic composition have been identified and defined. In particular, the long-lived nature of
partial, or incomplete, configurations of dynamically composed systems means
that they are crucially important for reasoning about configurations of dynamically composed systems. The ramifications of this, in terms of consistency and

the steps involved in manipulating dynamic configurations are explored, and
a method ensuring the consistency of partial configurations is presented.
(2) The relevant issues in defining appropriate tool support for managing configurations of dynamically composed systems are described. The systematic
derivation of such tools from descriptions expressed using the model defined
in stage (c) of the research methodology in Section 1.2 is also described.
The process of formulating the above contributions has also yielded a number of
minor contributions:
(3) The development of a model used to describe dynamically composed systems,
which precisely characterises the meaning of dynamic composition in each case.
(4) By describing a number of dynamically composed systems using the model
in (3), their precise meaning has been defined. Because they are described
in a common notation, these systems can be compared with respect to the
capabilities they provide.
(5) In addition, the model and notation in (3) allows the identification of the
various issues to be addressed when designing dynamically composed systems.
(6) As a result of stage (d) in Section 1.2, the design of tool support for configuration management of dynamically composed systems is illustrated, using the
model in (5) above as the basis for the design.

1.4

Outline of the remainder of this dissertation

The organisation of this dissertation follows closely the stages described in Section 1.2 of this chapter. Chapter 2 discusses various existing dynamically composed
systems, and introduces the issues which make dynamically composed systems difficult to maintain and construct.
Chapter 3 motivates the provision of configuration management for such systems
by observing that the problems extant in dynamically composed systems are analogous to those addressed by configuration management in statically built systems.
This work allows the formulation of a model for describing dynamic composition,
focusing on those aspects most relevant to configuration management issues. Hence,
Chapter 3 describes the derivation of this model and its notation, which describes
the entities involved in dynamic composition and how they may be manipulated.
Manipulations are partitioned into an imperative notation, which describes various
operations available to a user of the objects, and a declarative notation which expresses what a correct composition is, in terms of structure and resource binding.
Descriptions of a representative subset of the dynamically composed systems introduced in Chapter 2 are also presented in this chapter, which includes the analysis
of these systems and a more detailed description of their associated problems.
Chapter 4 completes the development of the first major contribution of this thesis, and describes stage (c) of the research, that of integrating configuration management concepts with dynamic composition. This chapter contains an evaluation

of various models of configuration management, and explains the reasons behind
choosing the model devised by Wiebe [Wiebe90] as the basis for the integration between dynamic composition and configuration management. This integration then
proceeds and the precise definition of a configuration of a dynamically composed system is given, along with the associated definitions of partial configurations, version
families, system templates and consistency of partial configurations. This chapter
also covers the meaning of version families and the process of their incremental
refinement, along with the stepwise elaboration of partial configurations.
Using the definitions of the information structures and their interactions in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 illustrates the design of a facilities for managing configurations of
dynamically composed systems. This design process is guided by the model described in Chapter 4; this model provides insight into the information that should
be presented to a user, how that information is organised, and the manipulations
that can be performed to dynamically compose a system. The implementation of
the underlying infrastructure of the model defined in Chapter 4 is also described;
this demonstrates the way in which descriptions can be used in a methodical fashion
to derive implementations of the configuration management aspects of the tools.
Finally, Chapter 6 presents a summary of the thesis and discusses some avenues
of future research.

Chapter 2
Dynamic composition
2.1

Domains in which dynamic composition
occurs

As introduced in the previous chapter, a dynamically composed system is a system
which is constructed by joining together separate pieces as they are required while
the system is in use. This is done by referring to the separate pieces in some
manner. One of the characteristics of such systems is that their constituent parts
cannot be known until during the system’s use. Dynamically composed systems
manifest themselves in a number of contexts, for example:
• Browsing a world wide web page using hyperlinks can be viewed as dynamically
composing a document, where the document consists of a collection of pages
related via links. These links are embedded in the pages of the document,
and are interpreted to locate other pages. Following a particular link involves
the interpretation of the link and possibly the incorporation of a page into the
document. The link may be reinterpreted when it is followed again (caches
notwithstanding), and a different page may subsequently be incorporated into
the document (perhaps because the page has been modified since the last
visit). This causes a different document (and hence a different “system”) to
be constructed.
• A number of facilities exist to provide dynamic linking to running programs.
For example, dld [Ho91] provides a set of routines that allow object code to be
incorporated into an executing program. The programmer provides the name
of the object file, which is passed to a function that loads the code within
the file and makes it accessible to the running program. The object file may
also access code which is unknown to it before it is incorporated, but which
is resolved to code already extant in the running program. In dld, names are
used to locate the object file1 and names are also used to locate the code to
be executed.
1

The names are interpreted relative to the file system of the machine on which the program is
running.

These two examples are not exhaustive of the possibilities for dynamic composition of systems, but rather represent two points on a spectrum of domains which
may utilise such a notion. Although each of these systems is used for different purposes, and perform the dynamic composition in different ways, there are common
underlying mechanisms which facilitate the dynamic composition.
This chapter provides a definition of dynamic composition in Section 2.2 by
introducing a terminology. This terminology is used in Section 2.3 to informally
survey some existing systems that provide dynamic composition of code. The result
of this survey is a set of issues with dynamically composed systems, couched as
questions in Section 2.4, which form the basis for the formal model and introduction
of configuration management concepts in subsequent chapters.

2.2

Defining dynamic composition

To more clearly define dynamic composition, each of the terms dynamic and composition are examined to develop a terminology that can be used to discuss a range
of dynamically composed systems.
The term composition is used to describe the act of constructing a system from
separate components. This event can be initiated, for example, by a user choosing to
follow a link in a document, or by executing a particular statement in an executing
program. Entities involved in composition are:
• a system being constructed,
• components, out of which systems are composed, and which are added to a
system,
• resources, which are entities contained in components that can be used in some
way by the system, and
• the repository, where components and resources are found and from which
they are loaded.
Components and resources may be tagged so that they can be identified.
In Figure 2.1(a), the system is a document that is composed of pages. A page
contains references which can be used to access sections on a page (e.g., in HTML
via the <A NAME=”...”> tag), which correspond to resources (locations) in the
page, and links to other pages of the document. The repository is the World Wide
Web, which stores the pages. Figure 2.1(b) illustrates an executing program (which
is the system), where object files (components) are loaded as the program executes.
Procedures which are defined in the object files are resources, and a file system is
the repository.
Associated with each component in any dynamically composed system is a set
of handles, which need to be interpreted to access other components or resources.
Interpretation may use a tag to identify a component or resource. For example, a
handle may simply be a name, or it may be some heuristic such as “the closest printer
to where I am working.” A handle can refer to a component, or to a resource within

a component. When interpretation of a handle results in a resource, the component
which contains that resource is incorporated, and not just the resource.
interpreted
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Figure 2.1: Dynamically composing documents and programs.
It is possible that handles in a component could be interpreted as resources
provided by that component. The resulting interpretation does not constitute composition because no other component is needed. Interpreting a handle which results
in accessing a resource or component already loaded, but that is not the same component as that containing the handle, is considered composition if one or both of
the following criteria are satisfied.
• In general, it it could not be determined before the system was used whether
or not the component was to be part of the system.
• Multiple interpretations of the same handle may result in different components
being incorporated into the system.
Referring again to Figure 2.1, filled oblong boxes represent interpreted handles,
and an empty box indicates that the corresponding handle is yet to be interpreted.
Resources are denoted as ovals. Both components and resources may have tags,

denoted by
. In Figure 2.1(a), the WWW example, handles are unique resource
locations (URLs), which may refer to entire pages, or may be an address (resource)
within a particular page. In both cases, interpretation of a URL results in the
incorporation of an entire page into the document. Tags are the actual documents,
or offsets within documents, to which the interpretation of a URL resolves. For
example, the URL is interpreted by the protocol to be used (e.g., http), the machine
to request the document from, and the way in which the machine can locate the
document. Interpreting a handle results in a particular document – the tag is a
convenient way to identify this document.
Figure 2.1(b) is slightly more complicated than the WWW example. Handles
(names in a program) may refer to object files, or executable code (resources) within
an object file. Interpreting a handle to a component may result in the interpretation
of other handles (for example, handles corresponding to resources required by a
component may be interpreted to resources provided within the system, and vice
versa).
Composition is a well known phenomenon in computing systems, and involves
concepts such as binding (which can be applied, say, to binding between handles
and their interpretations), scoping and linking. The term composition is used instead of binding to avoid confusion; composition is used to evoke the sense that
a component or resource is located in a repository, which is not itself considered
part of the system. Thus, systems which make use of dynamic binding through the
use of first class procedures (written in languages such as Modula-3 [Cardelli89], for
example), or those using dynamic binding to resolve inheritance and overloading
in an object-oriented paradigm, are precluded because the set of possible choices is
fixed when the system commences, even though the choice of a particular component
may occur dynamically. Furthermore, interpreting a handle as a resource (a form of
binding) requires that the component containing the resource also be incorporated
(not necessarily part of traditional binding).
The term dynamic refers to the time period during which a system is in use.
It is possible that this period is long. For example, a telecommunication switching
system may be used for many years without ceasing. However, this time period can
be viewed as being quantised into several epochs, which correspond to the various
times during the use of a system that handles are interpreted. Some examples of
epochs follow.
• When browsing a document, a handle may be interpreted when a user clicks
on it. In general, it is possible that handles are interpreted when they are
used.
• When an object file is loaded using dld, handles in the object file which may
refer to existing resources in the system are interpreted at the time the object
file is loaded.
• At the time a component is incorporated, all handles may be recursively interpreted so that the entire system is constructed at system start-up time.
• If a system is updated while it is executing – which happens in on-line maintenance – it is possible that a particular interpretation of a handle will change

while it is in use. In such a case, the old interpretation may have state, which
will need to be transferred to the new interpretation.
Given this terminology, it is now possible to propose a definition of dynamic
composition.
Definition 2.1 Dynamic composition is the interpretation of handles in components of a system to other components or resources which originate in a repository.
Interpretation is performed as the system is being used.
A dynamically composed system is therefore one that is constructed using dynamic composition. It is important to note the distinction between a dynamically
composed system and the mechanisms used to facilitate dynamic composition – the
former is constructed using the latter.

2.3

Analysis of existing mechanisms

An introduction to the areas regarded as involving dynamic composition was presented in Section 1.1. The diversity of these areas means that a complete survey
is impracticable. Also, technologies such as Java Beans [Sun96], CORBA (and its
associated services), ActiveX [Microsoft96] and a host of others are rapidly evolving
and, hence, unstable for the purpose of study. This section, therefore, focuses on the
areas in which dynamic composition has been extant for some time. These areas are
environment mechanisms, language mechanisms and distributed systems. Focusing
the survey in this manner provides a more stable and manageable base on which to
conduct this research. It is anticipated that the results of this survey will generalise
to other areas, such as hyperlinking multimedia, browsing and WWW technologies.
The remainder of this section discusses the various ways in which dynamic composition is supported. The methods are divided into three categories: environment
mechanisms, language mechanisms, and mechanisms used in distributed systems. In
each of these categories, a simple dynamically composed system which dynamically
interprets the handle Viewsprdsht (a component used to view a spreadsheet) is used
to guide the discussion.

2.3.1

Environment mechanisms

2.3.1.1

Description

An application developer may have access to routines provided by libraries which
interact with components at the operating system level to facilitate dynamic composition. Also, an operating system or run-time system may provide dynamic composition (mainly via dynamic linking) without interaction with either a developer
or user. These mechanisms are termed environment mechanisms because they do
not require special constructs in a programming language, and indeed manipulate
entities which are traditionally outside the language domain. Furthermore, such
mechanisms can conceptually be supplied to multiple programming languages, and
behave in the same manner regardless of the programming language in which a
system is implemented.

2.3.1.2

Example Systems

Many operating systems (e.g., Solaris [SunSoft95], Multics [Corbato65]) provide
some form of dynamic linking as a way of reducing the size of stored binaries and
also as a means of facilitating bug fixes to libraries without necessarily requiring
all the binaries which use them to be relinked. When a program is executed, the
components needed to make the program complete are located and then linked.
Static linking makes sure that at least one version of all required components exists
so that checking can be done before execution.
With Solaris, for example, static linking locates the required components (i.e.,
shared operating system libraries) and checks that all names (handles) required are
available. At this time, the name of the library found and an indication of its version
are added to the executable file. Dynamic composition occurs immediately prior to
the execution of a system. If a library changes between static linking and execution,
it is possible that the modifications to the library will be available to the executing
system. Furthermore, it is possible to move the executable to another machine or
environment and use a different version of the libraries to the one with which the
program was linked.
In order to provide some level of safety, rudimentary support for checking compatibility between the expected component and the one located is provided. Shared
libraries have a version and revision number associated with them. The version
number is for major (incompatible) changes, and the revision number is for changes
like extension. When a program is linked, the version and revision number of the
library are recorded with the binary, so that the correct library can be found on
execution.
During static linking of shared libraries, the resolution of all handles to particular
resources in a particular library is still required, but instead of including the library,
the name of the library and its version number form a handle which needs to be
interpreted. At commencement of execution, all handles are interpreted to libraries
on the file system; if an interpretation fails, the program ceases; if it succeeds, the
required resources from the library are incorporated into the system.
In Multics, the virtual memory is divided into segments, each of which may contain executable code [Daley68]. A program residing in a segment may dynamically
link to executable code in another segment via intersegment addressing, which uses
linkage data containing the symbolic segment name and symbolic external address
of the procedure to be called. These names are resolved dynamically and control
transferred into the segment containing the executable code. This scheme means
that one segment does not require recompilation if code changes in another segment
it uses, and that a process can call a routine by its symbolic name without having
made prior arrangement to do so (for example, making sure it has access to all the
names required by that procedure), a capability not provided by Solaris. Another
difference between Solaris and Multics is that all unresolved names under Solaris
must be resolved at the commencement of program execution, whereas this is not
the case in Multics, where names are only resolved when (and if) they are needed.
The above dynamic composition is transparent to the programmer of the system;
the programmer does not have access to the dynamic linker to explicitly link components, and the time at which components are incorporated is fixed as being the

commencement of execution. A number of packages exist which provide routines for
programmers to dynamically link not only operating system libraries, but arbitrary
object code as well. The way in which dynamic linking is provided between the
various example systems is similar in many respects, but different in some key aspects. The systems that will be considered more closely are dld [Ho91] and dynload
(a dynamic linker from Brown University, which is used by some packages in the
Field tool integration framework [Reiss94]).
Interpretation
All dynamic linkers provide a routine which takes the name of an object file, and
loads it into an executing program. Routines are provided that return the address
of a symbol (given its name), and this address can be assigned to a function variable
and called. To couch this in the defined terminology of this chapter, object files are
components. The filename of the object file is a handle, which, when interpreted
in the context of a file system, means that an object file is incorporated into the
system. Individual functions are also located using their name (or handle), and are
interpreted as belonging to a particular component.
1
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#include ”dld.h”
main (int argc, char **argv)
{
register void (Viewsprdsht)();

5

dld init (argv0);
dld link (”viewsprdsht.o”);

6
7
8

Viewsprdsht = (void (*)())dld get func (”Viewsprdsht”);
Viewsprdsht ();

9
10
11

}

Figure 2.2: Dynamic linking using dld.
For example, Figure 2.2 shows how dynamic linking to a procedure called Viewsprdsht is achieved in dld. Figure 2.3 provides a corresponding diagrammatic view of
the dynamic composition at various points in the execution of Figure 2.2. The
top part of this figure represents the state when the code commences execution.
The initial component is the component containing main, which has two handles:
“Viewsprdsht” and “viewsprdsht.o”. The repository (to the right of the diagram) is
a file system from which object files come. When executing the code, an initialising
function is called so that the names extant in the executing program are known
(line 6 of Figure 2.2). On line 7, the handle “viewsprdsht.o” is interpreted to refer
to a particular object file, which is then included into the system – this is shown
in the middle part of Figure 2.3. At this stage any uninterpreted handles in the
included component are resolved against the handles in the system (for example, if
the resource printf was needed by the component, it would be resolved at this time,
if it existed somewhere in the system). Line 9 of Figure 2.2 (represented in the
bottom part of Figure 2.3) is where the interpretation of the handle Viewsprdsht is
made. This example provides an instance of how a tag is used in the interpretation

main
"viewsprdsht.o"
Viewsprdsht

main
"viewsprdsht.o"
Viewsprdsht

main
"viewsprdsht.o"
Viewsprdsht

Figure 2.3: Diagrammatic representation of the example in Figure 2.2.
of a handle. Each resource in a dld component needs to be tagged with a name.
The function dld get func uses the tag to interpret a resource. In dld, the user must
explicitly name the tag for interpretation to proceed.
In both dld and dynload, there is only one scope from which resources can
originate (i.e., the namespace is flat). This means that if a tag with the same name
exists in both the running program and the object to be loaded, then one of three
results can be obtained, two of which are illustrated by dld and dynload.
1. The operation fails because a resource is multiply defined. This is the behaviour of dld, which mimics the behaviour of static linking. For a handle
to assume another interpretation using the same tag (for example, to install
a new version of some procedure), it is necessary to explicitly remove the
resource before the new resource can be incorporated and the handle reinterpreted; unlinking causes a resource to be undefined (by removing the old
value); unlinking a resource also removes the component that contains it.
2. The new resource is ignored; reinterpretation of the handle always results in
the first (oldest) resource.
3. The previous interpretation of the handle is replaced by the one in the newly
incorporated component, and any subsequent references access the new definition. This is what happens in dynload.
When there is no interpretation
The above discussion focuses on what can happen if a handle can be interpreted,

but there are also a number of behaviours possible when there is no valid interpretation. Examples of the number of behaviours possible are:
• allow a handle to be examined to see if it is interpretable,
• issue an error, because no interpretation is found,
• automatically search for an interpretation in a collection of “standard” places,
or
• allow the user or developer to indicate the places at which to look, either after
the result of the interpretation cannot be located, or some time before the
interpretation is attempted.
In dld, it is possible, when a symbol has been found, to determine whether it
is executable. A function is executable if all the names in the object which loaded
the function are resolved, and the resolution is to an executable function. This
means that both the handle is interpreted, and all the handles in the component are
interpreted as well (recursively). Recall that in dld, interpretation of a handle leads
to the attempted interpretation of all the handles known in the system. If a function
is not executable (i.e., not all handles are interpreted), it is possible to make it so by
loading components which provide the needed resources. If an inexecutable function
is called, it is likely that a memory fault will occur.
Dynload uses the fourth approach above for interpretation. At the time that a
component is incorporated, any handle that cannot be interpreted to an existing
resource in the system is actually interpreted to a lookup procedure. If the handle is
used (e.g., through a call), and it is still not interpreted, the default procedure calls
a user-defined procedure to dynamically incorporate other components which may
be valid interpretations of the handle. This may be done by calling a link procedure
on a number files, for example.
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extern Viewsprdsht ();

2
3
4
5
6
7

DL FunctionPtr resolve (char *name)
{
DLload (”viewsprdsht.o”);
return (DL FunctionPtr) DLlookup (name);
}

8
9
10
11

main (int argc, char *argv)
{
DLload on demand heuristics (&resolve);

12

Viewsprdsht ();

13
14

}

Figure 2.4: Dynamic linking using dynload.
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Figure 2.5: Diagrammatic representation of the example in Figure 2.4
Figure 2.4, and the corresponding diagram in Figure 2.5, give an example of
dynamic linking using dynload’s mechanisms. When the initial component (main) is
incorporated (i.e., when the system commences execution), there are three handles,
all interpreted. The handles main and resolve are interpreted to resources as defined
in Figure 2.4, whereas Viewsprdsht has no valid interpretation according to Figure 2.4
(since it is declared as being extern), but is interpreted to the default procedure in
Figure 2.5. Line 13 uses Viewsprdsht, which is the default procedure in the scenario
in Figure 2.5. The default procedure uses resolve which incorporates the component
(using the handle “viewsprdsht.o”), at which time Viewsprdsht is reinterpreted and
the new resource found as the valid interpretation. The call to Viewsprdsht is then
continued. The diagram in Figure 2.5 also illustrates how dynload deals with uninterpreted handles in an incorporated component: any uninterpreted handles are
interpreted to be the default procedure.
In addition to providing programmer-accessible routines for dynamic composition, dynload provides a static linking facility which is used instead of the default
operating system linker. This linker, instead of reporting errors when a name cannot
be resolved at link-time, resolves names to the default procedure so that they can be
resolved dynamically. This is in contrast to dld, which uses the standard linker to
link the initial component and requires that all names in the program be interpreted.
Hence, dld requires the introduction of strings and variables which represent new
components, as opposed to dynload which uses the program name.
Allowing programs to access dynamic composition mechanisms means that programs can be written that can modify themselves, and the programmer need not rely
on the linker provided by the operating system as the only method of composing the
program. However, the operating system is still evident because the entities being
manipulated are object files, and it quickly becomes apparent that scoping, typing
and other language consistency mechanisms cannot be taken into consideration (for

example, a global scope, as in dld, is an artefact of the way that object files are
formatted so that undefined symbols are accessible globally).
Updating the program externally
In contrast to providing program accessible language independent mechanisms,
there exists a class of system which is language independent, but which is not accessible from a program. For example, Frieder and Segal [Frieder91] describe the
system Procedure-Oriented Dynamic Update System (PODUS) which is a transparent updating system. It is used for the online update of entire programs. The
strategy involves loading the new version into the same address space as the old version, and replacing the old version with the new version incrementally. It is claimed
that PODUS will work with any procedural language (such as Pascal) without modification to the language, as long as the system is written using a top-down software
engineering methodology [Segal93].
Transparency comes from not having any constructs in the language to perform
dynamic update, but by providing a mechanism which understands the criteria they
outline for successful updating: in PODUS, the program knows nothing about being
updated dynamically, but PODUS must know about the condition of an existing
component before updating it. In PODUS, a component (procedure) can only be
updated if it is inactive. To determine whether a procedure is active, the procedures
on which it depends must be known. There are two forms of dependency: syntactic
and semantic. Syntactic dependencies are those procedures which may be called
from a procedure, and can be determined by analysing the program. Semantic
dependencies are those procedures which, although they may not call each other,
depend on each other; these dependencies are supplied by the programmer. A
procedure is active if it or any of the procedures on which it depends syntactically
or semantically are on the runtime stack.
Figure 2.6 illustrates updating a program with a new version in PODUS. The
figure is divided into two planes; the front plane shows the new version of the
program and the rear plane depicts the currently executing version. Solid lines
indicate syntactic dependencies,2 and the dashed line indicates the path of execution
in the program; following it reveals the runtime stack. Thus, the rear plane in
Figure 2.6(a) shows a possible initial state, where the program is executing (and is
currently in component D which has been called from C, which has been called from
A), and a request is made to update the whole program in the front plane.
In PODUS, an update is done at the granularity of a procedure, and so resources
and components are analogous; only components are shown in the figure. If Figure 2.6(a), the only inactive component is B, and so this is the only component
which can be updated at this stage; it is replaced with B’ in Figure 2.6(b). Once D
becomes inactive, it can be replaced, as shown in Figure 2.6(c). When C becomes
inactive, C’ and E can be incorporated. One interesting characteristic of this system
is that the first procedure called (in this example, component A) can never become
inactive (or the system ceases execution).
2

Assume there are no semantic dependencies.
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Figure 2.6: Updating programs using PODUS.

2.3.1.3

Discussion

The mechanisms described above are available to a program and provide a method
for dynamic composition based on object files. Library routines are provided that
call an operating system’s function to load the file, and then perform manipulations
on the object file’s structure to perform name binding. Unfortunately, it is up to
the user of a system written with such mechanisms to keep track of what the system
currently contains, and there is little help from the dynamic link libraries for this
activity. This causes the problems listed below.
• The user or programmer must remember which components have been loaded
before loading another component, in case that component is already loaded.
In dld, incorporating the same component will result in an error.
• The programmer or user must know what resources are in an object file in
order to know whether a particular object file provides a resource that has
already been provided.
• Knowledge of the way in which names are used must be assumed; these systems
behave differently on loading a new component, and these differences are stated
ambiguously.
• The user will only know if it does not make sense to incorporate a component
after that component has been loaded. In dld, at least, an error will ensue;
however, in dynload, the provisions of the newly loaded component will be
used without the user knowing that they have been replaced.
• In PODUS it is natural, because of the incremental update, that a mixture
of new and old versions is in existence. It is necessary to specify the relevant semantic dependencies and to determine the composition of the current
configuration.
These problems, because they occur later in the development of a program,
mean that ascertaining what went wrong with a dynamically composed system is
difficult. Users may be faced with manifestations of errors which come from an
invalid configuration being composed. Such errors are unusual for users to encounter.
Furthermore, there will be little tool support at the time for being able to diagnose
such errors beyond indicating that “something went wrong”.

2.3.2

Language mechanisms

2.3.2.1

Description

When dynamic composition is provided by an operating system, the semantics of
binding according to the programming language may be circumvented. Dynamic
binding as a language feature allows the language to perform checks for safety consistent with those performed with other features in the language. For example, the
language can enforce type checks on dynamically loaded objects, or set up other scenarios where the type safety can be guaranteed. Unlike the mechanisms described

program main (input,output);
procedure Viewsprdsht; dynamic ;
begin
link ’Viewsprdsht’ to ’spread’;
Viewsprdsht;
end
(a)

environment dynamic Viewsprdsht;
procedure spread;
begin
...;
end
(b)

Figure 2.7: Dynamic linking using db-Pascal.
above, the language can process dynamically composable components as elements
of a program, rather than rely on the file system of an operating system.
2.3.2.2

Example Systems

There are various ways in which dynamic composition can take place in a programming language. These differences represent a spectrum of design decisions that are
made when considering dynamic composition in a language. For example, decisions
about what language entities can be bound dynamically, when type checking is performed and issues concerned with safety, all need to be addressed. A number of
programming languages will be examined to determine the choices that have been
made with respect to dynamic binding. These programming languages are db-Pascal
[Gantenbein86, Gantenbein91], Napier [Morrison93] and Java [Java95].
Interpretation
The language db-Pascal is an extension to Pascal that allows dynamic binding
of separately compiled subprograms. The approach taken in db-Pascal is to extend
the language in such a way as to notify the compiler about which procedures are
dynamic. This means that a programmer can choose those portions of a program
that can be dynamically bound. In making this choice, a programmer must indicate
which component is to be bound in a program; in the component itself, the programmer must indicate where in the program it is to be bound. An example program
in db-Pascal is given in Figure 2.7. The handle Viewsprdsht is introduced in the
program main in Figure 2.7(a); this procedure is declared to be a dynamic procedure. In Figure 2.7(b), a component is constructed that has the tag spread, and is
actually a procedure with the same type as Viewsprdsht. The environment dynamic
statement indicates that spread is to be compiled in the context of Viewsprdsht. Interpretation of a handle is performed by the link statement in Figure 2.7(a). When
this statement is executed, spread is used to find the appropriate procedure, which
the compiler has placed in a standard place.
In contrast to the need to explicitly state which procedures are to be dynamic,
Napier has an orthogonal notion of dynamism, because any value or procedure can be
made to persist,3 and can be retrieved using the use statement, which dynamically
binds to values in the store and introduces these bindings into the scope which the
use statement encloses. Thus, there is no need in Napier to declare which procedures
3

In Napier, procedures are first class entities, and so code is treated uniformly with data.

Viewsprdsht =
use PS() with
spread : proc () in
spread
(a)

let impl = proc () ...
in PS() let spread = impl
(b)

Figure 2.8: Dynamically binding a name to an implementation in Napier88.
may be targets of dynamic binding; any procedure has this potential. An example
use statement is given in Figure 2.8(a). Viewsprdsht corresponds to a handle that is
interpreted using the use statement to a particular L-value in the persistent store.
Figure 2.8(b) shows how spread is placed in the store; a procedure called impl is
declared, and then introduced into the persistent store with the name spread.
In addition to the explicit form of dynamic binding using the use statement,
Napier programs can be changed through assignment of L-values. When a program
has access to a procedure in Napier, it may access the value via an L-value. Any
other procedure which has access to the L-value can change the value. This is a form
of dynamic composition which is a consequence of being able to share procedures.
Such an example is given in Figure 2.9. The program on the left of Figure 2.9(a)
introduces the L-values interpreted by Viewsprdsht and main. This is achieved by
retrieving Viewsprdsht from the persistent store (PS()) and introducing it into the
scope as an L-value. The righthand side of Figure 2.9(a) provides a diagrammatic
representation of the store after the execution of the program; in this diagram, the
plane at the rear represents the persistent store and that at the front represents the
runtime execution space of the program. The handle main in the persistent store
is interpreted to be a tagged box (as indicated by the arrow). Because main also
used Viewsprdsht from PS() (it is brought into scope by the use statement), the
component referred to by main also has access to the Viewsprdsht handle.
The code in Figure 2.9(b) now changes Viewsprdsht to another procedure value
(sheet). The diagram in the top right of Figure 2.9(b) represents the state after line 4
has been executed. This system contains two handles: Viewsprdsht, imported from
PS(), and sheet, which is created as a new L-value. The execution of line 6 changes
the interpretation of Viewsprdsht to be the same as the interpretation of sheet, as
shown in the bottom left of Figure 2.9(b). Because Viewsprdsht was imported from
PS(), it is the same handle as in PS(), and so this change affects the interpretation
in PS() as well. Also, because the interpretation of main imports the Viewsprdsht
handle, it is affected. Thus, when main is executed subsequently, the new version of
Viewsprdsht is used. This is a form of dynamic composition, because at some time
in the execution of a system which updates Viewsprdsht, main could also be called.
Furthermore, there are plans to incorporate parallelism into Napier [Morrison88],
and so main could be executing at the same time that Viewsprdsht is changed.
Both Napier and db-Pascal allow dynamic composition of program values; however, Java allows programs to dynamically incorporate class definitions, and then
to construct values from these definitions, thus importing the code for the methods
of the class. Any class definition may be dynamically loaded; in fact, every class
definition in Java is, but most of these are resolved at the commencement of the

use PS()
with Viewsprdsht : proc () in
begin
in PS() let main = proc ()
begin
Viewsprdsht ();
end
end
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Figure 2.9: Assigning and changing L-values in Napier.

execution of a Java application (c.f. the dynamic linker of Solaris). This can be
delayed, however, as long as classes can be resolved at any time before their use.
The ClassLoader class in Java is responsible for loading classes, if it encounters a
reference to an class not loaded, and is called:
• when a new instance of another class is created,
• when a different class is the result of a cast,
• when a class is received as a parameter, or
• on the first occasion that a code segment is executed.
Thus, in the normal operation of a Java application, the ClassLoader is called implicitly. Furthermore, a developer can use the ClassLoader, as illustrated in Figure 2.10.
The Class class is a representation of Java classes. Line 3 uses the forName method
to invoke the default ClassLoader, which searches for an implementation of the class
Viewsprdsht. Line 4 creates a new instance of the class (its type is Object because
all classes inherit from Object). The rest of the program uses the new Viewsprdsht.
In various uses of Java, for example in an applet, security concerns mean that a
class can only come from the same place that the applet comes from. If forName is
called twice with the same name (for example, perhaps a new version is available),
the class loader will only incorporate it if it has not done so already. This makes
it difficult to get new versions. In Java applications (where security is not so stringent), a developer can write their own ClassLoader that could obtain the class from
anywhere, and reload classes even if they have been loaded before. To do this, the
developer must keep track of what has been loaded so far, and also, perhaps, keep
track of any instances of classes so that multiple versions cannot exist.
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public class Test {
public void main () {
Class desc = Class.forName (”Viewsprdsht”);
Object tmp = desc.newInstance ();
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Viewsprdsht viewer = (Viewsprdsht ) tmp;
viewer.do ();
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}

}

Figure 2.10: Using the ClassLoader in Java.
Typing issues
In a language, one of the meanings of a valid system is that types are used
in a compatible way. When dynamic composition is provided in a strongly typed
language, it is also possible to perform type checking of the dynamic entity. This
can be provided in several ways:
• Typing in db-Pascal is completely static. Subprograms are not verified when
they are linked in, because the compiler has checked the veracity of the subprogram when it was compiled. The type of the procedure is declared in the

dynamic statement (on the second line of Figure 2.7(a), Viewsprdsht is declared
to be a procedure which takes no parameters). When the implementation (Figure 2.7(b)) is compiled, the procedure spread is checked to make sure it has
the same type as Viewsprdsht. The compiler constructs an elaborate directory
structure to ensure that only those subprograms which are compiled in the
context of Viewsprdsht can be linked to it. Thus, short of maliciously flouting
the directory structure (i.e., placing a procedure in a directory which should
not be there), no type errors are possible during execution.
• Napier does not have an elaborate directory structure, and so cannot make
the same assumptions as db-Pascal. However, Napier uses a mixture of static
typing and dynamic type checking which means that the type of an object only
needs to be verified when it is first retrieved from the persistent store. For
example, the procedure Viewsprdsht in Figure 2.9(a) can be assumed by the
compiler to be a procedure taking no parameters (i.e., proc ()), and wherever it
is used, the compiler can check that it is being used appropriately. When the
use statement is encountered on subsequent execution, and spread is retrieved
from the store, then its actual type must be checked with the assumed type
from compilation. If this is not the case, the program ceases execution. 4
• Java does not have any implicit type checking, because the entity being dynamically bound is a type. The dynamically bound type can be interrogated
so that calls can be made to the methods. Also, when the class is loaded, so
are its superclasses, allowing type checking to be performed. However, this
type checking must be explicit in the program.
Scoping issues
Behaviour of dynamic composition with respect to scope can differ between the
various languages. When an implementation of a dynamic subprogram in db-Pascal
is compiled, the environment it uses is that which existed at the point of the dynamic
statement. Thus, the procedure spread in Figure 2.7(b) is compiled as though it
appeared in place of the procedure header for Viewsprdsht in Figure 2.7(a). Thus all
the names in scope at the time of the dynamic statement are available to spread;
when it is linked in, these names are resolved appropriately5 .
With Napier, binding is based on closures, so that, when a procedure is placed in
an environment, its closure (i.e., any name or value accessible from the procedure,
applied recursively) is made persistent. Thus, the names in scope are those names
which were in scope when the procedure was made persistent. The environment
mechanism [Dearle88] is a scoping mechanism, and because environments can be
used arbitrarily in other programs, both the dynamically bound procedure and the
one performing the dynamic binding could access the same name (similar to dbPascal).
4

The program also ceases execution if the name spread does not exist in the persistent store.
In actual fact, although this was explicitly stated in the design of db-Pascal, the implementation
could only have dynamic procedures declared at the outermost scope. This was because of a
limitation in P-code, the intermediate language into which db-Pascal was compiled.
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Java functions in a similar fashion. The closure represents the inheritance hierarchy; when a class is loaded, all its superclasses are as well.
A number of languages which allow dynamic composition isolate components
from one another. For example, Conic [Kramer85] and its successor Darwin [Magee95]
do not allow components to directly access other components. Components specify
ports for providing and receiving data; the configurer of a system connects ports together. Therefore, only type checking on the ports is necessary at the time that they
are connected. Mesa/Cedar [Sweet85, Swinehart86] essentially achieves the same effect by having modules specify an interface, and having a module interconnection
language join components together.
Security issues
When constructing systems dynamically, security becomes an issue. This is
because executable components are being introduced into the running program, and
so the possibility of introducing Trojan horses [TP96] is increased. Napier and dbPascal depend on the type model to provide security. In Napier, added security can
be achieved by sealing an application (i.e., encapsulating all bindings in the closure
of a program to prevent unrestricted access) [Dearle93]. This does not work for the
explicit points of dynamic composition, whereupon security is based on the type.
In Java, security is more stringent. The default ClassLoader accesses a security
manager which can be used to verify that a site from which classes are loaded is a
trusted site. When using Java as an applet, the ClassLoader cannot be overridden,
which prevents applications from having their own (potentially malicious) loading
mechanism.
2.3.2.3

Discussion

When dynamic linking is provided at the language level, the language has more control over where components are located. For example, db-Pascal follows a convention
about the location of implementations; specifically it creates a directory structure.
The programmer cannot choose where components are located; it is hardwired. In
Napier, there is no hardwired notion, but type safety can be guaranteed: L-values
are strongly typed, and so values can only be replaced if they are of the same type –
the runtime system must perform a dynamic check of both the name and the type
when retrieving a value from an env type [Dearle88] using the use statement. In
Java, the ClassLoader has control over where classes come from, although it does
end up coming from a file system.
Components are selected by merely quoting the name of the component. This is
no longer a filename, but it is analogous to one. No other distinguishing characteristics of the component are provided. Napier is an exception, in that the type is also
used; furthermore, using environments (which form a path in the persistent store)
means that the namespace is not flat, and so components can also be distinguished
by their location in the store.
None of the languages use any built-in notion of versioning, and no configuration management facility which provides versioning exists for them (although
[Morrison95] discusses what is effectively another level of indirection on L-values
which can be used to provide versioning). There is some precedent for providing versioning as a language mechanism [Winkler87]. Java and Napier would both

type list is structure (
append : proc (int);
head : proc (→int);
tail : proc (→list)...)

let a := proc ()
begin
a := ...
a();
end

let listGen : proc (→list) ...

a()

let l := listGen ()
(a)

(b)

Figure 2.11: Multiple versions in Napier88.
be amenable to some sort of environment support for configuration management.
However, because there is no choice about where components come from, the version
information in db-Pascal would either have to be part of the name, or added as an
extension to the language.
In each system, a valid program is one which is type-safe. As discussed above,
db-Pascal ensures this by performing all typing statically; in Napier, it occurs via
a mixture of static and dynamic type checking. The languages differ in how they
handle validity in the context of multiple versions of the same conceptual component.
Multiple versions of the same conceptual component are defined as two simultaneous
instances of a component which are considered to be the same.
In db-Pascal, a procedure cannot be relinked if there is an existing activation of
that procedure. Thus, a valid configuration is one where there is only one version of
all the components. In Napier, there is no such restriction. Figure 2.11(a) gives a
simple example of this, where the procedure a changes itself. Although this example
is somewhat contrived, it should be easy to see that the problem may be encountered
more easily when the recursion is indirect.
The above problem with Napier is only of concern when procedures are used recursively. The issue is of more concern with code related to objects. Figure 2.11(b)
gives an example. The list type is a structure consisting of procedures. The procedure listGen returns an instance of this type. The type list can have multiple
implementations. If listGen were to change through assignment, in the same way
as illustrated in Figure 2.9, then it is conceivable that there could be two different
versions of list existing in the program.
This problem also occurs in Java; if a Java class is loaded at one time, and then
reloaded subsequently some time later, the class may have changed. Thus, objects
of two versions of the class will exist. Old ones will be of the old version; any new
instances will be of the new version.
It could be argued that this transparency is a good idea. However, if a bug occurs
in such a case, it is still necessary to know what the configuration is. This problem is
more difficult where multiple versions of a component exist. It is necessary not only
to know the particular component that has the problem, but also which version.
Describing a configuration is a real problem with all of the above languages. In
db-Pascal, it is impossible to be able to decide statically what will comprise a configuration (as dynamic binding can go to arbitrary scope levels). In Napier, there is a

task module Spread
entryport
input : boolean
reply signaltype;
exitport
output : string;
var
go : boolean;
begin
loop
select
receive go from input
=> send ”Viewing...”
to output;
end;
end;
end;

task module main
exitport
output : boolean;
begin
send true to do˙output;
end;

Figure 2.12: Defining modules in Conic.
similar problem, compounded by the fact that programs can be evolved dynamically,
and that problem of multiple versions, described above, can be introduced.

2.3.3

Distributed systems

2.3.3.1

Description

There has been abundant research into reconfiguring distributed systems. In a number of these systems, another program, called a configurer, runs in conjunction with
the system, and allows the system to be modified. In such a case, the system does
not need to have operations for linking embedded into its code, and the configurer
can make some assumptions about the way in which modules are implemented.
2.3.3.2

Example Systems

There are a number of issues in allowing systems to be modified dynamically by programs which are not part of the execution. The first issue is whether (and how much)
the possibility of dynamic change should impact on the developer of the application.
Conic [Kramer85] allows modules to be expressed in a Pascal-like form. In Conic,
units of computation are expressed in terms of modules. The crucial modification
made to facilitate dynamic composition is that modules cannot explicitly refer to
other modules. Components are defined as independent modules, with a collection
of entry ports and exit ports, which define a module’s interface. In fact, [Magee89]
states that “The Conic task module [provides] configuration independence in that
all references are to local objects and there is no direct naming of other modules
or communication entities. This means that there is no configuration information
embedded in the programming language and so no recompilation is needed for configuration changes.” Figure 2.12 shows the definition of a system in Conic, which
is similar to the previous examples in this chapter. The component Viewsprdsht is
defined as a task which waits to receive input from its entry port, and then passes on

link main.output to Spread.input
link Spread.output to screen.input

Figure 2.13: Joining modules in Conic.
the results of the analysis. The task main sends a start signal to its exit port. Both
of these tasks are independent of each other. The task main does not know to which
module it is sending its message, and the task Viewsprdsht does not know which
module receives its message. Connecting modules together is done by submitting
instructions to the configurer. For example, Figure 2.13 demonstrates how main and
Viewsprdsht could be linked together.
Each component in Conic can only be updated if it is in a passive state, which
means that it will not initiate any new communication, and has provided all services which are needed for other components to be in a passive state [Kramer90b].
However, this state is application dependent. To alleviate this, the configurer, when
issuing a link operation, will signal to the component that it needs to be relinked, at
which time the component will attempt to reach a passive state. The configurer will
wait until the component signals that it has reached this state, and then complete
the reconfiguration.
Darwin, which is a successor to Conic, separates out the configuration language
and the module’s code. The expressions in Darwin are merely indications of its ports
and a module’s configuration. These are used to generate (in the implementation)
stubs which can be used to code the actual activity of the module; in this way,
a form of language-independence in the method of implementing a component is
achieved.
There are a number of other systems which are similar to Conic, most notably
Gerel [Endler94] and the Raven Configuration Management System [Coatta94].
Gerel, like Conic, allows the specification of modules and ports. A scripting language is supplied which performs dynamic reconfiguration. A change script may
have a precondition which must be satisfied for the script to execute (and thus for
the change to be made).
The above systems require changes to be made by a configurer. In such circumstances, the configurer is passive; it only needs to know about a system once a
change is requested. Raven, on the other hand, is active. It allows the definition
of composite objects, which are like modules in the other systems, and also the
specification of constraints which define what it means for a composite object to be
consistent. Associated with each constraint is a repair clause, which indicates how
Raven should repair a system if a constraint is not satisfied. Raven is active in the
sense that it monitors a configuration, and makes any repairs automatically. This
approach means that a person is not explicitly in control of making the updates;
consistency and repair is specified, and then repair is automatic. Again, the program
need not know that it is being updated.

2.3.3.3

Discussion

In Conic, and its ilk, the configuration manager performs the update by selecting
the modules involved. The type of these modules is fixed when a node is compiled
(i.e., a node can only contain modules of a (statically) predefined type), as is the
number of instance of tasks within a module.
Conic maintains consistency by checking that the types of attached exit ports and
entry ports are equivalent. This is similar to Napier, where consistency is equivalent
to type safety.
In Conic, each running application keeps its own database to record the current
configuration state [Magee89]. The configuration manager can therefore interact
with the program to ascertain its current structure (i.e., information about its interface and its links to other nodes).

2.3.4

Some general issues

2.3.4.1

Updating vs. Extending

There are at least two kinds of use for dynamic composition. The first is used
for extending a program, i.e., introducing components into the system which are
not already in the program. In the simplest case, this means that the change is
independent of the rest of the program. The issues in this case are simply how to
link the new component into the executing program, and what to do with unbound
names in the new component.
When extending a system, describing configurations (both before the configuration is formed and after components have been loaded) is a difficult problem.
Conic overcomes this by forcing applications to maintain configuration knowledge
about themselves. This information can only be ascertained after the configuration
is formed. For various reasons (such as specifying consistency), it is desirable to describe the configuration in a structured manner, reminiscent of the way that modern
configuration management systems do.
The second case is where online maintenance occurs. The simple case in this
domain means that components are replaced, but nothing is being added to the
system. The issues which must be addressed here include determining safe times for
an update to occur, and how to handle information storing state.
Consistency is also an issue in online maintenance. It can be assured statically
that the old version and the new version are valid, but does it make sense to ensure
consistency during the update (when old and new are mixed)? Also, if a problem
arises with the software during the update, is it possible to decide whether the bug
occurred in the old version (and is fixed in the new), in the new version, or occurs
because of a mixture of the new and old?
2.3.4.2

Transferring state

The discussion so far has centred on how code is updated. In a running program,
simply updating the code is often insufficient. Typically, a running program will
have created some data structures which will need to be maintained for the program
to continue executing in a meaningful manner. Consider, for example, code which

source.restruct (destination)
(a)

proc restruct =
(destination : source˙type)
while nonempty do
destination.in (out)
od
(b)

Figure 2.14: Restructuring in DAS.
encapsulates a stack. If that code is replaced, and the state of the stack is not
maintained, subsequent access to the stack will mean that the program functions
incorrectly.
A number of systems have been developed (including some of those discussed
above) that facilitate transfer of state between different versions. All of the methods described involve writing a procedure which transfers the state. Goullon et al.
[Goullon78] call this process dynamic restructuring. They address the case where
the type of the component stays the same, but its implementation and internal data
representation change. They reject any solution which requires a special conversion algorithm for every pair of data structures, and instead settle on providing a
special function in the source. In the simple case, their solution requires that each
component has an in function, which adds information to the encapsulated data
structure. Furthermore, the source object (the old version of the component) has
a restruct function. Figure 2.14(a) provides an illustration of how this takes place.
The function restruct (a member of the source ADT) is called with the new version as a parameter. In the simplest case, restruct is a simple loop as illustrated in
Figure 2.14(b). The functions nonempty and out must be local procedures of the
source type. The procedure restruct can of course be more complicated, exploiting
knowledge of the source type.
Tindell [Tindell90] discusses providing dynamic code replacement in Ada. He
introduces the concept of change transparency, which is that the system should not
be seriously affected by the occurrence of a replacement. To transfer data between
different implementations, he proposes the writing of special transfer code, which
has access to both the old and new versions of the unit being replaced. However,
transfer code needs to be written for each pair of different implementations. To
counter this, Tindell makes the claim that transfer code could be automatically
generated based on a set of heuristics, although this seems infeasible in the general
case.
Stadel [Stadel91] discusses data transferral for three cases: objects of limited
lifetime, objects of unlimited lifetime that need to be replaced immediately, and
objects of unlimited lifetime which may be replaced in the background. In the
former case, no transferral is performed. Multiple implementations of the same
object may co-exist; if a new object is needed, it is created as the new version.
To transfer data immediately, Stadel proposes the definition of a class called
clonable class, from which all replaceable classes inherit. A method of this class
is clone state, which takes a new version of the object and clones its state. In the
general case, Stadel claims that it is possible to always develop a method for cloning.

In the worst case, all calls to the old version can be saved, and then replayed against
the new version.
Transferring data in the background is necessary for systems where a pause for
data transferral is undesirable. For this case, asynchronously clonable class is defined,
which has two methods: start cloning and is cloned. The method start cloning can be
used to initiate the cloning process; other methods may be called during this time.
Whether cloning has finished can be determined by calling is cloned. In this case, it
seems that old versions need to be programmed with change in mind.
PODUS uses interprocedures and mapper procedures to facilitate state-transfer
between new and old procedures. When a call is made by a yet-to-be updated
procedure to an updated procedure, an interprocedure is used to map old parameters
to new parameters. The invocation of the call is diverted to the interprocedure which
does the necessary translations and calls the new procedure. Mapper procedures
work in a similar fashion, by converting static data used by a procedure into a
format which is suitable for the new version of the procedure.
Gupta and Jalote [Gupta96] approach online change by constructing a framework
which is used to model the state of an executing program. In certain cases, they
have found that it is possible to deduce the control points (statements in the old
and new version) at which an update can occur. The state of a program is a
tuple hfunction, stack position, variable or PCi. A state mapping is defined to be a
function which translates statement positions and variables in an old version to a
state in the new version.
Transfer of state in distributed systems has also been studied. The work of
Hofmeister [Hofmeister93, Hofmeister94], deals with this issue. The approach here
is similar to that of Goullon et al., where an encode and decode operation must be
supplied which transforms the state into a common representation.
The various approaches to state transfer described above can be categorised as
those where change is programmed into the system, and those where change can be
retro-fitted. The approach of Goullon et al. means that the old version must have at
least a restruct procedure written for it; Stadel’s approach is that all objects inherit
from cloneable class. In contrast to this, the approach of Frieder and Segal allows
interprocedures and mapping procedures to be written that are used only when the
transfer is taking place. The old version of the program does not need to be fitted
with anything that will facilitate the transfer; it must, however, be written in a
top-down fashion.

2.4

Issues

As demonstrated in this chapter, there are a number of problems about dynamically
composed systems which make their maintainability and evolution difficult. These
problems can be summarised by the following questions:
• What is a configuration composed of and how is it organised?
In order to properly maintain a system, it is necessary to know what its configuration is; also, to assist with managing complexity, it is important to know

its organisation. This information is routinely known for static configurations,
but is often difficult to ascertain for dynamically composed systems.
• How is a component added to a configuration?
In order to know this, the operations and elements which can be used in
updating need to be stated. In static systems, adding a component produces
a new configuration, whereas adding a component to dynamic systems involves
updating an existing configuration.
• Is a configuration consistent, and does it make sense to incorporate
a component?
Designers of a system will have some notion of what a valid system is – even if
this notion is somewhat informal. Furthermore, validity may also be implicit
in the composition mechanisms, making it difficult for designers to realise
the interplay between their notion and this implicit notion. Unfortunately,
knowing whether the incorporation of a component into a system will ensure
that the system will still be valid is often only known after the component has
been added, which may be too late to undo the change.
• Who makes a change to a configuration and when does a change
occur?
The changes made to a configuration may be self induced or may be effected
by a maintainer or user, and the configuration may be updated at different
times (e.g., at the commencement of the program, on demand, or at any time
while the system is running). A number of consequent issues arise, depending
on how and when changes are made.
To a large extent, configuration management mechanisms have attempted to
answer these questions, but primarily for static systems. They do this through at
least four different concepts: classification, versioning, validation and composition.
The next chapter will examine these mechanisms, and how they answer the relevant aspects of the above questions in the static context. This information will
then guide the development of a formal model to analyse dynamically composed
systems from a configuration management perspective. Descriptions of dynamically
composed systems using this model will show how some of the above questions
may be answered by this model, and highlight the interplay between configuration
management and dynamically composed systems. Knowledge of this interplay will
then produce requirements for configuration management that are specific to its
application to dynamically composed systems; these requirements are explored in
Chapter 4.

Chapter 3
Modelling dynamic composition
The previous chapter examined a range of mechanisms for dynamic composition
in different domains, using a common terminology to present a number of common problems associated with dynamically composed systems. These problems
were mainly concerned with determining the properties of a system as it is being
composed, such as whether it makes sense to incorporate a component, what component(s) can reasonably be incorporated and what to do if another version of a
component is already in existence. These questions are ones which are traditionally
answered by configuration management systems.
While the terminology for discussing dynamic composition is useful for highlighting some problems, it is not useful for discussing these problems in terms of
configuration management concepts. This chapter will examine such issues in more
detail.
In order to facilitate this examination, a model is required which focuses on only
those issues which are relevant to configuration management concepts in dynamically
composed systems. This model serves two major purposes.
1. It is used to examine existing configuration management support provided to
dynamically composed systems when they use dynamic composition mechanisms. This examination is necessary so that when configuration management
concepts are applied to address the issues raised in Chapter 2, they do not
interfere with any existing configuration management support.
2. It will help to highlight properties of dynamically composed systems which alter the manner in which configuration management concepts in a static context
are applied to a dynamic context.
Accordingly, this chapter first presents an overview of configuration management
concepts in Section 3.1, with a focus on how these relate to the issues identified in
Chapter 2. This overview and the terminology from Chapter 2 are then used to drive
the development of a model which examines the configuration management support
extant in dynamic composition mechanisms. This model is presented in Section 3.2
and is then applied to describe a subset of the domains discussed in Chapter 2; specifically, it is applied to existing environment and language mechanisms for dynamic
composition. As a result of these descriptions, it is clear that these mechanisms

provide only rudimentary support for configuration management. Furthermore, the
process of examining configuration management support for dynamically composed
systems enables the precise identification of the requirements for the configuration
management of dynamically composed systems; these are summarised in Section 3.3.
Finally, the generalisation of the conclusions about configuration management for
dynamically composed systems to domains other than environments and languages
is discussed in Section 3.4.

3.1

What is configuration management

Configuration management for software systems sprang from practices in large traditional engineering projects. Generally, an early attempt was made to graft those
processes involved in configuring and managing the engineering of products (excluding software), such as identification of parts, controlling changes to a design
and status accounting, into similar practices for software systems. However, it is
generally accepted that managing software differs from managing other engineering
artefacts [Tichy88, Zeller97] for at least two reasons: software is malleable and software is more complex. Change in software is a fact of life, and happens more easily
and more often than in traditional engineering. Also, software artefacts are more
intertwined; a change in one part of the software system can produce consequent
defects in other parts of the system that are difficult to find. Thus, in software
configuration management, the management of change is of paramount importance.
Like the artefacts manipulated by other areas of engineering, software is made
up of diverse components, called configuration items. In attempting to identify
elements of software which should be managed, Bersoff [Bersoff84] gives a definition
of software as information that is:
• structured with logical and functional properties,
• created and maintained in various forms and representations during the lifecycle, and
• tailored for machine processing in its fully developed state.
Therefore, configuration items that need to be managed by configuration management systems comprise every form of every component of the software which exists
throughout the lifecycle of the software system, including executable code.
Even though, ideally, software configuration management should be a ubiquitous activity in all phases of software development, tool support for configuration
management has traditionally focussed on the coding aspect of software production.
Furthermore, this support has been concentrated at the developer end of the software, and little thought has been given to providing configuration management of
the product to the customer. When dealing with dynamic composition, or reconfiguration of a product at a user site, post-deployment configuration management
becomes more important [Heimbigner96].
In order to understand the role that configuration management plays in the
development of software, Dart [Dart90] summarises the four operational aspects

of a configuration management, based on the relevant IEEE standards [IEEE88,
IEEE90], as:
Identification: Each configuration item within a system needs to be identified. The
attributes needed to identify a configuration item are: the kind of configuration
item, its name, its version, and an indication of the configuration(s) to which
it belongs. It is also necessary to identify and describe the structure of the
system.
Control: Changes to a system need to be controlled to ensure that software is
consistent. These changes are usually made with respect to an agreed upon
version of the system, called the baseline.
Status Accounting: It is important to be able to record and report the status of
configuration items and change requests, and gather statistics about configuration items in the product.
Audit and Review: A system needs to have completeness validated and consistency among its configuration items maintained; this is achieved by ensuring
that they are in an appropriate state throughout the entire project lifecycle
and that the product is a well-defined collection of configuration items.
To examine the configuration management aspects of dynamic composition, attention needs to be focussed on issues related to the construction of a system rather
than the more managerial aspects of Dart’s classification; these correspond to the
identification and control aspects. Wiebe [Wiebe90] decomposes Dart’s identification and control aspects of configuration management into a number of concepts.
Classification: This covers Dart’s identification aspect, which includes the identification of both configuration items and structure. Wiebe requires the description of the configuration items, their attributes, and their relationships.
Versioning: The grouping of, and relationship between, versions of the same conceptual configuration item are addressed by this concept.
Validation: This concerns specifying and determining whether a particular configuration is consistent.
Composition: This addresses how versions of configuration items can be combined
into new configurations, how a version of a configuration item is derived from
another configuration item, and what tools and methods are used to construct
a configuration.
These concepts can be used in various ways to address the problems raised in
Section 2.4, as discussed in the following sections.

3.1.1

Classification

Classification can aid in providing information about configuration items by partitioning all configuration items according to their class (such as source code, object
code, interface, design documents), as well as describing the attributes of these
configuration items (the contents, the name, the author(s)). This partitioning and
attribution is used to identify configuration items. Contrast this to early configuration management systems, such as RCS [Tichy85] and Make [Feldman79], where
configuration item identification relies on a filename, its version and, perhaps, the
file’s extension.
Allowing configuration items to have attributes other than those above allows
more powerful means for identifying a configuration item. Systems like Adele
[Estublier94], shape [Lampen88, Mahler94], Inscape [Perry89a] and EPOS [Lie89]
allow configuration items to be tagged with attributes (sometimes called meta-data)
describing their properties, rather than their content. For example, attributes such
as author, version, and time do not affect what a configuration item contains, but
describe certain properties of it. Using attributes affords the possibility of describing
versions based on these properties (e.g., all configuration items of the same name,
or those which are authored by the same developer).
Attribution provides a much richer way of describing configuration items. One of
the novel aspects of more recent configuration management systems, such as Jason
[Wiebe90], is the ability of a configuration item to reference other configuration items
as attributes. Thus, it becomes possible to encode in a configuration item various
ways in which it relates to other configuration items. In fact, it is possible to have
container configuration items whose sole purpose is to reference (contain) other
configuration items. In this way, for example, subsystems can be formed. Using
such containers, a system can be organised into manageable pieces. A collection of
configuration items organised in some manner is called a configuration; if it contains
all configuration items needed to form a particular software product, it is called a
complete configuration (sometimes called a total configuration [Wiebe90] or bound
configuration [Zeller97]).
The classification concept of configuration management can therefore aid in answering the questions of what a system comprises, how the system is organised, how
various pieces are identified, and also, through attribution, the part of the language
of discourse for selecting and determining the validity of configuration items.

3.1.2

Versioning

Versioning characterises a particular relationship between configuration items. It
collects configuration items together that can be treated conceptually as the same.
A group of configuration items representing the same concept is called a family
[Babich86], or version family [Wiebe90], or even a version group [Tichy88]. Versioning allows these configuration items to be identified as a set, with properties of
its own. The typical relationships which are encapsulated within a version family
are the historical changes to a particular configuration item, usually called revisions [Babich86], and the configuration items which are variations of each other,
commonly referred to as variants [Babich86, Tichy88].

Typically, grouping configuration items involves identifying their common properties. In many configuration management systems, such as RCS [Tichy85], Adele
[Estublier94] and ClearCase [Leblang94], a version family is defined by whether
configuration items have the same (file)name.
Treating version families as identifiable entities in a configuration management
system allows the description of a partial configuration. Unlike a complete configuration, a partial configuration is a set of version families, organised in some way.
This means that the complexity of configurations is managed by allowing the specification of a configuration generically, in terms of the concepts, rather than particular
configuration items. For example a partial configuration of a software product might
consist of a user manual, the program on some media, and installation instructions;
a complete configuration of the same product would be specified as, say, the user
manual for version Y of the product on machine X, the version Y of the program on
CD-ROM for machine X, and installation instructions for version Y of the program
for machine X, installing from CD-ROM.
In the context of dynamically composed systems, versioning can provide a way
of determining whether one component is a version of another. This helps address
the question of whether it makes sense to incorporate a component or what happens
if a new version of a configuration item is added.

3.1.3

Validation

Validation is a way of determining whether a collection of configuration items is
consistent in some sense. The language of discourse for arguing about validity is
composed of the attributes of documents, and some operators for comparing these
attributes. Many configuration management systems implicitly define not only the
attributes and the operators, but also the meaning of a valid configuration. For
example, Make uses the filename and time-modified attributes of files to determine
consistency; the language employed by Make is used to give a description of the
configuration, which lists dependencies between objects. A configuration, according
to Make, is inconsistent if any of the files on which a particular file depends are
more recently modified than that file.
ICE [Zeller96] uses feature logic [Smolka92] to determine consistency; no two
members of a configuration can have mutually exclusive features. Jason uses classification and a first-order logic language to allow the explicit definition of validity.
Constraints are written in this language, and then configurations are passed to them
for validation.
Jason also has a built-in notion of consistency, which, as with Make, is expressed
as a dependency relation. Make, Jason and other systems use this dependency
relation to determine whether a configuration needs to be built, and also to guide
construction. For example, in Make, if a file is older than those on which it depends,
a build action is invoked to construct a (version of the) file which is newer than the
files on which it depends.
When constructing a dynamically composed system, it is assumed that the system is being composed out of configuration items which have been built from source
code. Thus, the dependency aspect of validation is not directly related to dynamic

composition. However, the general notion of validity can be used to answer some of
the questions which are implicit or unstated. For example, the question of whether
it “makes sense” to incorporate a component can be rewritten as whether incorporating a component results in a valid configuration. Thus, validation provides
a more precise way of saying what “makes sense” when adding a component to a
dynamically composed configuration.

3.1.4

Composition

In configuration management, composition, often referred to as building, is the fabrication of a complete configuration from a partial configuration. A build operation:
1. takes a partial configuration,
2. uses selection rules and dependency relations to select already existing configuration items, and
3. if configuration items do not exist, or the configuration items selected result in
an inconsistent configuration according to the dependency relation, build actions are invoked which attempt to construct new configuration items (perhaps
from source code) to build a complete configuration.
Each of these steps assumes that the entire configuration or subsystem is known.
The areas of concern directly related to dynamic composition are how these rules
for selection are expressed (so that, given multiple versions of the same configuration item, the best can be chosen) and how configuration items are added to the
configuration.

3.2

Current configuration management support
in language and environment mechanisms

Having described the ways in which the configuration management concepts of classification, versioning, validation and composition are used to address the issues from
Section 2.4 in the traditional static context, existing dynamic composition mechanisms are examined to discover:
• to what extent, if any, these configuration management concepts are already
supported by the mechanisms, and
• whether there are any important properties of dynamically composed systems
which mean that these configuration management concepts defined in a static
context cannot be applied without modification for the dynamic context.
In order to achieve this, the examination of existing dynamic composition mechanisms must be focussed on those concepts relating to configuration management,
while ignoring irrelevant detail such as object file formats and relocation. To focus
the examination at the right level of abstraction, an initial Dynamic Configuration
Description Language, DCDL–, is developed and used to describe various existing

mechanisms. This modelling language is, in fact, a precursor to the model of configuration management for dynamically composed systems presented in Chapter 4. This
section continues with a brief introduction to DCDL–, 1 and discusses how it can be
used to focus on the configuration management concepts of classification, validation,
versioning and composition. To determine the configuration management support in
existing languages and environments for the construction of dynamically composed
systems, a selection of these languages and environments (dld, dynload, db-Pascal
and Napier) is examined with respect to the issues raised in Chapter 2. This examination demonstrates that only rudimentary support for configuration management
is provided in these systems.

3.2.1

DCDL–

This section describes DCDL–, a modelling language that can be used to describe
configuration management aspects of dynamic composition mechanisms. A DCDL–
specification models the classes of entities involved in dynamic composition, what a
valid collection of these entities are, and how entities can be added to this collection.
These correspond to the classification, validation and composition concepts of configuration management described in Section 3.1. As is apparent from the analysis in
Chapter 2, there is no general notion of versioning in the dynamic composition mechanisms discussed. Thus, DCDL– contains no notion of versioning. How versioning
is handled in a dynamic composition mechanism, if it exists in that mechanism, is
discussed in Section 3.2.2.5.
To model a system, the classes of objects involved in dynamic composition are
defined, objects based on these classes are constructed, and the mechanisms are used
to to combine these object and determine whether they are a valid combination.
Following the analysis of configuration management concepts in Section 3.1, the
classification aspects of DCDL– are first described, in Section 3.2.1.1, followed by the
validation aspects in Section 3.2.1.2 and the composition aspects in Section 3.2.1.3.
What DCDL– provides in the way of primitive classes and operations, and how
these are specialised, is discussed in Sections 3.2.1.4 and 3.2.1.5. Also, complete
models of a number of dynamic composition mechanisms are presented in Section A
of Appendix B.
3.2.1.1

Types and classes

To classify the entities which are involved in dynamic composition, it is necessary
to identify the classes of configuration items comprising a configuration, and the
attributes of configuration items. In a DCDL– specification, this is done by using
supplied base types and declaring classes and atomic types. To model a dynamically
composed system, then, partly involves constructing instances of these classes. This
section describes types and classes.
Base types and atomic types
In order to construct objects and to reason about names and bindings, DCDL–
1

A more rigorous definition of DCDL– is given as part of the formal definition of DCDL in
Chapter 4.

provides a set of base types, presented in Table 3.1. Attributes constructed using
these base types can be used to provide values for the names of objects, the object
code associated with an object, or various other configuration management related
attributes. Associated with each base type is a set of comparators which can be
validly used in constraints to compare values of the base types in constraints or
operations, also presented in Table 3.1.
String
Integer
TimeStamp
Boolean
Code

=, 6=
=, 6=, <, >, ≤, ≥
=, 6=, <, >, ≤, ≥
=, 6=
invoke

Table 3.1: The base types of DCDL–.

It is possible to express literal values of these base types in a model. The rules
for doing this can be found in Appendix C.
It may be desirable in a particular model to introduce types that are considered
atomic, i.e., for which it is not necessary to know any of the internal detail of the
object. For example, a specification may involve an attribute which represents a
language type. It may not be necessary in a model to know the details of how a
type is constructed in a particular system, and so, according to the model, the type
is atomic. DCDL– allows a model to introduce atomic types; these can be associated
with objects, and can be manipulated only by:
• assigning between attributes of the same atomic type, and
• using the comparators =, 6=, <, >, ≤, ≥, if they have been declared along
with the atomic type.
An example of an atomic declaration is:
atomic Type provides =, 6=

which defines an atomic type, Type, which has the operations = and 6= defined on
it. When defining constraints or operations2 which manipulate a value of an atomic
type, these comparators can be used to determine whether an atomic type is used
correctly.
Each comparator is a polymorphic operation which is specialised to a particular
type. Table 3.2 provides the signatures of the polymorphic form of the operations.
Thus, when Type is introduced to provide =, for example, then = must be of the type
Type × Type → Boolean. Knowing this information allows the comparators to be
used in a type-safe manner. It is possible to have an attribute for a particular object
being a Type, for example, and to define consistency constraints and operations in a
DCDL– description which can be used to perform some type checking in the system
being modelled.
2

Constraints and operations are introduced in Sections 3.2.1.2 and 3.2.1.3.

=
6
=
<
>
≤
≥

τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ

×τ
×τ
×τ
×τ
×τ
×τ

→ Boolean
→ Boolean
→ Boolean
→ Boolean
→ Boolean
→ Boolean

Table 3.2: Signatures for the operators.

Document : class (
title : String,
author : String,
modified : TimeStamp
sections : set of Section,
...
)

Section : subclass of Document (
contents : String
constrained
contained-in : Document
...
)

Figure 3.1: An example class specification.
Classes
To define classes, DCDL– provides a class definition language. To specify a class,
it is given a name, the names of the classes from which it inherits, and attributes,
which are partitioned into those which are constrained and those which are unconstrained. Each attribute has a type, and an indication of whether it is single-valued
or set-valued. The type of the attribute must be from the set of names which is
formed from the union of the set of base types, the set of atoms and the set of classes
in the same specification. A single-valued attribute can only contain one instance
of the attribute’s type (or an undefined value), whereas a set-valued attribute may
store many. This is formalised in Section 4.4.1.
The syntax for constructing classes can be found in Appendix C, and an example
class is shown in Figure 3.1. In this figure, the class Document contains three singlevalued attributes: title, author, modified, and one set-valued attribute: sections. None
of these attributes is constrained. This example shows how classes can be used to
define configuration management attributes, as well as specifying the structure of
a possible configuration; the structure can be seen in the fact that the sections
attribute relates a Document object to Section objects.
The definition of Section in Figure 3.1 gives an example of inheritance. Thus, a
Section has all the attributes of a Document, in addition to a contents and containedin attributes. The constrained attribute, contained-in, has a value that is maintained
by constraints, and so cannot be given a value by anything other than a constraint.
Two classes, c1 and c2 , conform if they have the same name, or if one inherits
from the other. This relationship is formally defined in Section 4.4.1, but is necessary
for understanding the use of terms in the subsequent sections of this chapter.

3.2.1.2

Constraints

Constraints are used to describe a consistent or valid collection of instances of primitive classes. Both the meaning of names in the configuration and the definition of a
consistent system are, as noted in Chapter 2, different between systems. Constraints
are defined in DCDL– using a first order logic notation. This follows the lead of
work such as [Endler92, Gedge95], and dovetails well with notation used to model
consistency in configuration management systems [Wiebe90].
In DCDL–, constraints are also partitioned into two distinct forms. The first
form, the checked constraint, is used to test the validity of assumptions made about
the collection of entities. A checked constraint does not change the state of this
collection, but merely reports whether it is valid. Conversely, maintained constraints
maintain the validity of a collection of objects. Properties of this collection of
objects may be changed so that a maintained constraint is satisfied. These types of
constraints are considered in turn.
Checked constraints
Constraints are expressed using a combination of the attributes of classes, variables, and a first-order logic language. A constraint is attached to a class, and
may use the attributes of that class, or those derived from them. The language for
expressing constraints consists of the following constructs:
• literals of base types and values of atomic classes,
• the term self, which refers to the object which is having a constraint evaluated
against it,
• the names derived by accessing the attributes of a class in which the constraint
is defined, and the attributes’ attributes,
• the comparators =, 6=, <, ≤, >, ≥ defined on base type and atomic values,
• operators used to construct composite constraints, namely and, or, not, iff
and implies,
• quantified constraints formed from for-all and there-exists constructs, and
• variables used in quantified constraints, and terms derived from them.
These terms in the language can be combined into formulæ. Literals, variables
and derived names are categorised as terms. Derived names can have variables as
their base terms, or be based on attributes of the class to which they are attached.
The rules for constructing formulæ are straightforward; the formal definition of rule
construction is given in Sections 4.4.2 and Appendix B.4. Informally, if t1 and t2
are terms, then:
• both t1 =t2 and t1 6=t2 are valid formulæ, if t1 and t2 are single-valued attributes.
If t1 and t2 are base types, then the standard definitions of equality and inequality are applied. If either of the terms is an atom, then the atom must
provide these operations. Objects (instances of classes) may be compared using = and 6=; the semantics are that t1 = t2 is true if and only if t1 is the same
instance as t2 .

Operator
and

Syntax
(f1 and f2 )

or
not

(f 1 or f2 )
(not f1 )

iff

(f1 iff f2 )

implies

(f1 implies f2 )

for-all

(for-all x in S)f1

there-exists

(there-exists x in S)f1

Semantics
Satisfied if both f1 and f2 are satisfied, and
unsatisfied if either is unsatisfied.
Satisfied if either f1 or f2 is satisfied.
Satisfied if f1 is unsatisfied, and unsatisfied
if f1 is satisfied
Satisfied if both f1 and f2 are satisfied or
both are unsatisfied
Satisfied whenever f2 is satisfied or f1 is
unsatisfied
Satisfied if f1 is satisfied for every member,
x, in S, and is unsatisfied if f1 is unsatisfied
for any x in S.
Satisfied if f1 is satisfied for at least one x
in S.

Table 3.3: Constructing composite formulæ.
Document : class (
...
check
“The document must be
newer than its sections”
(for-all s in sections)
(modified>s.modified)
...
)

Figure 3.2: Attaching a checked constraint to the class Document.
• the formulæ t1 <t2 , t1 ≤t2 , t1 >t2 , t1 ≥t2 are valid formulæ only for those <, ≤,
>, ≥ provided by the terms’ type, as given in Table 3.1, or in the definition
of an atomic type in the description. In addition, both t1 and t2 must be
single-valued attributes.
Table 3.3 presents the composite formula constructors for checked constraints,
how they are used to construct well-formed formulæ from other well-formed formulæ,
and when they are satisfied and unsatisfied.
Quantified formulæ, constructed from the for-all and there-exists operators,
define variables which stand for members of a set. In Table 3.3, S is a term which is
a set-valued attribute. The quantified formulæ introduce variables that can be used
in a subformula (f1 in the description of the quantified constraints in Table 3.3) as
terms, or from which terms can be derived. A formula which is defined using this
language is a checked constraint.
In DCDL–, a checked constraint is signified additionally by prefacing the check
keyword at the top level of the formula. Figure 3.2 augments the Document class

Document : class (
...
maintain
“Every section must have a
link to the document in
which it is contained”
(for-all s in sections)
(s.contained-in←self)
)

Figure 3.3: Attaching a maintained constraint to Document.
definition in Figure 3.1 with a well-formed checked constraint. The terms sections
and modified are members of the class Document; s.modified is a correct term because it is derived from a variable, whose class is Section, and which has a modified
attribute.
Attaching a constraint to a class has the semantics that an object of that class is
consistent if all of the constraints defined in that class are satisfied when evaluated
against that object. This affords the possibility of being able to check for consistency whenever an object changes, because the meaning of a valid object is known
statically. Being able to determine whether an object (and thus, perhaps, a collection of objects) is consistent as soon as a change is made addresses the question,
mentioned in Section 3.1.3, of whether it makes sense to incorporate a component.
Furthermore, this means that inconsistency is reported as soon as it arises, rather
than waiting until a system has been constructed before validating it.
Maintained constraints
As mentioned in Chapter 2, various dynamically composed systems behave differently when a component is added. This difference can be summarised as a difference
in how consistency, or validity, is perceived. Checked constraints only check whether
an object is consistent. Another way of viewing consistency is to use it as a guide to
what constitutes a consistent object, and to assume that the constraint will make
an object consistent. This method is useful, for example, when adding a component to a system; such an addition by itself may render the system inconsistent (if,
for example, consistency meant that every requirement be defined by a provision).
DCDL– uses this view of consistency, provided through what will be termed maintained constraints; it is assumed that an evaluator exists to bring the system into a
consistent state by defining requirements.
Consider a constraint which specifies that one object must refer to another object.
If this constraint were to be checked (rather than maintained), the evaluation engine
would merely return whether or not the constraint were true, whereas if it were
maintained, the evaluation engine would attempt to make it true.
To indicate which constraints are maintained, DCDL– requires that they be
identified using the maintain keyword, and provides two special operators, contains
and ← (called satisfiable operators), which must be used to indicate to the evaluator
how to make the collection consistent. These operators are defined in Table 3.4, in
addition to the other operators (for-all and implies) which can be used to construct
valid maintained formulæ.

Operator
←

Syntax
(t1 ← t2 )

contains

(t1 contains t2 )

for-all

(for-all x in S)f1

implies

(f2 implies f1 )

Semantics
If t1 is a single-valued attribute term, and
t2 is a term such that t2 ’s type conforms to
t1 ’s, then this constraint means that if t2
is defined then t1 has the same value as t2 .
If t1 is a set-valued attribute term and t2 is
a single-valued term whose type conforms
to t1 ’s, this constraint means that one of
the members of t1 is the value t2 .
If f1 is a maintained formula, this constraint is valid and has the same meaning
as for Table 3.3.
if f1 is a maintained formula and f2 is a
valid checked formula, this formula means
that if f2 is satisfied then f1 must be satisfied. If f2 is not satisfied, f1 may be true,
but it is not necessary for the evaluator to
make it so.

Table 3.4: Constructing maintained constraints.

Figure 3.3 shows a maintained constraint attached to the Document class. The
meaning of this constraint is that, to be consistent, each section contained in a
document must refer to that document in its contained-in attribute. The use of
maintain and ← means that this constraint is made consistent if it is at all possible
to do so. To make it consistent, the contained-in attribute is set, by ←, to the
Document evaluating the constraint.
Summary
The checked constraints are used for describing the conditions that a configuration must meet, and an evaluator will report that the configuration is not valid if
these constraints are unsatisfied. Maintained constraints are evaluated by a solving algorithm which attempts to satisfy the conditions. In static configurations,
checked constraints would be used to validate a complete configuration, and maintained constraints are akin to taking an inconsistent complete configuration and
building a consistent one.
3.2.1.3

Operations

Operations dictate how a particular object is to be updated. Operations contain
imperative instructions which are evaluated in sequence (the range of instructions
is presented in total in Section 4.4.5). In addition to the imperative steps, each
operation may have pre- or post-conditions. Preconditions define whether a particular operation should proceed, and postconditions can be used to check whether an
operation was successful. If either of these conditions fail, then the operation fails.
Operations specify the manipulations which can be performed on objects, and

operation link (s : Section) of Document
preconditions (
“The section cannot have the same
title as an existing section”
check
(not (there-exists s2 in sections)
(s.title = s2.title))
)
(
sections contains s
)

Figure 3.4: Defining a link operation for Document.
represent the interface between a DCDL– description and a system which is being
modelled. Thus, in the running example used in this section, a system being modelled would consist of a number of instances of Document and Section. To model the
addition of a Section to a Document would require an operation. Such an operation
is presented in Figure 3.4, which defines a link operation for the Document class.
This operation takes one parameter, a Section object, with the intent of adding
it to a Document. Before the operation proceeds, the precondition checks that no
section in the document for which the link operation has been called has the same
title as the parameter. If this precondition does not fail, then the instruction in
the body is evaluated, which adds the parameter to the sections attribute of the
Document object. Thus, when invoking an operation, the Document object to which
the operation is being applied must be identified.
3.2.1.4

Predefined elements in DCDL–

DCDL– provides six primitive classes, and a number of primitive operations, that
may be extended and changed when modelling dynamic composition mechanisms.
The reason that these primitive classes are defined, and then changed in descriptions,
is so that comparison can be facilitated. The following discussion identifies the
primitive classes and operations, and shows how they can be specialised.
Primitive classes
In DCDL–, a large part of modelling a particular system is the relationship
between the mechanism being modelled and the primitive classes. This involves understanding the way in which each class is intended to be used in a model. Table 3.5
contains the primitive classes, their definition in DCDL–, and their intended uses in
a model.
Using the terminology introduced in Chapter 2, a Configuration object is intended
to represent a system; Provision and Requirement objects are handles. Component
and Meaning objects represent system components and component meanings (in
this chapter, the meanings are object code, because the systems being examined in
this chapter are composed from components containing object code). A Component
must contain a set of provisions, which are the resources defined by (or provided
by) it, and a set of requirements, which are the resources needed by the Component.

Name

DCDL– Definition

Configuration

Component

Component : class(
requires : set of Requirement,
provides : set of Provision,
name : String
)
Resource : class(
name : String
)

Resource

Provision
: subclass of Resource(
meaning : Meaning
)

Provision

Requirement

Meaning

Configuration : class(
components : set of Component,
name : String
)

Requirement
: subclass of Resource(
constrained
meaning : Meaning
)
Meaning : class(
code : Code
)

Usage
Represents the running system (or
some aspect of it). This is where
entities are dynamically added.
The level of granularity for the
dynamic composition. Objects of
class Component are bound into
configurations.
A base class from which different
types of resources are derived.
A name and meaning which are defined by a Component.

An unbound name which is required
by a Component.

The meaning of a resource; for
dynamic composition of executable
code, this contains the code which
defines a resource.

Table 3.5: The primitive classes and their intended uses.

Class

Operation

Configuration

link

Provision

invoke

Requirement

invoke

DCDL– Definition
operation link (c : Component)
of Configuration
preconditions ()
(components contains c)
postconditions ()
operation invoke of Provision
preconditions ()
(invoke meaning.code)
postconditions ()
operation invoke of Requirement
preconditions ()
(invoke meaning.code)
postconditions ()

Table 3.6: The primitive operations.
The intended use of a Component is that it model objects which can be dynamically incorporated. For example, if modelling Napier, a Component might model
a procedure; if modelling dld, an object file ; if modelling Conic, a task module.
The name attribute of a Component would represent the name of the procedure,
object file, or task module. Objects which contain Component objects are of the
class Configuration.
When modelling a system, the entities in a dynamically composed system are
partitioned into containers that store configuration items (i.e., a Configuration), containers representing the level of granularity of a dynamic change (i.e., Component)
and the resources contained in a Component that represent requirements and provisions of the system. Resources correspond to names which can be invoked to execute
some code (in a sense they are the interpretations of a name). Each of these primitive classes is specialised so that the properties peculiar to a dynamically composed
system can be modelled.
Primitive operations
DCDL– also defines a set of primitive operations. Table 3.6 presents the definitions of these operations. It is apparent that to dynamically compose a Configuration
requires an operation to add a Component. This is link, presented as the first operation in the table. This operation takes a Component object and places it in the
components set of the Configuration object on which the operation was invoked.
The other two operations provide hooks into calling, or using, a Provision or
Requirement. The invoke operations of Provision and Requirement call the invoke
operation of the corresponding meaning attribute’s code attribute. The invoke operation is at the interface of a program’s execution and its DCDL– model; the intent
is that a dynamically composed system will use the invoke operation to make calls
to code. Parameter passing and returning values from a call could be handled by

redefining the invoke operation to take an object representing the parameters and
returning an object representing the return value, and leaving the implementationspecific details of how the objects are propagated to the implementation of DCDL–.
3.2.1.5

Mechanisms for specialising a DCDL– description

There are a number of mechanisms which can be used when specialising the primitive
classes and operations for a particular model of dynamic composition. Inheritance is
one way to extend the primitive classes. It is also necessary to override some of the
attributes of a class in a model to specialisations of classes in that model. Also, a
method for redefining operations needs to be provided. These aspects of the model
are introduced in this section.
Overriding attributes
When specialising the primitive classes for a particular description, it is often
necessary to define some of the attributes of the specialisation as specialisations
themselves. For example, if a description requires a specialisation of a Component,
perhaps to add an attribute, then it is likely that a Configuration will need to be
specialised so that its components attribute contains these specialised components.
This necessity arises especially when dealing with constraints or operations, as they
must be able to access a specialised attribute when appropriate. Such a scenario
is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The class XConfiguration is derived from Configuration
(adding a constraint), and the class Spec-Configuration is derived from XConfiguration (overriding the components attribute, and adding a constraint). On the left of
the figure, Spec-Component specialises Component, adding an attribute o-s to indicate the operating system under which the component can run. In this particular
model, a configuration should only contain Spec-Component objects which run on
the same operating system. Consider the requirement that all components in an
XConfiguration must have unique names, and that Spec-Configuration inherits this
constraint – on the righthand side of Figure 3.5. The constraint from XConfiguration
is written in terms of that class, and can only access objects in the components
attribute as if they are Component objects.
Given this scenario, DCDL– provides a method for overriding attributes which
allows constraints to access the Components as if they were Spec-Components. The
rule is that an attribute overrides another if it is the same sort of attribute (i.e.,
single- or set-valued) and the type is a subclass of the attribute being overridden.
This precludes overriding attributes which are atoms or base types. This feature
is known as covariance [Lecluse88]. This is the solution used in the righthand side
of Figure 3.5, where the components attribute of Spec-Configuration is now a set of
Spec-Components which overrides the components attribute in XConfiguration. The
constraint in XConfiguration still works (because the components attribute contains a
subclass of Component), and the new constraint can be written for Spec-Configuration
which checks the o-s attribute. The ability to override is similar to the feature
redefinition concept in languages such as Eiffel [Meyer88].
Overriding operations: redefine
Allowing the redefinition of attributes in a covariant fashion potentially causes
some problems. For example, the Spec-Configuration class in Figure 3.5 inherits
from XConfiguration, and therefore also inherits its operations and constraints. The

XConfiguration
: subclass of Configuration (
check
“Two different components
cannot have the same name”
(for-all c1,c2 in components)
((c1.name=c2.name) iff
(c1=c2))
)

Spec-Component
: subclass of Component (
o-s : String
)

Spec-Configuration
: subclass of XConfiguration (
components : set of Spec-Component
check
“Every component must run on
the same operating system”
(for-all c1,c2 in components)
(c1.o-s=c2.o-s)
)

Figure 3.5: Overriding attributes in specialisations.
inheritance of checked constraints causes no problem. However, inheriting operations and maintained constraints potentially causes difficulties. Consider the link
operation of Configuration from Table 3.6. It takes a Component object as a parameter, and places it in the components set of the Configuration. However, in the class
Spec-Configuration, the components attribute must contain Spec-Components and so
if this operation is inherited and invoked, it will attempt to put Components into
the components set of a Spec-Configuration, which is expecting a Spec-Component.
There are a number of ways to alleviate this problem:
• force the redefinition of all operations which affect an overridden attribute, or
• make the semantics of the inherited link operation such that on a call to an
operation, the types of the affected parameter(s) are checked; e.g., effectively,
add a precondition that c must be a Spec-Component.
Because DCDL– is not a complete object-oriented programming language, the
former solution is chosen. When inheriting an operation, the compiler of the description should recompile the operation in the context of the subclass, and report
an error if the operation affects an overridden attribute. Thus, the link operation
would fail on the action “components contains c”.
The syntax for redefining operations so that they work for overridden attributes
is given in Appendix C. For example, the primitive operation link, for Configuration,
must be redefined in a model containing Spec-Configuration because the components
attribute is overridden by this class. Such a redefinition might be:
redefine link (c : Spec-Component)
of Spec-Configuration
preconditions ()
(component contains c)
postconditions ()

This means that, in the new model, the link operation of both Configuration and SpecConfiguration objects must take a Spec-Component. As with overriding attributes,
the parameters of the redefined operation must be the same class as, or subclasses
of, the parameters in the operation being redefined.
A similar strategy is employed for maintained constraints which use overridden
attributes: they are analysed again in the context of the subclass. The number of
cases where this analysis will not work is small, because it will give new types to
attributes that have been overridden. For example, to analyse the checked constraint
in XConfiguration of Figure 3.5 in the context of Spec-Configuration, the components
attribute will be given the class Spec-Component. But because Spec-Component is
a subclass of Component (and must contain all the same attributes), the constraint
will still be valid in this new context. For this reason, no specific mechanism is
proferred for this case.

3.2.2

Using DCDL– to examine configuration management
issues

This section uses DCDL– to examine the issues raised in Chapter 2, and is organised
according to those issues. Portions of the models of existing dynamic composition
mechanisms are described to illustrate how DCDL– can be used to highlight the level
of support for the configuration management concepts of classification, versioning,
validation and composition in each mechanism. The descriptions highlight the reasons that the issues from Chapter 2 are difficult to address. The complete models
of each of the mechanisms described in this chapter can be found in Appendix A.
3.2.2.1

System configuration and organisation

To determine the configuration of a system, DCDL– is used to classify the classes of
the objects which can be included in a configuration, and relate them to the configuration management-oriented primitive classes described in Section 3.2.1.4. In order
to model a system, instances of these classes are created and linked together during
the system’s use, and these objects form a model of the system’s configuration.
In the models of dld and dynload, resources in components correspond to symbols
in object files, and in db-Pascal and Napier, to procedures and functions which are in
scope. Table 3.7 presents the correspondence between the primitive classes and the
elements of each system being modelled. Each description specialises these primitive
classes to add attributes which are specific to that system. For example, dld and
dynload have a different notion of a Provision – in dld, a Provision (DLD-Provision)
cannot be redefined; in dynload (DYN-Provision), it can. To reflect this difference,
dld and dynload specialise Provision, as shown in Figure 3.6. A DYN-Provision has
two attributes pertaining to a resource’s meaning: initial-meaning and meaning. The
initial-meaning attribute models the meaning of a DYN-Provision when the resource
is initially loaded. The meaning attribute is overridden to be constrained, indicating
that its definition is dependent on constraints. A DLD-Provision does not specialise
Provision in any way; because meaning is thus unconstrained, no constraints can
change its value.

System
dld

dynload

db-Pascal

System element
Executable image
Object file
Text symbol in object file
Undefined symbol in object file
Executable image
Object file
Text symbol in object file
Undefined symbol in object file
Program, static procedure,
dynamic procedure implementation
Dynamic procedure stub
Name defined in outer scope
Procedure R-value

Napier
L-value
Environment

Primitive class
Configuration
Component
Provision
Requirement
Configuration
Component
Provision
Requirement
Component,
Provision,
Configuration
Component
Requirement
Component,
Provision,
Configuration
Requirement
Configuration

Table 3.7: Correspondence between the primitive classes and the descriptions.

DLD-Provision
: subclass of Provision ()

DYN-Provision
: subclass of Provision (
initial-meaning : Meaning
constrained
meaning : Meaning
)

Figure 3.6: Provisions in dld and dynload.
DBP-Component : subclass of
Component, DBP-Provision,
Configuration (
env : String,
provides : set of DBP-Component
requires : set of DBP-Requirement
components : set of Dynamic-Stub
calling-link : Boolean

Figure 3.7: Modelling db-Pascal components.
Determining system structure
Both dld and dynload are organised as flat configurations. Nesting occurs in
Napier and db-Pascal and is apparent from the modelling of resources. For example, from Table 3.7, procedures and (in db-Pascal) procedure implementations,
can act as Provisions, Components and Configurations. Thus, there is one class in
the descriptions which inherits from all of these primitive classes. In the model of
db-Pascal, this is the DBP-Component class, which is presented in Figure 3.7. A
DBP-Component object can act as a Provision in the sense that it has a meaning
(in this case, the meaning is the body of the procedure). It can act as a Component because as procedures are the level of granularity of dynamic composition,
they provide resources defined in the local scope, and they require resources from
a non-local scope. It can also act as a Configuration, because it can contain other
components which can be dynamically added. Thus, the configuration is nested.
Comparing this to the models of dld and dynload, the amalgamation of concepts
occurs in db-Pascal because everything is procedure based: a procedure can define other procedures, require procedures from another scope, and be dynamically
bound.
The way in which a Component or Configuration is used in a model makes the
organisation of a system apparent. A model of a dynamically composed system is
composed of instances of the classes in the model of the mechanisms, and the model
dictates how this organisation is to occur. For example, in dld and dynload the level
of nesting is fixed (a configuration contains components which contain resources).
However, the nesting in Napier and db-Pascal becomes apparent because almost
everything is a container. When composing a system, this classification can be used
to guide the construction of the system.
The collection of instances of classes that are created during a system’s use
represent a system model. In all of these systems, there is a root container, from
which the objects in the configuration can be reached. In dld and dynload, the

specialisations of Configuration are the roots of a configuration; in Napier and dbPascal, a Nap-Component and the DBP-Component with the same name as the dbPascal program are the roots of a configuration. The transitive closure of a root
gives the configuration of the system being modelled.
In order to present information about the system composition and its organisation in a prospective configuration management tool, this information needs to be
made explicit. By using the classification of DCDL– to model this system information, it can be seen that there are a number of requirements which configuration
management of dynamically composed systems must meet.
• Classification should be used to define the classes of configuration items of
which a model of a system is composed.
• An arbitrary level of nesting must be able to be specified. This requirement
is met by current classification mechanisms for traditional configuration management systems, because a statically composed system is usually organised
into subsystems as well.
• The configuration is the transitive closure of the root of a system model, and
so any support must present and manipulate this information.
3.2.2.2

Adding components to a configuration

Recall from Section 3.1.4 that composition typically involves building a completely
configured product or subsystem. A dynamically composed systems is constructed at
a finer level of granularity than in traditional systems: components may be added to
an existing configuration. In dynamically composed systems, a partial configuration
is specified by leaving an attribute undefined, and there is no support for using build
rules. When a dynamic configuration is updated, it is done through a defined set of
operations, which forms the interface between a dynamically composed system and
its dynamic composition mechanisms.
This interface specifies how configuration items are added to a configuration. In
environment mechanisms for dynamic composition, the interface is supplied as a set
of library routines which a system can call; in the language domain, and often in the
distributed domain, these operations are supplied through language mechanisms
(e.g., the link statement of db-Pascal, or bind in Darwin). To define what these
operations do, the user of the mechanism must either have some informal notion of
what the effects of an operation are, or examine the source code of the operation to
ascertain the precise meaning, which can be unwieldy and tedious. DCDL– allows
these operations to be defined at a level of abstraction focussed on its effects upon
a configuration; because it is focussed, the definition of these operations becomes
simpler.
An example operation, specified in DCDL–, is the primitive link operation for
the primitive class Configuration, presented in Table 3.6. In dynload and dld, the link
operations are the same as the primitive link, except that in dynload the time-loaded
attribute is assigned the current time. Figure 3.8 shows the link operation of dld
and dynload side-by-side.

operation link (c : DLD-Component)
of DLD-Configuration
preconditions ()
(components contains c)
postconditions ()

operation link (c : DYN-Component)
of DYN-Configuration
preconditions ()
(
c.time-loaded ← time,
components contains c
)
postconditions ()

Figure 3.8: The link operation in dld and dynload.
The operations cannot only be used to determine how the configuration is updated, but also to specify the conditions before and after a particular operation is
performed. The conditions are expressed as constraints, and can appear as part of
the consistency requirements of the classes, or pre- or post-conditions to an operation. These are discussed in the next section.
Thus, to determine how a component is added to a configuration, DCDL– provides a finer level of granularity for an update than in traditional configuration
management, where updating is specified in terms of the entire configuration. These
operations map directly to the operations supplied in the interface between the dynamic composition mechanisms and the systems constructed using them, so DCDL–
specifies how each operation affects the information structures defined by DCDL–
classification.
3.2.2.3

The consistency of a system

Recall from Section 3.1.3 that validation is used to check whether a configuration
meets certain assumptions about its composition. DCDL– allows consistency constraints to be specified which make explicit the requirements for a valid configuration. There are a number of ways of using consistency to model dynamically composed systems: to specify the meaning of resources, to check certain assumptions
about a configuration, and to determine whether a certain operation can proceed or
has succeeded. These are discussed in this section.
Specifying the meaning of resources
DCDL– uses maintained constraints to specify the meanings of resources which
will make a configuration consistent. For example, Figures 3.9 and 3.10 define
maintained constraints. Figure 3.9, describing dld, states that every requirement is
defined by a provision with the same name; the use of the ← operator indicates that
this should be done by assigning a DLD-Provision’s meaning to each DLD-Requirement
with the same name.
In dynload there are two requirements involving the meanings of resources.
1. Each resource is defined by the provision of the same name that was loaded
most recently.
2. Any resources which do not have matching provisions are given a default meaning, which models the resolve function of dynload.

DLD-Configuration : ... (
...
maintain
“A requirement is defined by a
provision of the same name”
(for-all c1,c2 in components)
(for-all r in c1.requires)
(for-all p in c2.provides)
((p.name=r.name) implies
(r.meaning←p.meaning))
)

Figure 3.9: Defining resources in dld.
This produces five maintained constraints, described in Figure 3.10. The constraints
on the left of Figure 3.10 set up an attribute in the dynload configuration which
contains all the provisions provided by components in the configuration (provides),
and a subset of these which are the provisions loaded most recently (definitions). The
three constraints on the right of the figure define a consistent system with respect to
the meanings of resources: the first two constraints implement the first requirement
above, and the third constraint relates to the second requirement.
General constraints
In the models of dynamic composition in these systems, there are also examples
of more general constraints, which simply check a set of assumptions about the configuration. For example, the assumption in dld that a component cannot provide
and require the same resources is expressed in the description of DLD-Component
in Figure 3.11. The fact that this constraint should be checked independently of
whether it is involved in a Configuration, and in most systems is an implicit assumption, does not detract from the advantage of DCDL– that it allows these implicit
assumptions to be made explicit.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.2.2, constraints may also be present in the preor post-conditions of operations. Consider the requirement for db-Pascal that a dynamic procedure cannot be relinked if there is already an activation of the procedure
in existence. Because this condition can only arise when calling an operation, it is
defined using a precondition shown as part of the definition of the link operation in
Figure 3.12. Before the body of the operation is executed, the preconditions must
be met. In this particular case, the operation will fail if the precondition fails.

DYN-Configuration : ... (
...
“The configuration provides
what its components provide”
maintain
(for-all c in components)
(for-all p in c.provides)
(provides contains p)
“definitions contains the
most recently loaded provisions”
maintain
(for-all p1 in provides)
(not (there-exists p2 in provides)
((p1.name = p2.name) and
(p1.component.time-loaded <
p2.component.time-loaded)) implies
(definitions contains p1))

“All provisions are defined by
the provisions in definitions”
maintain
(for-all p1 in definitions)
(for-all p2 in provides)
((p2.name = p1.name) implies
(p2.meaning←p1.initial-meaning))
“All requirements are provided by
the provisions in definitions”
maintain
(for-all c in components)
(for-all r in c.requires)
(for-all p in definitions)
((p.name = r.name) implies
(r.meaning←p.meaning))
“Any requirement not provided by
provisions in definitions, gets the
default definition”
maintain
(for-all c in components)
(for-all r in c.requires)
(not (there-exists p in definitions)
(r.name=p.name) implies
(r.meaning←default))
)

Figure 3.10: Defining resources in dynload.
Dealing with incompleteness
It is also apparent in the model that configurations are incomplete as they are
being constructed. For example, the Dynamic-Stub of the db-Pascal model does
not have its component field set until the db-Pascal link statement is called; this
is illustrated in Figure 3.13. It is possible for a db-Pascal program to continue
to be incomplete. Because of nesting, defining the component attribute may lead
to other Dynamic-Stub objects being loaded. Hence, it is impossible to state what
the complete configuration will be before the program commences. Also, different
Dynamic-Stub objects may be introduced, depending on which procedure implementation is loaded, and so knowing the number (or names) of implementations
to dynamically link is impossible (e.g., dynamically linking the Dynamic-Stub with
name=”open” introduces another incomplete part). Because a Dynamic-Stub can be
written after a system has commenced, it is also not possible to determine statically
all the potential programs.
Given the existence of incomplete systems, the question of how to evaluate their
constraints arises. For example, in the model of db-Pascal, there are several constraints which need to be evaluated between a Dynamic-Stub and its potentially
undefined component attribute. Consider the scenario in Figure 3.13; at the time
that the main program starts executing (using the program code in the top right
of the figure), the collection of objects representing the configuration is given in-

DLD-Component : subclass of Component (
...
“A component can’t require
and provide the same resource”
check
(for-all r in requires)
(for-all p in provides)
(r.name6=p.name)
...
)

Figure 3.11: Resource uniqueness in a component.
operation link (c : DBP-Component) of Dynamic-Stub
preconditions (
check (component.meaning.activations = 0)
)
(
c.meaning.activations ← 0,
component ← c
)
postconditions ()

Figure 3.12: The link operation for db-Pascal.
side the dark grey box. When that main starts, the thick arrow pointing from the
Dynamic-Stub object to the DBP-Component object has not been established (the
link statement has not been executed), and so the component field of the DynamicStub object is undefined, and therefore the configuration is incomplete.
Figure 3.14 lists the constraints in the db-Pascal model which deal directly with
the component attribute of a Dynamic-Stub object. It is clear that these constraints
are expressed in terms of a complete configuration; however, the dark grey box does
not contain a complete configuration. The issue here is that the introduction of
incompleteness potentially complicates how validation is performed. Although an
examination of this issue is not within the scope of this chapter (because it is further
complicated by the configuration management concept of versioning, discussed in
Chapter 4), the necessity for considering this is once again highlighted by DCDL–.
At this point, the validation of constraints can be considered to return undefined if
an undefined value is encountered in evaluation.
Execution of the link statement on line 12 of the program in the top righthand
corner of in Figure 3.13 corresponds to the invocation of the link operation in Figure 3.12. Because component attribute is undefined, the precondition is undefined,
meaning that the operation can proceed. This assigns the DBP-Component object
in the light grey region to the component attribute of the Dynamic-Stub object in the
dark grey region. This change to the configuration means that the consistency constraints in the Dynamic-Stub need to be re-evaluated. Evaluation of the constraints
causes the thin lines in the diagram to be established, which produces a consistent
configuration; the configuration is still incomplete, because the Dynamic-Stub with

DBP−Component
name = "main"
env = "_static_"
provides = { }
requires = {}
meaning =
components = { }

DBP−Component
name = "get_name"
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components = {}
meaning =

DBP−Meaning
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code =
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program main (input,output)
var val : integer;
function get_name : string
begin
...
end
function read_database:integer; dynamic;
begin
...
link ’read_database’ to get_name;
...
end.

DBP−Component
name = "relational_rd"
env = "read_database"
provides = {}
requires = { }
components = { }
meaning =

environment dynamic read_database;
function relational_rd : integer
var s : string;
procedure open (dbname : string); dynamic;
begin
s := get_name;
...
end.

DBP−Requirement
name = "get_name"
meaning =

Dynamic−Stub
name = "open"
env =
component = ?
provides = { }
DBP−Meaning
activations = 0
code =

Figure 3.13: Objects after linking read database to relational rd.
name=”open” is undefined.
Summary of consistency
Whether or not it “makes sense” to incorporate a component can be determined
by the constraints in the system. One of the problems with dynamically composed
systems is that this cannot be determined prior to incorporating a component. Using
DCDL–, one could envisage a tool which uses the constraints to determine whether
a consistent configuration will result when incorporating a new component before
incorporating that component.
One of the concepts embedded in the constraints is the question of whether one
resource is equivalent to another:
• dld disallows provided resources with the same name in the configuration;
• dynload defines resources using the most recently loaded one;
• db-Pascal disallows linking a procedure to an implementation if there is already
an activation.
In configuration management, equivalence of configuration items is usually modelled through versioning. An explicit versioning concept in dynamically composed
systems would aid in answering this question, by making versions apparent, rather
than hidden in constraints. This is discussed in Section 4.1.1.1.
In summary, validation is performed on complete configurations in traditional
configuration management; the introduction of incompleteness produces a number of
requirements for the configuration management of dynamically composed systems.
• Incompleteness of dynamically composed systems must be modelled. This
incompleteness manifests itself in dynamic configurations in two ways.

Dynamic-Stub : ... (
...
“The implementation’s env
must be the same as the
stub’s name”
check (component.env = name)
“Everything required by a
component must be supplied by
this stub”
check
(for-all r in component.requires)
(there-exists p in provides)
(r.name=p.name)

“The meaning of all requirements
is given by provisions of the
same name”
maintain
(for-all p in provides)
(for-all r in component.requires)
((r.name=p.name) implies
(r.meaning←p.meaning))
“Anything provided by the stub is
provided to every component in the
implementation, as long as it is not
redefined by the implementation”
maintain
(for-all p in provides)
(for-all c1 in component.components)
(((not
(there-exists p2 in component.provides)
(p1.name=c2.name)) or
(not
(there-exists c2 in component.components)
(p1.name=c2.name))) implies
(c1.provides contains p1))
)

Figure 3.14: Constraints in which terms may be undefined.
1. Various attributes may be undefined until components are loaded.
2. The configuration may be updated with new components at any time.
Traditionally, configuration management uses classification to describe a system model, or bill of materials, listing all the configuration items needed for a
complete configuration. For many dynamically composed systems, this is not
possible, even in a generic sense.
• Validating dynamically composed systems requires a method of assessing the
validity of incomplete systems.
Furthermore, the requirements for consistency expressed using DCDL– contain
conditions which it will be assumed a solving algorithm will attempt to satisfy.
These maintained constraints mainly pertain to resource definition in dynamically
composed systems. Thus, validation (or consistency) is an area where dynamically
composed systems and traditional configuration management overlap, but there are
differing requirements.
3.2.2.4

Changing a configuration: What and when

Each system modelled in this chapter can only change itself. Systems such as PODUS, and distributed systems, are externally modified. This latter ability introduces
a number of additional issues. For example, in a self-modified system the developer
delineates the points in the program where dynamic composition will occur (the program is prepared for the change). In externally-modified systems, the program can
be changed at any time, and so specifying the points at which dynamic composition

POD-Stub : ... (
semantic : set of POD-Stub,
syntax : set of POD-Stub
constrained
active : Boolean
maintain
(((there-exists dep in syntax)
(dep.active) or
(there-exists dep in semantic)
(dep.active)) implies
(active ← true))
)

operation link (c : POD-Component)
of POD-Stub
wait (not defined (active)) or (not active)
...

Figure 3.15: Modelling quiescence in PODUS.
will occur is not possible. Instead certain properties may need to be specified to do
this safely.
• It may be necessary for a system to be in a quiescent state before an update
can occur. For example, in PODUS, a procedure is quiescent if all semantic
or syntactic dependencies of that procedure are inactive. It may be possible
when modelling some systems (as in PODUS) for an operation to be issued
that waits for a quiescent state to be reached before updating. This could be
achieved in DCDL– by using a wait condition on an operation. For example,
consider the fragment of a possible model of PODUS in Figure 3.15. The
link operation will wait until active is false or undefined, before executing the
preconditions and actions.
• Because reconfiguration can occur at any time, it is possible that the component being replaced has some state which needs to be preserved in its replacement (e.g., a stack object being replaced with another one is likely to
need the contents of the old stack in the new one). As observed in Chapter 2,
this is an extremely difficult problem, and has been managed in a number
of ways which may depend on the programming paradigm or methodology.
Transferring state is not handled in DCDL– because its introduction is further
complicated when it is evolved into the configuration management model of
Chapter 4. The additional difficulties introduced with the modelling of these
types of systems are discussed in Chapter 6.
DCDL– does not say anything about when dynamic composition should occur.
This corresponds to the times in a system’s use when the operations of the model
should be invoked.
3.2.2.5

Summary

From the examination of configuration management support in the language and
environment mechanisms for dynamic composition presented in the previous sections, the existing support for classification, validation, versioning and composition
can be summarised as follows:

Classification By making the classification of dynamically composable entities explicit, and relating them to primitive classes, DCDL– makes apparent the
different ways in which a system can be organised. Environment mechanisms
support only a flat configuration structure, whereas the language mechanisms
allow nesting. This means that the addition of a new component to a dld or
dynload configuration can affect the whole configuration, by redefining names,
for example, whereas nesting allows effects to be localised. The classification
concept of configuration management can be readily applied to dynamically
composed systems.
Validation. The concept of validation is hardwired into the dynamic composition
mechanisms; it dictates how resources are defined and when a system is consistent. Like static systems, dynamically composed systems vary in their definition of validity. Although they are embedded in the mechanisms, DCDL–
has made these differences apparent by allowing consistency constraints to
be defined. Validation is an area where there is some overlap between traditional configuration management and dynamically composition mechanisms,
and validation of dynamically composed systems is different to validation of
static systems. This is discussed in the next section.
Versioning. None of the mechanisms examined have a sophisticated notion of versioning. Of the four, only dynload distinguishes between different versions of
the same component, based on the time a component is loaded, rather than
the more traditional forms of versioning used in configuration management.
The treatment of new versions of a component is embedded in the consistency
constraints of DCDL– to reflect how each system manages versions. To apply
a more sophisticated notion of versioning to dynamically composed systems
would require the incorporation of a versioning model to DCDL–.
Composition. Traditionally, composition uses dependency graphs and build rules
to produce a complete configuration. However, dynamically composed systems
are, by their nature, constructed incrementally. The operations of DCDL–
make this incremental construction explicit, by defining how individual components are added to a system.
Thus, it can be seen that some of these concepts exist in some form in the
mechanisms examined earlier, but are embedded in the respective implementation.
This means that users or maintainers of systems built with these mechanisms cannot
readily access, or adapt, the information required to manage the systems. It is even
the case that a developer of such systems cannot access information to provide
effective configuration management of a system written with such mechanisms.
The conclusions about current configuration management support for language
and environment mechanisms for dynamic composition are not specific to these
two domains, but can be generalised to the other domains discussed in Chapter 2.
Thus, for example, research in distributed systems has identified the need to support validation and attribute definition; examples of such research can be found in
distributed configuration languages such as Gerel and Raven. Other concepts stated

earlier in this section, such as classification and versioning, would also seem to be
very relevant to distributed systems.

3.3

Required configuration management support

The previous section presented a detailed examination of configuration management
support in some existing language and environment mechanisms for dynamic composition. One result of this examination was the identification of some deficiencies
or absences in the configuration management concepts provided. Furthermore, a
number of requirements specific to the configuration management of dynamically
composed systems were identified in the analysis of Section 3.2.2. These requirements must be considered when providing configuration management support for
dynamically composed systems. They are:
Incompleteness. It may not be possible to determine statically the complete configuration of a dynamically composed system. This incompleteness manifests
itself in two ways.
1. Various attributes may be undefined until components are loaded.
2. The configuration may be updated with new components at any time.
Configuration management support for dynamically composed systems must
therefore be tolerant of incompleteness, and indeed allow it to be expressed.
Validation of Incomplete Configurations. Because of the importance of incomplete systems in the context of dynamically composed systems, it is not possible to wait until a configuration is complete before validating it. However,
validation is an important configuration management concept, because it determines whether a configuration has met certain assumptions about its construction. Therefore, validating dynamically composed systems must be meaningful for incomplete configurations.
Incremental Composition. The incremental nature of updating a dynamically
composed system means that it is not possible to have a coarse-grained build
approach. Providing configuration management support means not utilising
the coarse-grained approach, but concentrating on how the fine-grained approach interacts with other configuration management concepts.
As was also noted in Section 3.2.2.5, these requirements are not specific to
language and environment mechanisms for dynamic composition. For example, a
browsing application which dynamically composes a document must also deal with
incompleteness; distributed systems can be constructed incrementally through such
operations as bind in Conic. The claim of this dissertation is that incompleteness
and incremental composition are intrinsic properties of dynamically composed systems; consequently, validation of incomplete configurations becomes a fundamental
concern in the construction of such systems. Therefore, any configuration management support for these systems must fulfil the above requirements.

3.4

Summary

As discussed in Chapter 2, the language and environment mechanisms examined
in Section 3.2 are typical of those more generally used to construct dynamically
composed systems. The examination of these mechanisms in this chapter has concentrated on the reasons that the issues raised in Chapter 2 are difficult to answer.
In doing so, it was discovered that there is poor support for configuration management. The existing support for configuration management in dynamically composed
systems, and a list of new requirements for such support, were summarised in Sections 3.2.2.5 and 3.3, respectively.
The required configuration management support outlined via the list of requirements in Section 3.3 is, however, not specific to the language and environment
mechanisms examined in this chapter. These requirements apply equally to the
other domains of dynamically composed systems discussed in Chapter 2.
The next chapter provides a model of configuration management for dynamically
composed systems based on DCDL–, which addresses the requirements outlined in
Section 3.3 and forms the basis for the design of tools which meet these requirements.
In Chapter 4, DCDL– is thus extended to introduce the configuration management
concept of versioning, validation of incomplete systems and incremental composition;
the resulting model is formally defined using many-sorted algebras.

Chapter 4
Modelling configuration
management for dynamically
composed systems
It has been stated a number of times in this dissertation that the problems associated with dynamically composed systems outlined in Chapter 2 can be addressed
by configuration management concepts. Chapter 3 found that there is little support
for mature configuration management concepts such as classification, versioning,
validation and composition in existing mechanisms used to construct dynamically
composed systems, and also identified some requirements for configuration management peculiar to dynamically composed systems. Thus far, the argument that
configuration management will address the issues uncovered in Chapter 2 is supported by two facts, delineated in Chapter 3:
1. The configuration management concepts outlined in Section 3.1 address the
issues from Chapter 2 in the static context.
2. These concepts are not present in existing dynamic composition mechanisms.
Together, these two facts support the contention of this dissertation that the application of configuration management concepts to dynamically composed systems
will address the issues from Chapter 2 in the dynamic context.
With the information presented so far, it would have been possible to design and
implement tool support for managing configurations of dynamically composed systems in an ad hoc fashion. However, following the research methodology described in
Section 1.2, a more methodical approach to the design of configuration management
tools should be adopted, leading to a more general result than merely the design
of a single tool. This methodical approach to design is derived from the approach
to programming language design presented in [Marlin80] and used since then to
design various programming languages or programming language features, such as
[Denbaum83, Freidel84]. The design approach advocates the design of the semantics
of a language feature before its syntax, and the use of specific semantic models to
make comparisons and to delineate the design space for the domain concerned.
This approach can also be used to design software engineering tools [Marlin96],
and this dissertation applies it to the design of tools for the configuration manage-

ment aspect systems supporting of dynamic composition. This involves constructing
a model of configuration management for dynamically composed systems which delineates the design space for the corresponding tools. This design space includes
the design of appropriate information structures, manipulations of those structures,
and interactions between various aspects of the structures and manipulations. By
producing a model, rather than a tool, it is anticipated that the knowledge encapsulated in the model can be used to design appropriate tool support for a number
of the different domains in which dynamic composition manifests itself, rather than
being confined to the contribution of a particular tool for a single domain. The
application of this design methodology is discussed in further in Chapter 5.
In keeping with this research methodology, this chapter develops a model of
configuration management for dynamically composed systems that incorporates all
of the configuration management concepts from Section 3.1 and addresses the requirements of incomplete configurations, their validation and their incremental construction, as identified in Section 3.3. The requirements of this model are stated in
Section 4.1, derived from the requirements for configuration management tools to
be described using this model. The tool requirements are derived from the issues
raised in Section 2.4; they are addressed by incorporating state-of-the-art configuration management concepts into the model and by meeting the requirements outlined
in Chapter 3. Models of configuration management in a static context are evaluated according to these requirements in Section 4.2, where the most suitable model
is chosen; this model, Jason, is then described in more detail in Section 4.3. Using Jason as a basis, DCDL– is extended to DCDL, and is formally defined, using
many-sorted algebras, in Section 4.4.

4.1

Requirements for a model of configuration
management

As described above, a model of configuration management for dynamically composed
systems is required which focuses on the required configuration management support
elucidated in Chapter 3 and which will facilitate the design of appropriate tool
support. A set of requirements for this model is now developed using the framework
of the aspects of configuration management presented in Chapter 3, and taking into
account the fact that this model will be used in the design of tools.
The issues in dynamically composed systems presented in Section 2.4 can be
used to state the requirements that a configuration management tool for dynamically
composed systems must satisfy. These requirements lead to requirements for a model
of configuration management for dynamically composed systems, so that various
aspects of the tool can be modelled, and the design space of appropriate tools can
be delineated.
TR1: A configuration management tool should provide information about the configuration and how it is organised.
As discussed in Section 3.1, notions of classification and the definition of a
system model can be used to determine this information. In examining these

aspects of dynamic composition in Section 3.2.2.1, and as summarised in Section 3.3, relevant tool support needs to be provided in the areas of classification, specification of configurations, and incompleteness. These translate to
corresponding requirements for the model:
MR1: The classification aspects of the model must allow the description of
arbitrary levels of nesting.
MR2: The model must support incompleteness, both in terms of leaving portions of objects unspecified and in being able to add components to a
system model.
TR2: A configuration management tool for dynamically composed systems should
be able to determine whether a configuration is consistent, as defined by the
constraints in its specification.
As shown Section 3.1, validation can be used to address this requirement. In
Section 3.2.2.3, it was shown that validation can not only be used to determine
whether a system is valid, but also to specify the meaning of resources. In
conjunction with the conclusions presented in Section 3.3, this translates to
the requirements:
MR3: It must be possible in the model to specify validity, rather than hardwiring it into the model.
MR4: The validation aspects of the model must cover the specification of how
attributes propagate around the system.
MR5: The model of validation must be be well-defined for incompleteness.
TR3: A configuration management tool must manage how a configuration is updated.
This requirement addresses how components are added to a configuration. The
configuration management concept of composition can address this issue, as
discussed in Section 3.1, which describes selection as a necessary component of
this concept. In addition to this, Section 3.3 discusses the need for incremental
updating. These translate to the following requirements when modelling the
composition aspects of configuration management for dynamically composed
systems:
MR6: Selection should be specifiable in the model.
MR7: The model should allow the definition of updating operations.

4.1.1

Additional requirements

In addition to those model requirements which are directly related to the tool requirements derived from the issues in Section 2.4, there are a number of other
requirements which stem from adding state-of-the-art configuration management
concepts to help manage dynamically composed systems, as well as the fact that
the model is to be used in tool design.

4.1.1.1

Requirements relating to versioning

As stated in Chapter 3, dynamically composed systems have a primitive notion of
versioning, which is embedded in the notion of a valid system. Versioning is an
intrinsic part of configuration management, and is used in part to specify a partial
configuration. Thus, a requirement of the model is that versioning be made explicit.
What effects this has on the model can be understood better by considering how
versioning can be used in dynamically composed systems.
Versioning is used to allow some incompleteness in a configuration; usually, a
partial configuration will refer to a version family [Zeller97], and a particular member
of that version family is chosen when a complete configuration is constructed from
the partial configuration.
In dynamically composed systems, versioning can be used both to group together
components which can be treated as conceptually the same, and to represent incompleteness. Versioning could be used, for example, to simplify the model of db-Pascal
described in Chapter 3. If versioning were used, the dynamic procedure could be
partially defined by using its name and environment, which could define a version
family. All valid implementations of this dynamic procedure could be members of
this group. Instead of the link operation introducing a new object into the configuration, it could correspond to a selection operation which chooses a particular
implementation from the version family.
Using versioning in this way helps to address the issue of whether it makes
sense to incorporate a component into a configuration. By using versioning, it is
also possible to address the question of which components in some collection of
possible components it makes sense to incorporate; thus, it is possible to address
the concern, raised in Section 2.4, that it is often only known whether it makes
sense to incorporate a component after the component has been incorporated. In
combination with validation, versioning can be used to identify all of the components
which can be validly incorporated. In fact, this relates to some additional tool
requirements:
TR4: A configuration management tool for dynamically composed systems must provide for versioning.
TR5: A configuration management tool should give feedback on the components it
makes sense to incorporate.
and leads to the following model requirements:
MR8: The classification aspect of the model must interact with a versioning model,
as a way of modelling incompleteness.
MR9: The validation aspects of the model should include a model of validation in
the presence of versioning.
4.1.1.2

Requirements relating to tool design

Using this model to guide the design of tools implies two more requirements:
MR10: The model must be formally defined.

MR11: The model must be amenable to translation into appropriate tools.
Requirement MR10 means that the various constructs of the language, and their
interrelationships, are well-defined. This also makes plain the information structures
and manipulations extant in the model. Requirement MR11 means that the tools
designed can be prototyped, and that the implementation of the tools designed
using the model can be methodically derived from their expression in the model.
The fulfilment of these requirements will be demonstrated in Chapter 5.

4.2

Evaluating previous configuration management
models

To meet the requirements for a model of configuration management for dynamically
composed systems, stated in Section 4.1, it would have been possible to develop a
new model ab initio. In many ways, this is an easy option, since it does not require
the investigation of existing models to discover if one of them is useful, nor does it
necessitate the effort required to understand them deeply enough to use or modify
them. However, as has been argued elsewhere [Landin66, Marlin96], one of the
ways in which Computer Science currently fails to measure up as a real science is
the continuing tendency to needlessly invent new languages, notations and models,
when existing ones will frequently suffice, perhaps with some adaptation. Hence,
this section examines previous configuration management models to determine if a
suitable one exists among those already developed.
To do this, various existing models of configuration management are assessed according to the requirements MR1–MR11, stated in the previous section. This section
discusses the modelling of the categories corresponding to the areas of configuration
management introduced in Section 3.1, each of which may address several of the
requirements for a model of configuration management for dynamically composed
systems. This section concludes by summarising the models discussed and choosing
a particular model to use as a basis for a model of configuration management for
dynamically composed systems.

4.2.1

Modelling configurations and versions

To address MR1 and MR2, relating to classification and incompleteness, the modelling of the configuration management concepts of classification and versioning
are now examined. Borison [Borison86] identifies a configuration as a directed
acyclic graph of configuration items interleaved with manufacturing steps. Zeller
[Zeller95a, Zeller95b, Zeller96, Zeller97], whose configuration management tool, ICE,
is based of feature logic, also includes a single layered model of configurations (as
a collection of configuration items). Lehman and Belady [Lehman85] model a configuration as a two-tiered structure of units and modules. All of these have fixed
levels of nesting, and so fail to meet MR1. Inscape [Perry89a] involves specifying
a system in terms of single-level modules, although it may be possible to support
nesting using the notion of “boxes” [Habermann80].

Arbitrary levels of configurations are included in PCL [Tryggeseth95, Gulla96]
and Jason [Wiebe90], which thus satisfy MR1. PCL allows the definition of configuration families that have parts which can also be configuration families which
have parts; Jason classifies objects by defining classes of documents with attributes
and these attributes can contain other documents. In both of these systems, a system model is defined as a composite object which contains families of configuration
items.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the domain of distributed systems has seen a number of approaches to reconfiguration. In many cases, the view advocated is one of
separating configuration programming from application programming, i.e., treating
the structure of a system in isolation to what the system actually does [Kramer90a].
Therefore, systems such as Conic [Kramer85, Dulay88, Magee89], REX [Kramer90b],
Darwin [Crane95, Magee94, Eisenbach93] and Gerel [Endler91, Endler92, Endler93]
include a notion of modelling the structure of the system. This is typically based
around the notion of configuration items, which have well defined interfaces, and
may include other items. Thus, these system models may be also have an arbitrary number of levels; however, they are not models of configuration management
facilities.
In order to examine the requirements MR2, MR8 and MR9, existing models of
versioning need to be discussed. Many models of versioning exist, which, for example, strive to understand the various dimensions of versioning [Gulla96, Estublier95,
Reichenberger89, Reichenberger95]: evolutionary change, bug fixes, parallel development, software process. Zeller [Zeller97] and Wiebe [Wiebe90], on the other hand,
advocate a simpler version model, upon which these dimensions can be overlaid.
Zeller uses features, which may group together objects, while Wiebe uses attributes
of a configuration item’s class. Each attribute (or feature) is used to identify versions regardless of their dimension (the particular dimension would be interpreted
by a tool). In terms of dynamic composition, this more general notion of versioning
is sufficient: the concern is to choose from versions of the same configuration item.
Whether it is an evolutionary step, a parallel development, or whatever, is of no
concern at the level of the model. Thus, ICE and Jason satisfy requirement MR8.
Jason also allows version families to be referred to by system models, as a way of
specifying incompleteness, and thus partially satisfies requirement MR2.
Invariant [Perry87], Inscape’s version control mechanism, uses Inscape’s module
specification language to define equivalent and compatible versions of components.
The properties of data and behaviour of operations is captured by associating a set
of pre- and post-conditions, in addition to obligations, with each operation. Equivalent versions are determined by equivalence of operations and these conditions and
obligations. Using subset relations, notions such as strict and upward compatibility
are also defined. Thus, it would seem that Inscape also has a general model of
versioning, but that it has no way of modelling incompleteness.

4.2.2

Modelling validation

As observed by Wiebe [Wiebe90], notions of validity vary across configuration management systems, but decisions about consistency are usually made implicitly by tool
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Figure 4.1: Various ways of expressing consistency.
designers. Because of this, various configuration management models allow validity, or consistency, to be expressed, and thus potentially satisfy requirements MR3,
MR5, and MR9. Validation is modelled in a variety of ways. Lehman and Belady
encode a relation in their model which takes all of the units and modules potentially
present in a system and returns whether this is a valid combination. In their model,
all valid combinations must be explicitly supplied by a configurer (i.e., the valid
combinations are not derived automatically); if a new unit or module is added to
the system, then all of the configurations in which it can validly participate must be
added to the relation. Thus, if there are many units or modules, this relation can
be quite large.
The problem is further exacerbated by the fact that modules are multi-versioned.
Figure 4.1 provides an example of a simple configuration, and various ways of characterising its consistency. A configuration consists of a number of units (to use
Lehman’s nomenclature). In each case, a configurer expresses that a valid configuration is one where all of the constituent units have the same format. The
consistent configurations are listed using Lehman’s method on the first line of the
righthand side of Figure 4.1. Formally, Lehman defines a relation, f , that can be
used to determine whether a given combination of units is valid. If Un = {Un , Un },
where Un means that Un is in the configuration and Un means that Un is not in
the configuration (where n = 1, 2, 3), then f is the relation on U1 , U2 , U3 such that
f = {U1 U2 U3 , U1 U2 U3 , U1 U2 U3 , U1 U2 U3 }. Although the model is formally defined
(satisfying requirement MR10), the model of versioning described only allows the
identification of valid complete systems, failing to meet requirements MR5 and MR9.
Zeller and Wiebe both gain leverage from the attribution of configuration items.
Feature unification is used by Zeller to determine consistency. The features of configuration items are attribute/value pairs. There are two types of feature: independent
and dependent. Consistency is intrinsically defined using dependent features, where
a configuration cannot have items which have the same features but different attributes. Figure 4.1 illustrates three configuration items, U1 , U2 , U3 each with the
feature format. In terms of Zeller’s notation, the objects are [object : U1 , format : elf],
[object : U2 , format : elf], [object : U3 , format : elf], where format is a dependent feature and object is an independent feature. Choosing the feature term format : elf
means that only items with the same feature term can be part of the configuration, since format is a dependent feature and [format : elf] u [format : X] =⊥, where
X is any value other than elf. A feature term unifying to ⊥ (i.e., inconsistency) is

not allowed. Thus, if [object : U1 , format : elf] and [object : U3 , format : coff] were unified, the result would be [object : {U1 , U3 }, format :⊥}], an inconsistent configuration.
This definition of validity depends on delineating the independent and dependent
features, and relying on the feature logic to determine consistent combinations, as
expressed on the second line on the righthand side of Figure 4.1. Thus, to an extent,
this fails requirement MR3.
Wiebe allows validity to be expressed in terms of first-order logic consistency
constraints. Configurations (which can be highly structured) are passed to the
constraints for validation. The configuration to be assessed should be a totally
built configuration, in which case either true or false is guaranteed to be returned.
However, if an attempt is made to validate a partial configuration, it is likely that
the result will be undefined. The third line on the righthand side of Figure 4.1
uses Jason to express what constitutes a valid configuration. Because the system
structure is not flat, a container object is required to store all the units. In the
expression in Figure 4.1, this container object is named conf, and it stores the units
in a set attribute called units. The consistency constraint states declaratively that
all units must have the same format. Thus, if U3 were a member of conf.units
which also included either U1 , U2 or both, the constraint would return false (i.e.,
the configuration would not be consistent). By allowing validity to be expressed,
requirement MR3 is satisfied.
Wiebe’s model works well for total configurations, but is insufficient for evaluating the consistency of partial configurations. For example, consider the case where
the format attribute of U3 is undefined (as would occur if U3 represented a version
family). In this case, the validation process would not be able to decide whether a
configuration was consistent, and would evaluate to “undefined”. This may be undesirable if, for example, all the members of the Jason version family, represented by
having the format attribute undefined, had their format attribute set to elf. In conclusion, the validation of partial configurations, although dealt with in Jason (which
thus partly satisfies requirements MR5 and MR9) are not handled sufficiently well.
Using Inscape’s consistency checking capabilities, which analyse the conditions
and obligations of modules in a system, the consistency of different versions of a
system can be determined. In [Perry89b], it is shown how they can be used to
achieve this.
None of the approaches described allows validation to define attributes, except
when building new configuration items (ICE, for example, defines how the properties
of source objects are propagated to the derived objects). This is a different form of
propagation to the one implied by requirement MR4, and thus each of the above
fails to satisfy this requirement.

4.2.3

Modelling selection and composition

In configuration management, selection is also achieved by various methods, ranging
from using the name of the file containing the component (e.g., Make [Feldman79]),
to using the meta-data of configuration items (e.g., Adele [Estublier94], Shape,
and Jason). In some instances, consistency is intertwined with selection (e.g., ICE
[Zeller96], [Sachweh95]).

In both Wiebe’s and Zeller’s models, selection is expressed using the same method
as consistency. In ICE, a specific feature term is chosen that narrows the choice of
possible configurations. In Jason, selection rules are expressed using the same firstorder logic notation as consistency constraints, except that families are passed to
them rather than configurations. Jason’s model of selection also behaves differently
to consistency constraints in that for each member of a family, an object is essentially created which has the set of members of the family and a particular member
as attributes, as well as functions returning dependencies. Each object is passed to
the selection constraint to see if it is consistent. Only such consistent objects are returned by the selection rule. In Inscape, selection is based on interface specifications
[Perry93].
The relationship between selection and consistency is a close one; in a sense,
validation can be seen as selecting those configurations which are consistent, and
selection then specialises this set further by selecting specific configurations. In
ICE, there is little distinction between validation and selection. In Jason there
is more of a distinction: consistency is only meaningful after a configuration has
been selected, and, although consistency constraints can be used in selection rules,
consistency is meant to assess generic properties of configurations (for example, if a
configuration is well-formed, as first proposed in [Habermann80] and subsequently
used in [Narayanaswamy87]), rather than the project or developer specific selection
rules. Thus Jason and, to an extent ICE, satisfy requirement MR6.
Requirement MR7 is a new requirement for configuration management imposed
by analysing configuration management for dynamically composed systems (in Section 3.3). As stated in Section 3.1, updating a configuration involves producing the
entire product as a whole, or naming the particular subsystem which is needed to
be built. Thus, none of the models described satisfy this requirement.

4.2.4

Summary

In order to satisfy the requirements MR10 and MR11, the model must be formally
defined and be suitable for translation into prototype tools. Of the models discussed,
PCL is the only one which does not have a formal definition, and only PCL and
Jason are suitable for direct translation.
This section has examined a number of models of configuration management
to determine the most suitable for extending into the dynamic context. Of the
models examined, Jason satisfies the most requirements. It fully meets requirements MR1, MR2, MR3 MR6, MR10 and MR11, and partly satisfies requirements MR5 and MR9. Jason is therefore chosen as a basis for the model of configuration management for dynamically composed systems.
The similarity between DCDL– and Jason is deliberate. In the initial work on
modelling dynamically composed systems, a different notation was used in this work
to determine the requirements elicited in Chapter 3. In order to smooth the transition from the configuration management-oriented model of dynamically composed
systems in Chapter 3 to the model of configuration management for dynamically
composed systems presented in this chapter, DCDL– was recast to look similar to
Jason. This greatly simplifies the presentation of this dissertation, and it benefits

the presentation of the formal definitions. Many of the formal definitions and results
of Jason can be be applied to both DCDL, the full model of configuration management for dynamically composed systems, and DCDL–. Before proceeding with the
definition of DCDL, the following section briefly describes Jason.

4.3

Jason – a generic model of configuration
management

Wiebe’s work [Wiebe90, Wiebe93] was concerned with providing a generic software
configuration management system called Jason. This system is generic in the sense
that it makes no assumptions about the types of configuration items it manages (including their attributes), or any constraints which must be met for a configuration
to be consistent; these are defined by the user of Jason. Thus, Jason is more flexible
than existing configuration management systems, and can actually emulate a range
of configuration management systems. Because of its genericity, Jason can be used
in the design of configuration management tools, because few assumptions are made
about what a configuration management tool does. Thus, the design of the classification, validation, versioning and composition aspects of a tool, to a degree, can
be compared and contrasted using Jason. This can be done by modelling particular
tools in Jason, to uncover the design space for a configuration management tool.
Wiebe’s model is comprised of two levels of abstraction: the configuration language for Jason is an object-oriented notation used for modelling various aspects
of configuration management, and there is also an underlying rigorous algebraic
formalism on which Jason is based.
Part of a specification in Jason is the definition of the types of configuration
items that will be managed. An example of such a definition can be seen in Figure
4.2(a), which contains the definitions of the classes Component, Config, Source and
Binary. A Binary object is a composite object which consists of five attributes: name,
modified, modified-by, code and sources. Classes at the Jason level are modelled as
signatures in the algebraic formalism; the composite class Binary is a composite sort.
The equivalent definition of Binary in the algebraic model is given in Figure 4.2(b).
A signature is a tuple (SΣ , ΓΣ , ΩΣ , τΣ , ΠΣ , δΣ ), where Σ is the signature name, S is
the sort set, consisting of a set of symbols referred to as sorts, Γ is a set of symbols
called the super sort set (representing the inheritance hierarchy of the signature), Ω
is the operator set, symbols in which are called operators, τ is the type function, Π
represents a partitioning of the operators in Ω, where:
Π = {Πconstants , Πsets , Πsubsets , Πset-elements , Πrelations , Πfunctions }
and δ is a domain restriction function. Signatures merely define the class definitions
of the objectbase; for instances of the class, many-sorted algebras are used. So,
for the formal definition of Binary, SBinary is the set of sorts which Binary uses (for
example, Source because it is the sort of the sources attribute). The operators
correspond to the names of all the attributes, and are used to index τBinary . The
fact that code is a constant attribute is borne out by the type of the corresponding

Component : class
(
name : String,
modified : TimeStamp,
modified-by : String
)
Config : subclass of Component
(
modules : set of Component
components : set of Config
)
Source : subclass of Component
(
code : Text
)
Binary : subclass of Component
(
code : Byte-String,
sources : set of Source
)

{String, Source, TimeStamp,
Byte-String}
ΓBinary = {Component}
ΩBinary = {code, sources, name,
modified, modified − by}
τBinary = {code : λ→Byte-String,
sources : Source→boolean,
name : λ→String,
modified : λ→TimeStamp,
modified-by : λ→String}
ΠBinary = { Πconstants = {code,name,
modified,
modified-by},
Πsets = {source},
Πsubsets = ∅
Πset-elements = ∅
Πrelations = ∅
Πfunctions = ∅}
δBinary = {name → (λ, λ),
sources → (λ, λ), . . .}

SBinary =

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Objects in Jason and their algebraic description.
Newer : constraint on (bin : Binary)
(for-all source in bin.source)
(bin.modified > source.modified)

Figure 4.3: Definition of a constraint in Jason.
function in τBinary , i.e. λ →Byte-String, which takes the null string (λ) and returns
a Byte-String. The corresponding type of the function of the set attribute sources is
that it takes a Source and returns a boolean (indicating whether the object is in the
set or not).
Given this formal model, properties such as the inheritance relationship between
classes (modelled as the subsignature relation between signatures) are well defined,
and characteristics such as the reflexive and transitive nature of the subsignature
relation can be established. Furthermore, they form the basis for formally describing
more complex notions such as consistency, refinement and version selection.
For the purposes of verifying a configuration, constraints are defined which verify
whether a snapshot of the objectbase is valid. Constraints in Jason are comprised of
a set of first-order logic formulas. For example, the constraint Newer in Figure 4.3
says that the modification time of a Binary object must be later than the modification
time of all its sources. The parameter (referring to a Binary object) is passed to the
constraint by the user.
Version families are collections of software components which encapsulate the

main-src : family of Source
(name = ”main”)
main-bin : family of Binary
(name = ”main”)
rdatabase-src : family of Source
(name = ”read˙database”)
rdatabase-bin : family of Binary
(name = ”read database”)
database : family of Config
(name = ”database system”)
main : family of Config
(name = ”main system”)

system template(
database1 : subfamily of database
(
modules = {rdatabase-src,
rdatabase-bin,
...}
)
main1 : subfamily of main(
modules = {main-src,
main-bin},
components = {database1}
)
)

Figure 4.4: Defining version families and system templates in Jason.
Latest : select comp from f : family (Component)
(for-all mem in f)
(comp.modified >= mem.modified)

Figure 4.5: Expressing selection in Jason.
evolution of a component. Jason represents version families as partial objects (modelled as partial algebras in the algebraic formalism), examples of which are given
in the lefthand column of Figure 4.4. The definition of the family main-src specifies that this family comprises all objects of the Source class which have their name
component bound to the value “main”. Families are an important concept in Jason,
as they represent the primary mechanism for defining and referring to collections of
related components.
The system template concept of Jason represents a partial configuration. It lists
all the source and derived objects, as well as their organisation into subsystems, in
the form of a hierarchy. The righthand column of Figure 4.4 shows the definition
of a possible system template. As can be seen, the system template has families
as its members. The hierarchy is composed using the container objects. In the
figure, database1 is a subfamily of database, which is a family of Config. Therefore,
database1 is comprised of all Config objects whose names are “database system”
and whose modules set contains rdatabase-src, rdatabase-bin, etc. A system template
is modelled algebraically as a partial algebraic closure. Building is the process
of refining this partial algebraic closure to a total algebraic closure, i.e. replacing
families in the system template with individual members of the family. Constructing
the total algebra is a process which utilises selection rules to select components, and
build rules to construct derived components. A selection rule is declarative and is
also expressed in first order logic notation. For example, Figure 4.5 shows a selection
rule, Latest, which will select the component which has the most recent modified
time. It is also possible to specify tool signatures, and various other properties
concerned with building systems; descriptions of these facilities are beyond the scope
of this dissertation, but are described in [Wiebe90].

The key point of Wiebe’s model is that every construct in the high-level language
of Jason has a corresponding construct in the algebraic model. It is then possible to
accurately define and prove relationships between the various constructs in a Jason
specification, and to be able to have confidence in predicting and understanding the
behaviour of the specification.

4.4

DCDL – A dynamic configuration description
language

Section 4.2 showed that no configuration management model satisfied all of the
requirements MR1–MR11, but that Jason satisfied more than the other models.
As mentioned in Section 4.3, the set of inter-related models developed by Wiebe
[Wiebe90] was motivated by a different context, but these models can be adapted
to be used in the context of dynamically composed systems. Specifically, Wiebe
developed his models in the context of providing generic validation facilities for
configurations, but in doing so the models embody the essential concepts of (static)
configuration management. The reasons for choosing Wiebe’s models as a suitable
basis for a model of configuration management for dynamically composed systems
are:
• The language can be used as a basis for defining those elements of configuration
management of relevance to dynamically composed systems. It is especially
useful in specifying the consistency of configurations.
• The language is rigorously formalised using many-sorted algebras [Goguen78],
and this formalism can be used as a basis for formalising configuration management for dynamically composed systems.
The model of configuration management for dynamically composed systems
is called the Dynamic Configuration Description Language (DCDL). To describe
DCDL, the following sections are organised in a manner which presents the DCDL
language constructs, and describes their potential use in modelling configuration
management in the context of dynamically composed systems, after which the constructs’ formal definition using many-sorted algebras and first-order logic. Following
this, the mapping between the formal description and the DCDL constructs, and
how this aspect of DCDL satisfies specific model requirements, is described.

4.4.1

Classifying configuration items

As discussed in Section 3.1, many configuration management systems manage configuration items by allowing them to be attributed with information that is interpreted
by the system. To design configuration management tools for dynamically composed
systems, it is also necessary to attribute configuration items with information that
may be specific to a particular set of dynamic composition mechanisms. This has
already been illustrated in Section 3.2.2, where various models specialise primitive
classes with additional attributes. This section discusses the classification aspects
of DCDL, which allow this arbitrary attribution.

Versioned : class (
release : Integer,
time : TimeStamp
)
NameSort : class (
name : String,
sort : String
)
Resource :
subclass of NameSort (
code : Code
)
Requirement :
subclass of NameSort (
constrained
code : Code
)
Data :
subclass of NameSort (
data : Code,
viewer : Viewer
)

Viewer :
subclass of NameSort,Versioned (
requires :
set of Requirement,
code : Code
)
Browser : class (
resources : set of Resource,
viewers : set of Viewer,
data : set of Data
check
(for-all d in data)
(there-exists v in viewers)
(d.sort = v.sort)
check
(for-all r1,r2 in resources)
((r1.name = r2.name) implies
(r1=r2))
maintain
(for-all v in viewers)
(for-all r in v.requires)
(for-all r2 in resources)
((r.name = r2.name) implies
(r.code ← r2.code))
)

Figure 4.6: The schema definition for a repository that can store objects relating to
a Browser application.
4.4.1.1

Informal description

Classification involves describing the classes of configuration items controlled by
configuration management, their properties, what they contain and how they are
related to other classes of configuration items under configuration management.
All the configuration items controlled by configuration management are stored in
a repository.1 The classes of configuration items maintained in the repository are
described in the repository’s schema, which contains a collection of class definitions
defining what can be stored in the repository.
Figure 4.6 presents an example definition of a schema for a repository. In this
example, a repository can store seven classes of configuration item: Versioned, NameSort, Resource, Requirement, Data, Viewer and Browser. The definitions of such
classes may employ inheritance. Thus, the class Viewer has the attributes name,
sort, release, time, requires and code associated with it. For the moment, the check
and maintain constraints associated with the Browser class can be ignored.
A repository is an instance of a schema definition, and contains instances of the
classes (called objects). There is no intrinsic access or version control policy enforced
upon a repository; it is assumed that there are tools to provide the desired policies.
1

Wiebe calls the repository the objectbase, but this more standard nomenclature is used here.

As can be seen from Figure 4.6, objects can have attributes that are single-valued
(e.g., name in NameSort) or set-valued (e.g., resources in Browser). In addition to
containing values of an appropriate type, it is also possible for attributes to be
undefined. Such a case might occur if a Data object2 does not require a particular
Viewer object. (Perhaps it is a class of data for which the browser provides a default
viewer, e.g. a simple image.)
The schema definition in the example in Figure 4.6 can be used to model the
objects in a repository relating to a browser session. The browser would be modelled
as a Browser object, and the various kinds of data and their respective viewers as Data
and Viewer objects. The repository can be considered to be the entire information
space being browsed, or might be updated incrementally with objects from the
information space as they are requested.
4.4.1.2

Formal description

Wiebe provides a model for classes, objects, repositories and schemas using manysorted algebraic specification techniques. Classes are represented as many-sorted
signatures. Schemas are collections of signatures and atomic sorts. One change
made with respect to operators in DCDL’s formal definition of many-sorted signatures is to construct a set, which is a subset of the set of operators, but which
contains those operators which are constrained, or mutable. For example, the class
Requirement in Figure 4.6 has one constrained operator: code. This does not change
the properties of many-sorted signatures which Wiebe describes. The distinction
between these two forms of operator is important when describing maintained constraints in Section 4.4.2. Furthermore, for simplicity, function, subset, element or
relation operators are not included as is done in Wiebe. These properties are easily
added without changing the modified properties defined here.
Definition 4.1 (Many-sorted signatures) A many-sorted signature is a tuple
hΣ, S, Γ, Ω, τ, µ, Π, Ki, where Σ is the name of the signature, and the notation
hSΣ , ΓΣ , ΩΣ , τΣ , µΣ, ΠΣ , KΣ i is used to denote a signature with name Σ. The other
members of the tuple are defined thus:
• S is the set of sorts of the signature,
• Γ is the set of supersorts of the signature,
• Ω is the set of operators,
• τ is a function τ : Ω → (S ∗ ×S) called the type function, which maps operators
in Ω to their type. τ (ω) returns a pair hu, σi, where ω ∈ Ω is an operator,
u ∈ S ∗ is the domain of the operator, and σ ∈ S is the range of the operator,
• µ is the set of constrained operators, where µ ⊆ Ω,
• Π is a partitioning of Ω, Π = {π constants , π sets }, and
2

The term “T object” refers to an object in the repository which is an instance of the class T.

• K is the set of formulæ, partitioned as K = {κ maintain , κ check }
These signatures differ from Wiebe’s in two respects, each adding a new member
to the tuple. The first difference is the set µ which is the set of operators which
are constrained. Constrained operators may have their values set by consistency
constraints. The second is the set K, which is a set of constraints which each
instance of a signature must satisfy to be considered consistent. K is partitioned
into two disjoint sets, κ maintain and κ check , which correspond to the two kinds of
constraints which may act on signatures.
If Σ and Σ0 are signatures, then Σ is a subsignature of Σ0 , written Σ ⊆ Σ0 , if and
only if the following conditions hold:
• SΣ ⊆ SΣ0 ,
• ΩΣ ⊆ ΩΣ0 ,
• for all ω ∈ ΩΣ ,



τΣ (ω) = τΣ0 (ω) if τΣ (ω) is not a signature, and
τΣ (ω) ⊆ τΣ0 (ω) if τΣ (ω) is a signature

• ΠΣ ⊆ ΠΣ0 , and
• KΣ ⊆ KΣ0
This also differs from Wiebe’s definition in the use of τΣ (ω), by giving a formal
definition of overriding operators using covariance. This relationship means that if
τΣ (ω) is not a signature, it must be of the same sort as τΣ0 (ω), but if it is a signature,
it is permitted to be a subsignature of τΣ0 (ω).
In this definition, the subsignature relation, ⊆, is reflexive and transitive because
it is based on set and subset relations.
The rest of this section summarises the notation used by Wiebe to define manysorted algebras, which represent instances of a particular signature, repository schemas
and repository states; these definitions are required in the subsequent development
of the model.
Definition 4.2 (Algebra) If Σ is a many-sorted signature, then a many-sorted
algebra A is a pair hA, F i where,
• A = {Aσ | σ ∈ SΣ } is a set of carriers for each sort in Σ, and
• F = {fω | ω ∈ ΩΣ } is a set of partial functions on the carriers in A. For each
operator ω : σ1 → σ2 , F contains a partial function: fω : Aσ1 → Aσ2 . If σ1 is
null, then fω : ∅ → Aσ2 .
An algebra therefore contains a set of carriers for each sort in the algebra’s
signature which contains values of that sort, and a function for each operator which
maps values in carriers of one sort to values in carriers of another sort.
If ω is an operator in a signature Σ, then ω’s type determines the domain and
codomain of the corresponding function, fω . In DCDL’s definition, there are two
kinds of operators, constant and set operators; this is in contrast to Wiebe’s model,

ω : type
kind
ω:λ→σ
constant
ω : σ → Boolean
set

fω : domain → codomain
fω : ∅ → Aσ
fω : Aσ → ABoolean

Table 4.1: Functions in algebras for each kind of operator.
which has seven kinds of operator. (In DCDL, only these two kinds are required;
extending this model to the other five kinds would be a straightforward exercise.)
Table 4.1 provides the type of the function in F for each corresponding kind of
operator in Σ. For constant operators, the function returns a carrier (i.e., value) for
the operator. For a set operator, the function is Boolean-valued, and returns true if
the set contains the corresponding value for the sort σ, and false otherwise.
Each DCDL object is modelled as a unique many-sorted algebra. A many sorted
algebra provides values for each operator in a many-sorted signature. To illustrate
this, consider the class definition of Browser from Figure 4.6. This definition is
modelled as a many-sorted signature, which has three sorts (Resource, Viewer and
Data) and three operators (resources, viewers and data). When an instance of this
class is created, it is modelled as an algebra. The algebra provides carriers for each
sort in the signature, and partial functions for each operator that works over these
carriers to manipulate values.
Definition 4.3 (Repository schemas) A repository schema is a tuple
hΨ, Atomics, Compositesi where:
• Ψ is the schema name,
• Atomics is a finite set of symbols called atomic sorts, (denoted Atomic Ψ , and
• Signatures is a finite set of signatures, denoted SignaturesΨ .
The notation Composites Ψ is used to denote the set of signature names in
Signatures Ψ . The set Sorts Ψ is defined as Composites Ψ ∪ Atomics Ψ , and σ ∈ Ψ
is shorthand for σ ∈ Sorts Ψ .
The subsort relation is a binary relation on the sorts in a schema. Informally,
the sort σ ∈ Ψ is a subsort of the sort σ 0 ∈ Ψ (expressed σ \∗ σ 0 ), if and only if σ 0 is
in Γσ or in the supersorts of any σ 00 ∈ Γσ , recursively.
Repository schemas are normalised collections of signatures. The schema is normalised in the sense that it is:
• unambiguous, which means that no two distinct signatures can have the same
name and that a signature can not have the same name as an atomic sort,
• closed, in the sense that a signature can only refer to sorts defined in the
schema, and that supersorts (defined through inheritance) come from the
schema,
• stratified, so that subsort and subsignature relationships are equivalent, and

• acyclic, meaning that a signature cannot be a subsignature of itself (either
directly or indirectly).
The inheritance properties of signatures (through the subsort relation) mean that
normal schemas are partially ordered, or order-sorted (order-sorted signatures are
many-sorted signatures with a partial order defined on their sort sets). This means
that the model is extensible to other models of object-oriented systems which use
order-sorted algebras (e.g., [Goguen89, Breu91]).
Definition 4.4 (Repository state) For a repository schema Ψ, a repository state,
or Ψ-state, X = {Xσ | σ ∈ Ψ}, where Xσ is a finite set of algebras if
σ ∈ Composites Ψ and of finite set of atoms of type σ if not. Xσ is called the algebraic
class of σ.
A repository state models the sorts and algebras which are present in a repository
at a given point in time. A repository state is cohesive, in that each algebra in the
repository state must be defined in terms of other algebras or atoms in the same
repository state.
The set Xσ only gives algebras for the sort σ. To allow inheritance, the instance
class of σ in X is defined such that it contains members of Xσ0 where σ 0 is a subsort
of σ, i.e.,
[
Xσ0
σ, σ 0 ∈ Ψ
Iσ (X) =
σ0 \∗ σ
A change to a repository state results in a new repository state. Wiebe introduces
the mapping `, which is a (Ψ, Ψ0 )-transformation which relates cohesive Ψ-states to
cohesive Ψ0 -states. Thus, if X is a Ψ−state, X 0 is a Ψ0 -state, then X`X 0 means
that X 0 is a possible next state of X. There may be zero, one or many such states.
The possible next state relation is required for the definition of satisfiable operators
in Section 4.4.2 and the definition of operations in Section 4.4.5.
4.4.1.3

Formally defining DCDL

A many-sorted signature is used to model a DCDL class. Each instance of a DCDL
class is modelled by a many-sorted algebra of that class. For example, the manysorted signature for the DCDL class Browser in Figure 4.6 is presented in Figure 4.7.
This has the same meaning as the signature on the left hand side of Figure 4.2, except
for the addition of µBrowser (empty because there are no constrained attributes) and
KBrowser (listing the constraints associated with Browser).
An example instance of Browser is shown in Figure 4.8(a). Each object is surrounded by a thick box. The label of the box, of the form n : T indicates a label
to distinguish the object (for convenience), and the class of the object. The braces
group together objects which are members of a set. The corresponding partial function values are shown in Figure 4.8(b).
Because a repository state must be cohesive, all the objects b1, d1, d2, r1, v1,
v2, v3 are in the same repository state X. For each sort σ in the repository, the
Xσ -state and the instance class of σ are defined as follows:
• XVersioned = ∅, IVersioned (X) = {v1,v2,v3},

SBrowser
ΓBrowser
ΩBrowser
τBrowser

ΠBrowser

µBrowser
KBrowser

={
=
={
={

Resource, Viewer, Data}
∅
resources, viewers, data}
resources: Resource → Boolean,
viewers: Viewer → Boolean,
data: Data → Boolean

}
= { πBrowserconstants = ∅
πBrowsersets ={resources, viewers, data}
}
= ∅


for-all d in data . . . ,
= { κBrowsercheck =
for-all r1,r2 in resources . . .
κBrowsermaintain = {for-all v in viewers . . .}

Figure 4.7: The formalisation of the DCDL class Browser.

b1:Browser
resources
viewers
data










d2 : Data

...

d1 : Data

...

(a)










r1 : Resource

...

v1 : Viewer

...

v2 : Viewer

...

v3 : Viewer

b1
fviewers
(v1) = true
b1
(v2) = true
fviewser
b1
fviewers (v3) = true
b1
fresources
(r1) = true
b1
fdata
(d1) = true
b1
fdata
(d2) = true

...

(b)

Figure 4.8: An example of an algebra for Browser.

• XNameSort = ∅, INameSort (X) = {r1,v1,v2,v3,d1,d2},
• XResource = IResource (X) = {r1},
• XData = IData (X) = {d1,d2},
• XViewer = IViewer (X) = {v1,v2,v3},
• XBrowser = IBrowser (X) = {b1}.
The difference between the Xσ -state and the σ-instance class is that the state
only contains those objects which contain the signature σ, whereas the instance class
contains the Xσ -state in addition to all the Xσ0 -states where σ 0 inherits from σ.
In terms of satisfying specific requirements, this classification aspect allows arbitrary levels of nesting, because each signature (class) can be composed of other
signatures (classes), and when an algebra of such a signature is constructed, functions exist which can return objects as attributes to other objects. This satisfies
requirement MR1.
Part of requirement MR2 says that the model should allow portions of objects to
remain unspecified. This is satisfied through the use of partial functions in algebras.
These partial functions translate to attributes having an undefined value in DCDL.

4.4.2

Validating configuration items

Section 3.1 discussed the use of validation in configuration management. To design
configuration management tools for dynamically composed systems, it is necessary
to be able to define a valid collection of configuration items. This has been discussed
with respect to requirement MR3 in Section 4.1. This section defines how constraints
are constructed in DCDL, and how they are evaluated to determine whether a DCDL
object is valid. This section, incidentally, also describes constraint formation in
DCDL–.
4.4.2.1

Informal description

In DCDL, constraints are specified using a first-order logic notation, and objects are
passed to the constraints for validation. Requirements MR5 and MR4 dictate that
validation:
• provide feedback on the consistency of incomplete systems, and
• define the propagation of attributes.
These requirements involve a redefinition of the concepts of consistency and partiality as specified by Wiebe. This section concentrates on consistency; Section 4.4.3
discusses the issue of partiality.
In Wiebe’s model, constraints are defined separately from classes (although they
are defined in the schema), and are evaluated once a configuration is constructed,
at the user’s behest. For consistency to be meaningfully evaluated in dynamically
composed systems, it needs to be evaluated automatically, determining throughout
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data










Data
...
sort gif
...

Data
...
sort xcl
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Viewer
...
sort gif
...
Viewer
...
sort xcl
...
Viewer
...
sort
?
...

Figure 4.9: An example viewers set for a hypothetical Browser object.
the lifetime of the dynamically composed system whether it is consistent; it is necessary, therefore, that the constraints acting on an object be known when the object
is loaded into the repository, and so they are defined with the class.
In Figure 4.6, the Jason notation has been adapted so that each class can be
augmented with a set of constraints. This means that each object of the Browser
class is consistent if the constraints are satisfied. If one or more constraints are not
satisfied, then the object is not consistent.
When evaluating constraints against an object, the terms in the constraints are
mapped to values (objects) in the closure of that object. Because objects may have
attributes that are undefined, and constraints use these objects and attributes to
determine consistency, a method is required to determine consistency meaningfully
when its evaluation encounters an undefined value. The method used by Wiebe
is inadequate in the context of dynamically composed systems. If the evaluation
of a constraint in Wiebe’s model encounters an undefined value, it will return an
undefined result (i.e., it cannot determine whether or not the configuration is consistent). Contrary to Wiebe’s definition, it is still possible in some cases to be able to
give meaningful results even in the presence of undefined values. Figure 4.9 shows
an example where one of the Viewer objects in the repository has its sort attribute
undefined. In this case, a meaningful result should still be reported for the evaluation of the first constraint in Figure 4.6 (the only constraint dependent on the
sort field). If Wiebe’s definition of the operators in the constraint were not changed,
this would result in the constraint evaluating to undefined. These definitions are
therefore modified so that this constraint returns true. (There is, in fact, a viewer
for every sort of data.)
4.4.2.2

Formal description

The formal description of constraints using the algebraic technique initially involves
defining the namespace and variable space closures for a constraint, which dictates

how names can be formed from the parameters to constraints,3 how quantifiers can
be formed and how derivation from quantifiers occur. Wiebe’s definition for these
is found in Sections B.1 and B.2 of Appendix B. These must be augmented so that
those names in the namespace which are constrained can be represented.
Definition 4.5 (Namespace closures) The namespace closure of a signature Σ,
denoted [Σ], is the namespace hS[Σ] , Ω[Σ] , τ[Σ] , µ[Σ] , Π[Σ] i, where S[Σ] , Ω[Σ] , τ[Σ] , Π[Σ] are
constructed in Section B.2. µ[Σ] is constructed inductively as follows:
The base case: µ[Σ] 0 = µΣ .
Inductive step: (k ≥ 1)
= { aω | a ∈ Ω[Σ] k−1 , a ∈ π[Σ] constants k−1 , τ[Σ] k−1 (a) = (λ, Σ0 ),
Σ0 ∈ Composites Ψ , ω ∈ ΩΣ0 and ω ∈ µΣ0 }
[
Thus, µ[Σ] =
µ[Σ] k
µ[Σ] k

k≥0

The set µ[Σ] k consists of strings aω where a is the name of a constant in Ω[Σ] k−1 ,
and where ω is a member of the constrained operators of Σ0 . In fact, µ[Σ] k ⊆ Ω[Σ] k
because it is defined in exactly the same way as Ω[Σ] k , but has the additional property
that ω must be a constrained operator.
The namespace closure [Σ] of a many-sorted signature Σ represents the attributes
which can be derived from Σ. These names can be used by κ ∈ KΣ . However, these
names are derived only from constant operators. To allow names to be derived from
set operators, the variable namespace is introduced which gives the names which
can be derived from variables. The bulk of this definition is given in Section B.3;
this needs to be augmented again to add constrained operators.
Definition 4.6 (Variable Namespaces) If κ ∈ KΣ , is a constraint in Σ, then
N(V,κ) , the variable namespace for κ can be constructed inductively as follows:
Base case: N 0 = Σ, U 0 = π[Σ] sets .
U 0 contains all those set names in the namespace closure [Σ].
Inductive step :
N j = hSN j , ΩN j , τN j , ΠN j , µN j i, where SN j , ΩN j , τN j , and ΠN j are defined in
Section B.3 and µN j = µ[N j −1 ] .
So, the variable set V, the variable namespace N(V,κ) and the universe set U(V,κ)
are defined as: [
V =
ΩN j
j≥1

N(V,κ) = hS(V ,κ), Ω(V ,κ) , τ[
(V ,κ) , Π(V ,κ) , µ(V ,κ) i
where µ(V ,κ) = µ[N j ] , and the sets S(V ,κ) ,Ω(V ,κ) , τ(V ,κ) and Π(V ,κ)
j≥0

U(V,κ) =
3

are as in Section B.3.
π(V ,κ) sets

Note that unlike Wiebe’s use of parameters, the class defining the constraint in effect becomes
the only parameter.

[A]

[A]

Φ1 (β) Φ2 (β)
U
U
T
F
U

T
F
U
U
U

∧

∨

⇒
⇔
W D W D W D W D
U U U T U T U U
U F U U U U U U
U U U T U U U U
U F U U U T U U
U U U U U U U U

Table 4.2: Truth table for the binary logic operators when encountering undefined
(W = Wiebe’s definition, D = the definition for DCDL).
The variable namespace models the quantified variables in constraints. If a
constraint derives its names from a namespace closure based on a signature, Σ, then
it is called a Σ-constraint.
To construct formulæ, a logic language derived from the variable namespace for
a constraint, a set of logic symbols and literals is used. This language is defined in
Section B.4, with the following additions, which define how satisfiable operators are
incorporated, and how to form constraints which quantify over subsets of a set.
The set Formulas L is augmented thus:
←

• If t1 and t2 are terms in Terms L , and t1 ∈ µ(V,κ) , then t1 = t2 is in Formulas L .
←

• If t1 is a term in Terms L , v ∈ π(V,κ) sets and v ∈ µ(V,κ) , then v 3 t1 is in
Formulas L .
• If Φ is a formula in Formulas L , v ∈ π(V,κ) sets such that τv = hΣ, Booleani,
σ ∈ Composites Ψ such that σ \∗ Σ, and x1 . . .xn are variables in V , then
(∀x1 , . . . , xn : σ)Φ and (∃x1 , . . . , xn : σ)Φ are in Formulas L .
Constraints are closed and rectified, meaning that a constraint contains no free
variables (variables in a subformula must be quantified by some outer formula), and
that no variable is quantified more than once.
Constraints are interpreted by algebraic closures;4 interpretation results in true,
false or undefined being returned for the constraint. Given a formula Φ, the algebraic
closure must provide values for the names and variables in Φ. This is modelled using
variable assignments, which map variables to values in an algebraic closure. For a
variable space V , an algebraic closure [A], a variable assignment β : V → [A],
and a formula Φ, the notation Φ[A] (β) is used to refer to the value of Φ under the
interpretation [A] for β.
This notation is needed to understand both the definition of constraint evaluation
given in Section B.5, and the modified interpretation given here.
The value of Φ is given in Section B.5, with the following alteration:
4

Informally, the algebraic closure of A is all the algebras reachable from A; this definition is
equivalent to Wiebe’s. Algebraic closures are redefined in Section 4.4.4.

• if Φ = Φ1 ⊗ Φ2 where ⊗ is one of ∧, ∨, ⇒, ⇔, then Φ[A] (β) is defined by
Table 4.2, where T is true, F is false and U is undefined.
Because set values are defined using functions which return true if a carrier is a
member of a set, and quantification works over sets, some extra notation is required.
This notation is given at the end of Section B.5.
The set v [A] (β)([A]) contains those elements of [A] that v [A] (β) maps to the
value true. Now, Φ[A] (β) is defined as follows.
• If Φ = (∀x1 , . . . , xn ∈ v)Φ0 , where v is a set such that τ(V ,κ) (v) = hσ, Booleani,
then
^
Φ[A] (β) =
Φ0[A] (β[x1 ←a1 , . . . , xn ←an ])
for every tuple ha1 , . . . , an i∈v [A] (β)([A]). The notation [x1 ←a1 , . . . , xn ←an ]
means that each variable xi is given a value ai ∈v [A] (β)([A]).
• If Φ = (∀x1 , . . . , xn : σ 0 )Φ0 , where v is a set such that τ(v,κ) = hσ, Booleani, and
[A]
σ 0 \∗ σ, then define vσ0 (β)([A) = {a ∈ [A] | (v [A] (β)(a) = true) ∧ (a∈Iσ0 (X))},
and
^
Φ0[A] (β[x1 ←a1 , . . . , xn ←an ])
Φ[A] (β) =
[A]

for every tuple ha1 , . . . , an i∈vσ0 (β)([A]). This allows the evaluation of a constraint against a subset of v which is made up of particular subsorts of the
contents of v.
• If Φ = (∃x1 , . . . , xn ∈ v)Φ0 , where v is a set such that τ(V ,κ) (v) = hσ, Booleani,
then
_
Φ[A] (β) =
Φ0[A] (β[x1 ←a1 , . . . , xn ←an ])
for every tuple ha1 , . . . , an i∈v [A] (β)([A]).
• If Φ = (∀x1 , . . . , xn : σ 0 )Φ0 , where v is a set such that τ(v,κ) = hσ, Booleani, and
[A]
σ 0 \∗ σ, then define vσ0 (β)([A) = {a ∈ [A] | (v [A] (β)(a) = true) ∧ (a∈Iσ0 (X))},
and
_
Φ[A] (β) =
Φ0[A] (β[x1 ←a1 , . . . , xn ←an ])
[A]

for every tuple ha1 , . . . , an i∈vσ0 (β)([A]).
To define the interpretation of a satisfiable formula by an algebraic closure requires the use of repository states. Let A and A0 be Σ-algebras, X and X 0 are
repository states, such that X ` X 0 , and A ∈ X, A0 ∈ X 0 , and A0 is A in the next
state. If β : V → [A] and β 0 : V → [A0 ], then the satisfiable operators are defined
as:
← [A]
[A]
[A0 ]
[A0 ]
[A]
t1 (β)=t2 (β)
means that t1 (β 0 ) = t2 (β 0 ), if t2 (β) is defined
← [A]
0
[A0 ]
[A]
v [A] (β)([A])3t2 (β)
means that t2 (β 0 )∈v [A ] (β 0)([A]), if t2 (β) is defined
Thus, the satisfiable operators guarantee that in the next repository state, the
value of the terms under the interpretation of [A0 ] will have the properties defined
above.

S(V ,κ)

={

Ω(V ,κ)

={

τ(V ,κ)

}
={

π(V ,κ) constants

}
={

π((V),κ) sets
µ(V ,κ)

}
={
={

Viewer, Resource, Requirement, String, Binary, Integer,
TimeStamp}
resources, viewers, data, v, r, r2, v.name, v.sort, v.release,
v.time, v.requires, v.code, r.code, r.name, r.sort, r2.name,
r2.sort, r2.code
resources : Resource → Boolean,
viewers : Viewer → Boolean,
data : Data → Boolean,
v : λ → Viewer,
r : λ → Requirement,
r2 : λ → Resource,
v.name : λ → String,
v.sort : λ → String,
v.release : λ → Integer,
v.time : λ → TimeStamp,
v.requires : Requirement → Boolean,
v.code : λ → Binary,
r.code : λ → Binary,
r.name : λ → String,
r.sort : λ → String,
r2.name : λ → String,
r2.sort : λ → String,
r2.code : λ → Binary
v, r, r2, v.name, v.sort, v.release, v.time, v.code,
r.code, r.name, r2.name, r.sort, r2.sort, r2.code
resources, viewers, data, v.requires}
r.code}

Figure 4.10: The variable namespace for the maintain constraint in Figure 4.6.
4.4.2.3

Formally defining DCDL

Variable namespaces and namespace closures define the valid names for a given
constraint. Each constraint has a variable namespace where the variables from the
constraints (as defined in a quantified formula) become members of the variable set.
Thus, the variable namespace for the first maintain constraint κ in Figure 4.6 is
provided in Figure 4.10. This gives the names which are valid for the constraint as
well as the types of the names. (This variable namespace has been derived using
the definition of variable namespaces in the Section B.3 in conjunction with the
modification presented in Section 4.4.2.2.)
The definition of the variable namespace and the rules for defining formulæ are
given in Section B.3 and the formal part of this section provides a method for
checking whether the constraints are properly formed.
Table 4.2 gives the modified truth table for interpreting binary formulæ in con-

straints. When functions in algebras (or formulæ evaluated over them) return undefined values, a meaningful result must still be returned from consistency evaluation
in the case of DCDL, in order to satisfy requirement MR2. In Wiebe’s model,
whenever an undefined value is encountered, the binary operation returns undefined. However, more can be said about consistency in the presence of undefined
values, as shown earlier in Table 4.2. This model extends the definition of binary
operators so that a result is calculated as soon as enough information is available
(rather than when all information is available, as is the case with Wiebe’s model).
The constructors for-all and there-exists are also modified so that they allow
values in the presence of undefined. Essentially, for-all is the logical “and” of the
conditions for all elements in the set being quantified over; there-exists is the logical
“or”. For example, the first check constraint in Figure 4.6 can be written using the
logical “and” and “or” as:
^
_
(v.sort = d.sort)
d∈data v∈viewers

Using the definition of “and” and “or” in Table 4.2, a definition of there-exists and
for-all can be derived thus:
for-all
is false if the condition is unsatisfied at least once, and
never undefined
is undefined if at least one condition is undefined and no
conditions are unsatisfied, and
is true if all conditions are satisfied.
there-exists is true if one condition is satisfied,
is undefined if at least one condition is undefined and
none are satisfied, and
is false if all conditions are unsatisfied
These definitions can be illustrated by considering the first check constraint in
Figure 4.6, in the context of the example in Figure 4.9; the constraint should return
true, because there are viewers for sort “gif” and “xcl”. Using Wiebe’s model, an
undefined result will be returned; using the DCDL definition consistency will be
reported.
Requirement MR3 is satisfied by the fact that a language for specifying constraints is provided by DCDL. The definition of validation given in this section has
meaning when evaluation involves undefined attributes, and consistency or inconsistency can be determined in certain cases even if undefined attributes are involved.
Thus, the requirement MR5 is satisfied by DCDL. Furthermore, the incorporation
←
←
of ← (=) and contains (3), the satisfiable operators, means that the definition of
attributes in the next state is possible, which satisfies requirement MR4.

4.4.3

Defining versions of configuration items

So far, the classification of objects and evaluation of the validity of their composition
when all the objects are known has been discussed. This section introduces the notion of incompleteness or partiality into the model by describing how version families
are defined. This does not directly satisfy any model requirements; Section 4.4.4

Image-Viewers : family of Viewer
(sort = ”image”)
Requires-Motif : family of Viewer
(there-exists r in requires)
(r.name = ”Motif”)
Image-Viewers-Dec :
family of Image-Viewers, Requires-Motif
(time ≥ 1/Dec/1996)

Figure 4.11: Examples of specifying version families in DCDL.
shows how requirements MR8 and MR9 are met using version families.
4.4.3.1

Informal description

Version families, as defined by Wiebe, collect together objects with similar properties. For example, they can be used to group together the evolution of a single
conceptual configuration item (i.e., a set of revisions for the same component). Alternatively, they can be used to group together items that belong to the same release,
work for a certain machine, or require the same resources.
Wiebe achieves this collection by specifying bindings to some attributes of objects
and leaving others unspecified. For example, the version family definition at the top
of Figure 4.11 specifies that the version family called Image-Viewers is the collection
of all objects in the repository which are of class Viewer and which have their sort
attribute bound to the value “image”. Configurations can then contain version
families from which members are selected to produce fully elaborated configurations.
A similar notion is required in DCDL, to facilitate the modelling of partiality in
configurations. Even if the choice of a particular configuration item has not been
made, it is still possible to state some properties that it must have (e.g., its name
or its type). Version families are used to represent incompleteness in dynamically
composed configurations. In addition to the properties that define version families,
further conditions on a version family might be imposed when it is referred to by
a particular object. These conditions are expressed in terms of the constraints for
that object, and reduce the membership of the version families so that each member
satisfies the conditions. This reduction of membership is termed refinement.
In general, constraints are not expressed in terms of bindings of particular attributes of objects, but are expressed using a full first-order logic notation. For these
constraints to refine version families, Wiebe’s concept of version families needs to
be generalised so that they can be refined by constraints.
In DCDL’s concept of version families, the binding in the definition of ImageViewers is, in fact, a condition which each member must satisfy. The generalisation
of using constraints also allows the grouping together of components into version
families using the full first-order logic language. For example, the definition of
Requires-Motif in Figure 4.11 describes a family where all viewers require a Motif
resource. Such a definition of families in Jason is not possible, because this does not

involve binding a particular value to an attribute of Viewer. In fact, any constraint
can be used in the definition of a version family in DCDL, as long as it does not
involve a satisfiable operator.
Version families may also be divided further into subfamilies, by specifying additional conditions which members of the subfamily must have. For example, the last
version family in Figure 4.11, Image-Viewers-Dec, is a subfamily of Image-Viewers
and Requires-Motif, and has the additional condition that its time attribute is later
than “1/Dec/1996”.
In DCDL, version families are used to ensure that a choice is made between
objects that have similar properties. Furthermore, when a new object is added to
the repository dynamically, it becomes a member of all families whose conditions it
satisfies.
4.4.3.2

Formal description

The fact that arbitrary check constraints can be used in the definition of version
families marks a significant point of departure from the formal model of version
families provided by Wiebe. Wiebe models version families as partial algebras, with
the bound attributes of the family modelled as total functions, and the unbound
attributes as partial functions returning undefined.
Instead, version families in DCDL are defined as basic specifications [Breu91] or
presentations [Burstall82]. A presentation is a tuple, hΣ, Ki, where Σ is a manysorted signature and K is a set of constraints. The semantics of a specification,
which represents the members of a version family, are all the algebras of signature
Σ which satisfy each constraint in K.
Definition 4.7 (Models of Basic Specification (Σ-models)) For a repository
state X, the finite set of Σ-algebras in X is denoted XΣ . Now, the model of a basic
def
specification, or a Σ-model, is the tuple M[hΣ, Ki] = hΣ, αi, where:
• Σ is the signature of the model, and
• α = {A ∈ IΣ (X) : A |= K}, i.e., the set of algebras in Σ’s instance class in a
repository state X which satisfy the constraints of the model.
The notation α(M) is used to refer to the set of algebras in M and K(M) refers
to the equations of the model.
Subfamilies are refinements of version families such that the set of equations
of the version family is augmented with extra equations. For this, the refinement
operator  is introduced. Given two models, the refinement of one of the models
by the other is:
def
M[hσ, Ki]  M[hσ, K 0 i] = M[hσ, K ∪ K 0 i]
This definition by itself is not sufficiently strong. To be able to construct wellformed refinements, the terms involved in a constraint must be deduced.
Definition 4.8 (Terms of an equation) For a constraint, κ, the set Terms(κ) is
the set of strings that correspond to names in the variable namespace of κ, on which
the equation depends. Terms(κ) is defined as follows:

• if t1 and t2 are terms in Terms L ∩ π(V ,κ) constants , and Φ is of the form t1 ⊕t2 ,
← ←

where ⊕ is one of =, 6=, <, >, ≤, ≥, =, 3, then t1 , t2 ∈ Terms(Φ).
• if Φ is a formula in Formulas L , then Terms(¬Φ) = Terms(Φ).
• if Φ1 and Φ2 are in Formulas L and Φ is of the form Φ1 ⊗ Φ2 , where ⊗ is one
of ∧, ∨, ⇒, ⇔ then Terms(Φ) = Terms(Φ1 ) ∪ Terms(Φ2 ).
• if Φ1 is in Formulas L , x1 , . . . , xn are variables in V , v ∈ π(V ,κ) sets and Φ is
of the form (Qx1 , . . . , xn ∈ v)Φ1 where Q is one of ∀, ∃, then Terms(Φ) =
Terms(Φ1 )[x1←v,...,xn ←v] , i.e., each occurrence of the variable x1 , . . . , xn is replaced by v.
For a set of equations, K, consisting of κ1 , . . . , κn , then Terms(K) = Terms(κ1 ) ∪
. . . ∪ Terms(κn ).
Terms(κ) gives those operators in L(V,κ) which are involved in κ. This is used to
restrict family refinement, and define what well-formed refinement means.
Definition 4.9 (Well-formed refinement) M[hσ, Ki]M[hσ 0 , K 0 i] is well formed
iff σ \∗ σ 0 and Terms(K) ∩ Terms(K 0 ) 6= ∅.
Informally, a σ-model can be refined by a σ 0 -model as long as σ is a subsort of σ 0
of the refining family, and as long as none of the equations have common terms. This
restriction means that a σ-model cannot be formed where there are two constraints
that involve, for example, the time (e.g., it is not possible to have one constraint
time > 1/Dec/1996 and another time < 1/Jan/1997).
If M and N are Σ-models, and M  N is well-formed, then M N is a subfamily
of both M and N, denoted M N v N, M .
It is also possible to refine a σ-model with a constraint. This corresponds to:
M[hσ, Ki]  κ ≡ M[hσ, Ki]  M[hσ, {κ}i].
The addition of Σ-models means that the definition of Ψ-states of a repository
must be redefined to include them.
Definition 4.10 (Repository state) Let Ψ be a repository schema. Then a repository state, or Ψ-state, X = hX, M i, where:
• X = {Xσ | σ ∈ Sorts Ψ }, is the instance class, and
• M = {Mσ | σ ∈ Composites Ψ }. The set Mσ is a finite set of σ-models, called
the model class of σ.
This definition of repository state differs from Wiebe’s in a additive fashion. For
a Ψ-state X, the instance class of the state is denoted X X and the model class of
the state X M .
The model instance class of σ in X is also defined to be:
[
Iσ (X M ) =
X M σ0
σ, σ 0 ∈ Ψ
σ0 \∗ σ
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Figure 4.12: A group of Viewer objects in a particular Ψ-state.
4.4.3.3

Formally defining DCDL

Σ-models are used to model DCDL version families. For a Σ-model M, α(M) is the
set of objects in the repository state that satisfy the equations in K(M). Figure 4.12
provides an example X XViewer set which consists of four objects v1, v2, v3, v4. Given
this set, and the definition of the version families in Figure 4.11, then:
• K(Image-Viewers) = {(sort = “image”)}, α(Image-Viewers) = {v1, v2, v3}
• K(Requires-Motif) = {(there-exists r in requires)(name= “Motif”)},
α(Requires-Motif) = {v1,v2,v4}.
The subfamily definitions in Figure 4.11 provide convenient examples of refinement. The terms of the equations in the family definitions are:
• Terms(K(Image-Viewers)) = {sort},
• Terms(K(Requires-Motif)) = {requires.name}
• Terms(K(Image-Viewers-Dec)) = {time}
Now, the fact that the subfamily Image-Viewers-Dec is well-formed can be determined by looking at the terms of the equation and noticing that they do not share
any terms. Thus, the refinement of the subfamily Image-Viewers-Dec is:
Image-Viewer-Dec ≡ hViewer, {(time ≥ 1/Dec/1996)}i 
hViewer, {(sort=”image”)}i 
hViewer, {(there-exists r in requires)(r.name = ”Motif”)}
≡ hViewer, {(time ≥ 1/Dec/1996),
(sort=”image”),
(there-exists r in requires)(r.name = ”Motif”)}i
Furthermore, α(Image-Viewer-Dec) when applied to the example repository state
in Figure 4.12, is the set {v2,v4}.
Using this formalism increases the flexibility of version families and allows for
a more general model of refinement (i.e., successively reducing the membership of
version families to construct configurations). However, it is not as convenient as

modelling them as partial objects because this requires recasting the formal definitions of closures, partial configurations and a host of other definitions so that they
involve specifications and σ-models.

4.4.4

Validation in the presence of versions

Version families cannot be independent entities in a repository. According to requirement MR8, they must be related to the classification aspects, which translates
into relating them to algebras (or configurations) in the repository. A consequence
of this relation is the need to define validation of an algebra which refers to version
families, thus satisfying requirement MR9. These definitions follow.
4.4.4.1

Informal description

The use of constraints to refine version families simplifies the process of translating
constraints so that they work with version families. Achieving this involves two
steps:
1. ascertaining those constraints that may involve version families, and
2. translating the constraints from those expressed by the user into constraints
that evaluate over version families.
The second step is required to relieve the configurer (or specifier of the constraints) from having to think about versions when specifying consistency. Consistency is specified as though the configuration is a complete configuration (i.e., all
versions of components have been selected), and the underlying formalism of DCDL
specifies how to evaluate constraints meaningfully in the presence of partiality. For
example, when translating the first constraint in the Browser class of Figure 4.6,
there are a number of possibilities to consider. (For simplicity in this example, it
can be assumed that there cannot be a family of Data, but there can be families of
the Viewer class.) For every d in data,
• if there is a viewer that is not a family but whose sort is the same as d.data,
then no families need to be refined,
• if there is a family of viewers in the viewers set that is unique in that it contains
members satisfying (d.sort=v.sort), then that family is refined by the equation
(d.sort=v.sort), or
• if there is more than one family whose sort is the same as d.sort, then no
refinement needs to take place.
Figure 4.13 illustrates a possible scenario arising from the use of version families
in the context of the example in Figure 4.6. The Browser object refers to a version
family of Viewer; the members of this version family are seen in the dashed box.
The first constraint in Figure 4.6 returns “true” according to the definition above.
In fact, the instance of the version family referred to by the Browser object is refined
by restricting the membership of the version family so that it only contains viewers
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Figure 4.13: An example containing a version family.
that, if selected, will result in a consistent configuration (i.e., the viewers with
sort satimage and sprdsht are removed as candidates for selection because if one
of them were chosen, there could be no viewer for the sort image). This is where the
convenience of modelling version families using constraints becomes apparent: the
constraints in the Browser object are translated to ones which simply refine version
families as necessary.
The translation of this constraint is non-trivial, and would be error-prone if left
up to the configurer. Thus, the meaning of constraint evaluation involving version
families is defined formally below.
Using constraints to refine version families means that constraints associated
with objects can be used to refine version families contained in the objects. This is
more convenient than using Wiebe’s method of family refinement, which is to reduce
family membership by defining attributes that were undefined.
4.4.4.2

Formal description

A configuration is modelled as an algebraic closure in Wiebe’s model. The algebraic
closure contains a “root” object and all the objects reachable from that object.
In Wiebe’s model, partial objects can be contained in algebraic closures, and so
version families can be reachable from an object. This is a convenient method
for allowing version families in configurations because it requires no change to the
infrastructure built around algebras and signatures in the model. Modelling version
families as specifications, and members as the semantics of specifications, requires
modifications to the formal definition. These modifications can be summarised as:
• adapting the functions on carriers of an algebra to also be functions on σmodels,
• constructing a function which can be used to determine whether an algebra’s
function involves σ-models,
• redefining closures so that they have meaning in the presence of σ-models, and

ω : type
ω:λ→σ
ω : σ → Boolean

kind
constant
set

fω : domain
→ codomain

{∅} → Aσ ,
Fω =false
fω :
 {∅} → M[hσ, Ei], Fω =true
Aσ → ABoolean ,
Fω =false
fω :
M[hσ, Ei] → ABoolean , Fω =true

Table 4.3: Redefining partial functions so that they behave in the presence of version
families.

• defining the evaluation of constraints so that they function in the presence of
σ-models.
Algebras containing models of specifications
The functions on carriers of an algebra are redefined so that they allow models of a
specification. This is shown in Table 4.3 for constant operators and set operators.
The constant operator, ω, of type λ → σ, given an empty set, will return either a
carrier of σ or a σ-model. If the former is the case, then Fω is false, otherwise it is
true, unless the constant operator is undefined, in which case Fω is also undefined.
Similarly, if the operator is a set operator of type ω : σ → Boolean, then, given
either a carrier for σ or a σ-model, the function will return a Boolean carrier. Once
again, in the former case Fω is false, and in the latter true.
Fω is the family function, which can be used to determine whether the corresponding function, fω involved a σ-model or a σ-carrier.
Complete algebraic closures
Modifying functions so that they involve σ-models means that algebraic closures
need to be redefined to include these models. This is required because Wiebe uses
algebraic closures to model configurations and partial configurations. To define these
in a similar way for DCDL, an algebraic closure needs to include σ-models.
First, the hσ, Ki-projection of an algebra A is introduced.
Definition 4.11 (hσ, Ki-projections) Let X be a Ψ-state, Σ be a composite sort
in Ψ and A be a Σ-algebra in X X Σ . Then, for all sorts σ in Ψ, the hσ, Ki-projection
of A, denoted Fσ (A, X) is:
[

Fσ (A, X) =
Iσ0 (X M )∩M[hσ, Ki]
σ0 ∈SΣ

The hσ, Ki-projection produces those σ-models in the repository state which can
be retrieved from an algebra. This projection can be used to define the complete
algebraic closure of an algebra.
Definition 4.12 (Complete algebraic closures) Let Σ be a composite sort in
Ψ and let A be any Σ-algebra in the Ψ-state X’s algebraic class XΣ . Then, the
complete algebraic closure of A, denoted [[A]], is defined inductively as follows:

Base case :

0

[[A]]σ =

{A} if Σ\∗ σ
∅
otherwise

Inductive step : (k ≥ 1)
[[A]]σ k =

[
Σ0 ∈Composites Ψ






[

Pσ (B, X X ) ∪ Fσ (B, X)

B∈[A]Σ0 k−1

Now, for all sorts σ ∈ Ψ, the complete σ-closure of A, [[A]]σ is defined as:
∞
[
[[A]]σ =
[[A]]σ k
k=0

Finally, the complete algebraic closure of A, [[A]] is:
[[A]] = {[[A]]σ | σ ∈ Ψ}
The complete closure of an algebra A is the set of all atoms, algebras and models
of specifications that are “reachable” from A in any (finite) number of steps.
Theorem 4.13

[A] ⊆ [[A]]

Proof: If [A] = [[A]], this means that [[A]] cannot contain any σ-models. Thus, at
each stage of the inductive definition of [[A]] above, Fσ (B, X) = ∅. This then
reduces the definition of [[A]] to the inductive step:


[
[

[[A]]σ k =
Pσ (B, X X )
Σ0 ∈Composites Ψ

B∈[A]Σ0 k−1

which is the definition of the inductive step of [A]σ k , the closure of A.
If [[A]] contains a σ-model, then at each inductive step Fσ (B, X) is not empty.
Because Fσ (B, X)∩Pσ (B, X X ) = ∅ (since Fσ deals with the model instance
set, and Pσ deals with the instance set, which are disjoint), [[A]]σ k is purely
additive to [A]σ k .
This theorem is required so that the definition of constraint evaluation in Section 4.4.2, which was defined using [A], is still valid.
It is now possible to define the DCDL model of a partial configuration.
Definition 4.14 (Partial configuration) A partial configuration is modelled using a complete algebraic closure.
Refinement maps which map models to carriers
To complete the integration of Σ-models into the formalism, refinement maps
must also be redefined. Refinement maps are structure preserving maps which model
more precisely a configuration based on an incomplete configuration (making a configuration more complete). To achieve this, the definition of closure maps as defined

by Wiebe (and presented in Section B.1) is used, with the modification of using
complete algebraic closures. The definition of a mutation map and a refinement
map are modified as follows.
Definition 4.15 (Mutation map) A closure map θ : [[A]] → [[B]] is a mutation
map if and only if for every Σ ∈ Composites Ψ :
• for every Σ-algebra C ∈ [[A]], if θ(C) = D, then θσ (Cσ ) ⊆ Dσ for every sort
σ ∈ SΣ .
• for every Σ-model M ∈ [[A]], if θ(M) = N, then N v M or N ∈ α(M).
Mutation maps ensure that if an algebra C is mapped to another algebra D,
then the image of each σ-carrier Cσ is contained in D’s corresponding σ-carrier Dσ .
This is more restrictive than a closure map, where an element of Cσ can map to any
[[B]]σ .
Furthermore, this mutation map incorporates Σ-models. If M is a Σ-model, then
it must be mapped to a subfamily in [[B]] or a member of itself. This is reflected
more precisely in the next two definitions.
Definition 4.16 (Model refinement) Let A=hA, F Ai and B=hB, F Bi be
Σ-algebras, then the model refinement map v : A → B is the SΣ -indexed family of
mappings {vσ : M[hσ, Ki]→M[hσ, K 0 i]}σ∈SΣ , such that:
• for all operators ω : σ → Boolean in ΩΣ , function fωA ∈ F A , fωB ∈ F B , if
B
FA
ω is true and a is a σ-model, then fω (v(a)) is defined and v(a) v a and
fωB (v(a)) = fωA (a)
• for all operators ω : λ → σ in ΩΣ , and functions fωA ∈ F A , fωB ∈ F B , if FA
ω is
B
B
A
true, then fω is defined and fω v v(fω ).
A model refinement ensures that if Σ-models are present in a function in an algebra A, then they map to refinements of themselves in the corresponding functions
in the algebra B.
Definition 4.17 (Total model refinement) Let A=hA, F Ai and B=hB, F Bi be
Σ-algebras, then the total model refinement map v : A → B is the SΣ -indexed family
of mappings {vσ : M[hσ, Ki]→Bσ }σ∈SΣ , such that:
• for all operators ω : σ → Boolean in ΩΣ , function fωA ∈ F A , fωB ∈ F B , if
B
FA
ω is true and a is a σ-model, then fω (v(a)) is defined and v(a) ∈ α(a) and
fωB (v(a)) = fωA (a) and FB
ω is false.
• for all operators ω : λ → σ in ΩΣ , and functions fωA ∈ F A , fωB ∈ F B , if FA
ω)
B
B
A
B
is true, then fω is defined and fω ∈ α(v(fω )) and Fω is false.
The above definition defines how models can be replaced with members of the
model in a total model refinement.
Wiebe’s definition of refinement maps can now be modified so that it handles
Σ-models.

Definition 4.18 (Refinement map) A stable mutation map θ : [[A]] → [[B]] is a
refinement map if and only if for every signature Σ in Composites Ψ :
• for every Σ-algebra C in [[A]], if θ(C) = D, then the mutation morphism
θC : C → RΣ (D) is a Σ-homomorphism.
• for every Σ-model M in [[A]], if θ(M) = N, then θ is either a model refinement
or a total model refinement.
B refines A, denoted A m B, if and only if there exists a refinement map θ :
[[A]] → [[B]] such that θ(A) = B. If A m B, then every algebra in [[A]] is transformed
into a (structurally) similar algebra in [[B]], and every model in [[A]] is mapped to a
refinement or member in [[B]]. In particular, A is transformed into B.
Equation evaluation with σ-models
To satisfy requirement MR9, it is necessary to define a constraint’s evaluation
when σ-models are present. The variables in a constraint associated with a particular
signature are given values in the complete algebraic closure by a variable assignment.
The variable assignment may give a variable a value that represents a σ-model. In
this case, it is necessary to define the meaning of evaluating a constraint when the
value is a model of a specification.
The meaning of equations in the presence of models of specifications is that the
models are refined by the equations. Thus, a method for evaluating equations that
refines the σ-models as they are encountered is provided. This requires defining the
interpretation of . If [[A]] is a complete algebraic closure, and κ is a constraint, and
hσ, Ki is a σ-model, then the interpretation of hσ, Ki[[A]]  κ is true if α(hσ, K ∪ {κ}i)
is non-empty and false if it is empty.
If [[A]] is a complete algebraic closure, β is a variable assignment, then the
interpretation of a formula, Φ, denoted I(Φ), is defined as follows:5
• If t1 is a term of the form a1 . . .am , t2 is a term of the form b1 . . .bn and both
are in Terms L , and ⊕ is one of =, 6=, >, <, ≥, ≤, then :
I(t1 ⊕t2 ) =
5

a[[A]] (β)

Note that the term Fω

returns true if aω is the value under the mapping β for [[A]].





(t1 ⊕ t2 )[[A]] (β)










[[A]]

a1 . . .ai (β)  I(ai+1 . . .an ⊕t2 )










 b1 . . .b[[A]] (β)  I(t1 ⊕bj+1 . . .bn )
j



[[A]]


  (a1 . . .ai (β)

[[A]]


(∃m ∈ α(b1 . . .bk (β)))

 




I(ai+1 . . .am ⊕mbj+1 . . .bn ))∧



[[A]]
 



 b1 . . .bj (β)




[[A]]


(∃m ∈ α(a1 . . .aj (β)))



I(mai+1 . . .am ⊕bj+1 . . .bn )

(
(
(


[[A]]

a1 ...a

(β)

[[A]]

b1 ...b

(β)

¬Fai i−1 ∧ ¬Fbj j−1
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1≤j≤n
[[A]]

a1 ...a

[[A]]

(β)

b1 ...b

(β)

a1 ...a

(β)

Fai i−1 ∧ ¬Fbj j−1
for 1≤i≤m, and for each 1≤j≤n
[[A]]

b1 ...b

[[A]]

(β)

Fbj j−1 ∧ ¬Fai i−1
for each 1≤i≤m, for 1≤j≤n


 (
[[A]]

[[A]]
b1 ...b
(β)
a1 ...a
(β)

Fai i−1 ∧ Fbj j−1



for 1≤i≤m, 1≤j≤n



• If Φ1 and Φ2 are formulas then I(Φ1 ⊗ Φ2 ), where ⊗ is one of ∨, ∧, ⇒, ⇔, is
I(Φ1 ) ⊗ I(Φ2 ).
• If Φ is a formula in Formulas L of the form (∀x ∈ v)Φ1 , where Φ1 ∈ Formulas L
and v ∈ π(V ,κ) sets is of the form a1 . . .an ω, then

[[A]]

a1 . . .ak (β)I((∀x ∈ ak+1 . . .an ω)Φ1 )



[[A]] (β)

a ...a
when Fa1k k−1
where 1 ≤ k ≤ n
I(Φ) =

(∀x ∈ v)I(Φ1 )


[[A]](β)

a ...a

for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n
when ¬F 1 k−1
ak

• If Φ is of the form (∀x1 , . . ., xn ∈ v)Φ1 , for n > 1, then
I(Φ) = I((∀x1 ∈ v)(. . .)(∀xn ∈ v)Φ1 )
• If Φ is of the form (∃x ∈ v)Φ1 , where Φ1 ∈ Formulas L , and v ∈ π(V ,κ)sets is of
the form a1 . . .an ω, then:
I(Φ) = a1 . . .ak (β)I((∃x ∈ ak+1 . . .an ω)Φ1 )
[[A]]

a ...ak−1 [[A]] (β)

when Fa1k
1 ≤ k ≤ n:

a ...ak−1 [[A]](β)

, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and when ¬Fa1k
[[A]](β)

∧ I(Φ1 ))∨
(∃x ∈ v)(¬Fx
[[A]](β)
(∃x ∈ v)(Fx
∧ (unique(x, v, Φ1 ) ⇒ (x  I(Φ1 ))))

, for each

!

The translation for this type of formula is not as straightforward as for the
others, because this type of formula should behave differently. If there is
a member of the set v which is not a model of a specification but which

satisfies Φ1 , then no refinement needs to take place. If there is a model of the
specification which satisfies Φ1 , and no other model in v satisfies Φ1 , then this
model needs to be refined. Thus, unique is defined as shorthand for:
unique(x, v, Φ) ≡ (¬∃x0 ∈ v)((x6=x0 )∧Φ[x←x0 ] )
Given this definition of constraint evaluation, it is now possible to define when
an algebra is consistent.
Definition 4.19 (Consistent Algebra) A Σ-algebra A is consistent if and only
if [[A]] |= I(κΣcheck ) ∧ κΣmaintain .
This definition makes an important distinction in the behaviour of constraints
in κΣcheck and κΣmaintain . Checked constraints are interpreted as per the definition above, whereas maintained constraints work using only the definition in Section 4.4.2. Thus, when a maintained constraint is evaluated with σ-models, it may
return undefined, rather than refine the σ-models.
Definition 4.20 (Consistent complete algebraic closures) The complete algebraic closure of a Σ-algebra A, [[A]], is consistent if for every σ ∈ Composites Ψ ∈
[[A]], [[Aσ ]] is consistent; that is:
^
^
[[Aσ ]] |= I(κσ check ) ∧ κσ maintain
σ∈Composites Ψ [[Aσ ]]∈[[A]]

This definition means that the consistency of a partial configuration (which is a
complete algebraic closure) is well-defined. Informally, a complete algebraic closure
is consistent if every complete algebraic closure in it is consistent according to its
signature’s checked and maintained constraints.
4.4.4.3

Formally defining DCDL

The interpretation of a constraint against a complete algebraic closure specifies the
meaning of a consistent partial configuration. If the constraint encounters version
families, then the interpretation is used to specify those refinements of the complete
algebraic closure which are consistent. The interpretation of some of the cases where
constraints are evaluated in the presence of version families is now illustrated.
Figure 4.14 presents three examples of complete algebraic closures with version
families. The schema definitions for the above examples are not given, but these
should be clear from the figure. The definitions of the version families are also
omitted; it is simply assumed that some version family definition results in the
collection of objects which occur in Figure 4.14. Each part of the figure includes the
constraint above the diagram.
The figure shows examples of the first form of interpretation: that with a ⊕
operation (in this case =). Figure 4.14(a) needs to interpret a constraint whose
lefthand side cannot be a version family, but for which the righthand side viewer
component is a version family. This corresponds to the second form of interpretation,

sort = viewer.sort

format = viewer.code.format
format = elf

A
sort = image
viewer =

v1

A
sort = image

sort = image

sort = image

sort = text

format = elf
viewer =

code =

v2
code =

format = coff
format = coff
format = coff

(a)

(b)
frontend.version = backend.version

f1
A
frontend =
backend =

f1

version = 1

version = 4

version = 1

version = 2

A
frontend =
backend =

f2

version = 1

version = 4

version = 1

version = ?

f2

version = 1

version = 2

version = 1

version = 2

version = 3

version = 1

version = 3

version = 1

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.14: Interpreting constraints with ⊕ operators.
above, for this case. Because the subterm viewer is a version family (a Viewer-model,
in fact), the equation is interpreted as:
I(sort = viewer.sort) ≡ viewer[[A]] (β)(sort[[A]] (β) = sort)
In this case, a consistent partial configuration is a refinement of [[A]] where viewer[[A]] (β)
only contains objects with sort = image (and whatever else has been used to refine
the family).
Figure 4.14(b) illustrates an example where two levels of version family occur in
the interpretation of a constraint (since the viewer and each member’s code attribute
are version families). In this case, the constraint is interpreted as:
I(format = viewer.code.format) ≡ viewer[[A]] (β)(I(format = code.format))
≡ viewer[[A]] (β)(code(format[[A]] (β) = format))
The inner “” constraint is interpreted for each member of the viewer version family.
For the member v1, a refinement of v1.code which discounts format=coff is possible,
and so the inner “” returns “true” for v1. For v2, no refinement of v2.code is
possible, and so the inner “” returns “false”. Because this v2 does not satisfy
the equation code[[v2]] (β)  (format[[A]] (β) = format), a refinement of A.viewer which
makes A consistent with respect to the equation is one which does not contain v2.
Figures 4.14(c) and (d) illustrate what happens when both sides of a ⊕ operator

(for-all v in viewers)
(format = v.format)

A
format = elf
viewers =

 f1
 format = elf
 format = coff

 f2
 format = elf
 format = aout


(for-all m in frontend.modules)
(m.version = version)

format = aout
format = elf

fe1
A
version = 1
frontend =

format = exe

modules =

fe2
modules =

format = elf

(a)








version = 1
version = 2
version = 1
version = 1

(b)

Figure 4.15: Interpreting for-all constraints.
are version families. In the case of Figure 4.14(c), the interpretation of the constraint
needs to have rules for the refinement of both families. Thus,



frontend[[A]] (β) (∃m ∈ α(backend[[A]] (β)))

(version = m.version)∧ 

I(frontend.version = backend.version) ≡ 
 backend[[A]] (β) (∃m ∈ α(frontend[[A]] (β)))

(m.version = version)

The meaning of this interpretation is that a refinement is consistent if there is a
member in the other family for which the equation m.version=version is true (where
m is a member of the other family). In the example in Figure 4.14(c), every member
of f1 must have a corresponding member in f2 with the same version. A consistent
refinement is one where the object with version = 4 is not a member of f1. Similarly
for the member of f2 with version=3.
Figure 4.14(d) provides an example of a closure that contains an undefined
value. When the constraint frontend.version=backend.version is interpreted, as expanded above, the families are refined by equations which are satisfied. Because
the undefined value results in an undefined result in some cases (e.g. (∃m ∈
α(backend[[A]] (β)))(? = m.version), then the member with the version attribute set
to undefined will be discounted.
The interpretation of a for-all constraint is illustrated in Figure 4.15 which provides two examples. The constraint in Figure 4.15(a) involves version families when
they are members of a set. Therefore,

I

(for-all v in viewers)
(format = v.format)


≡
≡

(for-all v in viewers[[A]] (β))
I((format = v.format))
(for-all v in viewers[[A]] (β))
v(format[[A]] (β) = format)

Note that the last part of this interpretation, that of refining v, is possible because each member of viewers is a version family. In fact, the interpretation of the
latter part of the constraint is done on a case by case basis so that it is possible
to deal with mixtures of families and objects. Examining the partial configuration

(there-exists v in viewers)
(v.format = format)

A
format = elf
viewers =








 f1
 format = elf
 format = coff
 f2
 format = coff
 format = coff


format = elf
format = coff

A
format = elf
viewers =

format = elf
format = elf

(a)

A
format = elf
viewers =

(b)









format = elf
format = coff
format = coff
format = coff
format = elf

(c)

(there-exists m in frontend.modules)
(m.version = version)
fe1
A

modules =

version = 1
frontend =

fe2
modules =

 version = 1
 version = 2

 version = 2
 version = 2


(d)
Figure 4.16: Interpreting there-exists constraints.
in Figure 4.15(a), it can be seen that the interpretation of this equation against
this configuration must result in a refinement where f1 only contains objects where
format = elf, as must f2.
The value frontend[[A]] (β) is a version family in Figure 4.15(b) and thus the corresponding
constraint must be interpreted
thus:


I

(for-all m in frontend.modules)
(m.version = version)




(for-all m in modules)
≡ frontend (β)  I
(m.version = version)

(for-all m in modules)
≡ frontend[[A]] (β) 
I(m.version=version)


(for-all
m in modules)
[[A]]
≡ frontend (β) 
(m.version = version[[A]] (β))
[[A]]

The result of this evaluation is that frontend is refined to contain only those members
where every version of every module in modules is the same version as for A, as
is shown in Figure 4.15(b). If any of the members of fe2 in Figure 4.15(b) had
version=undefined, then this would also mean that fe2 would be discounted.
Figure 4.16 demonstrates the refinement of various partial configurations which

are consistent with the equation above the diagrams. Following the interpretation
rules for an equation with there-exists, the equation is interpreted as:
 (there-exists v in viewers)
 (not Fv and v.format=format) or


 (there-exists v in viewers)
(there-exists v in viewers)
≡ 
I
 (Fv and
(v.format = format)


( unique(v,viewers,(v.format=format)) implies
(vformat=format[[A]] (β))))








The closure in Figure 4.16(a) is consistent according to the interpretation. It
fails on the first part of the equation (since there are no existing members of the
set which are version families), but succeeds on the second part; because a version
family with format=elf is not unique, then no refinement is necessary. This is not
the case in Figure 4.16(b), which also fails on the first part, and can only be true if
f1 contains only objects satisfying format = elf.
Figure 4.16(c) illustrates what happens when the first part of the interpretation
succeeds. Because this succeeds, the least refinement is no refinement at all, and so
this particular closure is consistent.
Figure 4.16(d) is an example where frontend is a version family; the meaning of
the evaluation
for this example is: 

I

(there-exists m in frontend.modules)
(m.version = version)




(there-exists m in modules)
≡ frontend (β)  I
(m.version = version) 

(there-exists m in modules)
≡ frontend[[A]] (β) 
I(m.version=version)


(there-exists m in modules)
≡ frontend[[A]] (β) 
(m.version = version[[A]] (β))
[[A]]

In this case, frontend is refined to be those members which have a module with the
same version as [[A]].
This section has defined how validation behaves in the presence of version families, and thus DCDL satisfies requirement MR9.

4.4.5

Defining composition

The classification of objects, the consistency of their composition and how versions
are incorporated have been described so far. It is also necessary to describe the
structure of dynamically composed systems. To do this, it must be possible for the
the class of object that is the root of the configuration to be identified and for some
properties of the configuration to be assigned.
4.4.5.1

Informal description

Figure 4.17 shows the DCDL definition of a system model called browser. A system
model in DCDL is similar to a system template in Jason, except that a root class is
identified. Like Jason, properties that are already known are ascribed. For example,

browser : system model from Browser (
resources = {Motif-Resources,
Internet-Resources, ...}
viewers = {Image-Viewers}
)
select viewer from f : family of Viewer
in browser.viewers (
(for-all mem in f)
(viewer.release ≥ mem.release)
)

operation update(d : Data) of browser
(
data contains d,
if not there-exists v in viewers
(v.sort = d.sort) (
viewers contains
family of Viewer(sort = d.sort)
)
)

Figure 4.17: An example system model for a browser.
browser is defined as having Motif-Resources and Internet-Resources, as well as an
Image-Viewer. Rather than referring directly to objects, these are intended to be
version families (from which versions can be selected using selection rules, although
this selection can occur before the browser is executed).
Adams [Adams95] has observed that Jason’s system template facility is static
in nature. According to requirement MR7, partial configurations (or system models) must be capable of being updated, but to do this it is necessary to describe
the operations which can be used to modify the system model. This is done by
specifying operations which are to be called when the system is modified. These
operations contain imperative instructions (as opposed to the declarative style of
the constraints) which can manipulate the system model. In the example on the
righthand side of Figure 4.17, the update operation takes an object of type Data and
connects it to the browser system model. The first instruction of the operation places
the object of type Data into the set data of the root object browser. Because data
must be viewed using an appropriate viewer in the browser example, the update also
creates a version family of Viewer that collects together viewers of the same sort as
the data, and places this family in the viewers set of the browser object.
When possible, it is desirable that the system model be refined into a (partial)
configuration by selecting members of version families. This is achieved by specifying version selection rules, which work on version families and select a member
of the family. Figure 4.17 shows an example selection rule in the lower part of the
lefthand column; it selects the latest member of Viewer families from the viewers set
of the browser system model. Being able to specify selection in this manner satisfies
requirement MR6.
4.4.5.2

Formal description

Definition 4.21 (System model) Given a Σ-algebra A, a system model whose
root is A is a complete algebraic closure [[A]].
The system model can include both algebras, atoms and models of specifications.
Note that a system model is simply a partial configuration.
Definition 4.22 (Operations) An operation is a tuple hO, Σ, NAME, PRE, A, POSTi,
where:

•

O is the name of the operation,

• Σ ∈ Composites Ψ is the signature to which the operation can be applied,
•

PRE is the set of preconditions of the operation,

each precondition being a

Σ-constraint.
•

A is the action, which is a pair hΥ, Θi where:
– Υ is the variable signature for the action, whose name is the same as the
operation, and
– Θ is a set of statements,

•

POST is the set of postconditions of the operations, each postcondition being
a Σ-constraint.

ΣO denotes the signature of an operation whose name is O. Similarly PREO ,
AO and POSTO denote the preconditions, actions and postconditions of an operation O. Furthermore, the notation ΥO and ΘO refers to the variable signature
and set of statements for an operation. The method for constructing preconditions
and postconditions is that same as for constructing constraints, and is defined in
Section 4.4.2. To define operations, the environment in which it is applied must
be constructed as a combination of the parameters to the operation and its return
value, in addition to the operation’s signature.
Let O be an operation, ΣO be the signature for the operation and ΥO be a
variable signature for the action. Then the Σ-environment, Σ, for ΘO is the manysorted signature formed by combining Σ and Υ in the following manner:
• SΣ = SΣ ∪ SΥ ,
• ΓΣ = ΓΣ ,
• ΩΣ = ΩΣ ∪ ΩΥ ,
• τΣ = τΣ ∪ τΥ ,
• µΣ = µΣ ,


πΣconstants = πΣ constants ∪ πΥ constants
• ΠΣ =
, and
πΣsets = πΣsets ∪ πΥsets
• KΣ = ∅
The operation environment dictates how names and variables can be used and
derived in an operation. Using this, a language for defining actions can be constructed, along similar lines to the language for constraints.
Let θ ∈ AO , V be a variable set for θ, based on Σ, and N(V,θ) be the resulting
variable namespace, then the action language AL(V,θ) is the tuple hSAL , ΩAL , τAL i
where:
• SAL is the set of sorts such that SAL = S(V,θ) ∪ {Boolean},

• ΩAL is a set of finite non-null strings representing the operators which can be
used in an operation, and
• τAL is a set of ΩAL -indexed type functions τAL : ΩAL → SAL .
The set ΩAL is defined as follows:
• if t1 ∈ π(V,θ) constants − µ(V,θ) and t2 ∈ Terms L , then
←
←
t1 =t2 ∈ ΩAL , τAL (t1 =t2 ) = λ → λ,
• if v ∈ π(V,θ) sets − µ(V,θ) , τt = (σ, Boolean) and t2 ∈ π(V,θ) constants , then
←

←

v 3t ∈ ΩAL , τAL (v 3t) = λ → λ,
• if θ1 ∈ ΩAL and θ2 ∈ ΩAL , then
θ1 , θ2 ∈ ΩAL , τAL (θ1 , θ2 ) = τAL (θ2 ), and
• if θ1 , θ2 ∈ ΩAL , τAL (θ1 ) = τAL (θ2 ) and Φ ∈ Formulas AL , then
ifΦ then(θ1 )else(θ2 ) ∈ ΩAL , τAL () = τAL (θ).
To define the meaning of the execution of an operation, a similar notion as for
the evaluation of constraints is used. If A, A0 is a Σ-algebra, X, X 0 are Ψ-states such
that X ` X 0 and A ∈ X, A0 ∈ X 0 , Θ is an action, and β : V → [[A]], β 0 : V → [[A0 ]]
in V → [[A]] are variable assignments, then the value of Θ under the interpretation
0
[[A]] for β is a map ν : Θ[[A]] (β) → Θ[[A ]] (β 0), and is defined by:
←

• if Θ is of the form t1 =t2 , then
[[A]]
[[A0 ]]
ν(Θ[[A]] (β)) = if t2 (β) is defined then t1 (β 0) is defined and
0 ]]
0 ]]
t[[A
(β 0 ) = t[[A
(β) = t[[A]]
1
2
2 (β).
←

• if Θ is of the form v 3t, then
ν(Θ[[A]] (β)) = if t[[A]] (β) is defined then
0
0
v [[A ]] (β 0 )(t[[A ]] (β 0 )) is defined and true.
• if Θ is of the form θ1 , θ2 , then
[[A]]
ν(Θ[[A]] (β)) = if θ1 (β) is defined then
[[A]]
θ2 (β) otherwise undefined.
• if Θ is of the form ifΦ then(θ1 )else(θ2 ), then
ν(Θ[[A]] (β)) = if Φ[[A]] (β) is defined and true then
[[A]]
θ1 (β)
otherwise if Φ[[A]] (β) is defined and true then
[[A]]
θ2 (β)
otherwise undefined.
The interpretation of the action of an operation results in a new algebra in a new
state of the repository. Therefore, applying the action of an operation makes changes
to the algebra that was passed in, resulting in a new algebra which is a member of
the successor state of the repository. Applying an operation also involves evaluating
the preconditions and postconditions in addition to the action. The application of
an operation is defined as follows.

Definition 4.23 (Operation application) Let O be an operation and β be a
variable assignment. The application of Oon a ΣO -algebra A is defined as follows
(in which the notation A denotes a Σ-algebra based on A):
^

if
κ[[A]] (β) is true then




κ∈PREO



 if A0 = A[[A]] (β) is defined then

O
O(A) =  if ^ κ[[A0]](β) is defined and true then


κ∈POSTO





 true
otherwise false
The application of an operation results in either true or false. The application
is also evaluated imperatively, in that the preconditions are evaluated first and then
the action is applied only if they are true; then the postconditions are applied to
the new ΣO -algebra resulting from the evaluation of the action only if the action is
defined. If the postcondition is true, then the application of the operation results
in true; otherwise it is false. If the application of the operation results in true, then
the ΣO -algebra A satisfies O, denoted A |= O.
Selection rules are modelled in a similar manner to that used by Wiebe, except
that dependencies are not required in DCDL, but a particular system template must
be indicated.
Definition 4.24 (Selection Rule) A selection rule is a tuple hR, Σ, Υ, Φi where:
• R is the name of the selection rule,
• Σ is the signature of the Σ-model from which the member is being selected,
• Υ is a signature of the many-sorted algebra from whose complete closure Σmodels come, and
• Φ is a logic formula.
The notation ΣR , ΥR , ΦR denotes the signature, algebra and formula of a selection rule R.
Consider the following selection rule:
select M from F : family of Σ
in A
Φ

The selection rule is used to construct the the wrapper signature which is used
for the constraint Φ’s namespace. The signature WR is constructed as follows:
• SWR = {Σ, Boolean}
• ΓWR = ∅
• ΩWR = {”F ”, ”M”}


• τWR =

”F ” : ΣR → Boolean
”M” : λ → ΣR



• πWR constants = {”M”}
• πWR sets = {”F ”}
• µWR = ∅
• KWR = ∅
Let A be any ΥR -algebra, F be any ΣR -model in [[A]], M ∈ α(F); then a WR algebra can be constructed, called AF,M , whose functions are defined by:
(AF,M )

• f”F ”

(AF,M )

• f”M ”

= α(F)
=M

A selection rule, R, selects M from F if and only if the ΣR -algebra AF,M satisfies
ΦR , (i.e., [[AF,M ]] |= ΦR ). This is analogous to the definition of selection rules which
Wiebe uses. The set of members which R selects from F, denoted R(F), is defined
as:
R(F) = {M ∈ α(F) | [[AF,M]] |= ΦR }
Note that the formula ΦR is not translated according to the rules described in
Section 4.4.2. This means that no refinements of the models in [[AF,M ]] occurs.
If R(F) is empty, then no member of F satisfies R.
If R(F) is not a singleton set, then a member is chosen non-deterministically.
When a selection rule R is evaluated against a ΥR -algebra AR , the Σ-models
are totally refined using a total refinement map, where the chosen member replaces
occurrences of the Σ-model in [[AR ]], in [[AR ]]’s next state. This is possible through
total model refinement, using Definition 4.17.
4.4.5.3

Formally defining DCDL

Figure 4.18 illustrates a repository instance of Figure 4.6, before and after the update
operation in Figure 4.17 has been invoked. The definition of a system model in
Figure 4.17 means that an algebra is constructed using the repository. In this
algebra, the resources set contains the families Motif-Resources and Internet-Resources
(not shown in the figure), and the viewers set contains the Image-Viewers family,
as shown in Figure 4.18(a). The grey box indicates the objects which are in the
repository. It can be seen that there is a Viewer object which is part of the repository,
but which is not connected to the system model. Furthermore, there is a Data object
(which refers to a Viewer object) that is not part of the repository. This Data object
(denoted by d1) is the object passed to the update operation.
Invoking the update operation involves the construction of a Browser-environment
that has all the operations of Browser in addition to the operator d (the parameter
to the operation) and whose associated function returns the Data-algebra, d.
Because there are no preconditions in this example, the action is applied. The
first action, data contains d, means that in the next repository state, the data set
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Figure 4.18: Before and after applying an operation.
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Figure 4.19: A collection of Viewer objects from which to select.
of the system model contains the algebra d. The next action constructs a Viewer
family where each member’s sort is the same as d’s sort if there is not already such
a family in browser and places it in the browser’s viewer set. Because there are no
postconditions, the application of the operation completes successfully.
The effect of the update operation is shown in Figure 4.18(b), which shows the
next state. The object d1 is now a member of browser’s data set. Because a repository
state must be cohesive, d1’s closure also becomes a member of the new repository
state (i.e., v5 is now in the repository state). The construction of the version family
whose sort is the same as d1’s means that both v2 and v5 become members of the
family referred to by browser.
For the selection rule in Figure 4.17, a number of WR -algebras are constructed
called AImage-Viewers,M , one for each M ∈ α(Image-Viewers). Suppose that a particular family instance called fam, based on Image-Viewers, contains the objects
depicted in Figure 4.19, then evaluating the selection rule involves the construction
of three WR -algebras:
• A1 =Afam,v2, where f”F” = α(fam), f”M” = v2.
• A2 =Afam,v3, where f”F” = α(fam), f”M” = v3.
• A3 =Afam,v4, where f”F” = α(fam), f”M” = v4.
R(fam) is the set of members M of fam where Afam,M which satisfy the equation:
(for-all mem in f)
(viewer.release≥mem.release)

A2 is the only such algebra which satisfies the equation, and so R(fam) = {v3}.
This member (v3) now replaces fam wherever it appears in [[browser.viewers]].
By being able to define operations which can be used to update a system model
(i.e., a partial configuration), DCDL satisfies requirement MR7. Also, because selection is modelled, requirement MR6 is satisfied.

4.4.6

Combining updating, consistency and selection

To this point, the various aspects of modelling dynamic configuration management
have been discussed separately. This section defines how these various aspects work
together to effect dynamic updating.
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sort satimage
data
viewer
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(b)

Figure 4.20: Updating the browser with a new piece of data.
4.4.6.1

Informal description

The schema for an example browser was specified in Figure 4.6; such a browser can
be modelled using an instance of the browser system model presented in Figure 4.17.
When an object (such as the data for a browser) is requested, a Data object and
its closure are brought into the repository. The request for a component to be
incorporated is facilitated by the update operation defined in Figure 4.17. This
adds the data to the data set of the browser system model; it also constructs a
family of viewers with the same sort as the data and places it into the viewers set, if
there is not already one in the set. After the update operation has been performed,
the consistency rules for the object are evaluated, which may reduce the family’s
membership so that the family contains only members that will result in a consistent
configuration. If the membership is reduced to nothing, then an inconsistency is
reported. If there are no inconsistencies, the selection rules for the model are used
to select members of the family.
This is illustrated in Figure 4.20. At the top of Figure 4.20(a), the viewer with
the name “sv1” has been selected. The large dots in the data set of the Browser
object mean that there are some members, and it can be assumed that a satellite
image is among them. The bottom of Figure 4.20(a) shows that the browser has
requested a particular satellite image which refers to a satellite image viewer called
“sv2”. These two objects are imported into the repository, and the update operation
is called. The update operation adds the new Data to the browser’s data set. No new
version family for the Viewer class is constructed because we assume that a satimage
viewer has been previously loaded and this family created. Because “sv2” is now
in the repository and has the sort “satimage”, it is automatically a member of this
Viewer family with “satimage” sorts. Evaluating the consistency constraints does
not preclude any members of this family. The selection rule now selects the new
member because it is the latest (i.e., its release attribute is greater than the previous
one). The viewer is then dynamically bound to the browser, and any pre-existing
data previously viewed with the old version is now viewed by the new version.

Requirement
MR1
MR2
MR3
MR4
MR5
MR6
MR7
MR8
MR9
MR10
MR11

Where satisfied
Section 4.4.1
Section 4.4.1
Section 4.4.2
Section 4.4.2
Section 4.4.2
Section 4.4.5
Section 4.4.5
Section 4.4.4
Section 4.4.4
Section 4.4
–

Table 4.4: Where each model requirement is satisfied.
The behaviour described above is only one possible scenario. For example, constructing a different update operation or using a different selection rule would result
in a different configuration and different behaviour. However, these are issues best
left to the tool designer.
4.4.6.2

Formal description

To define the how the model reacts when an update takes place, the parts of the
model which result in new repository states need to be examined. From the formal
definition of maintained constraints, operations and selection it can be seen that
each of these results in a new repository state. For each new state, it is desirable
that the repository state be consistent.
Let Σ be a many-sorted signature in Composites Φ , A be a Σ-algebra in a Φ-state,
X, OΣ be a Σ-operation and R be a set of selection rules. Let κ[[A]] maintain be the set
of maintained constraints which are in [[A]]. Recall that applying the operation to A
results in a new A1 in a new Φ-state, X1 , where X`X1 . X1 must be consistent, and
so the constraints κ[[A1 ]] check must be evaluated. The selection rules in R also result
in a new repository state, X2 , such that X1 `X2 , in which the complete algebraic
closure [[A2 ]] is [[A1 ]] in X2 . For X2 to be consistent, all the checked constraints in
[[A2 ]] should be re-evaluated. Finally, the constraints in κ[[A2 ]] maintain are evaluated,
resulting in a new state, X3 , such that X2 `X3 . Because this is a new repository
state, the checked constraints are re-evaluated.

4.5

Conclusions

In Section 4.1, a list of requirements for both configuration management tool support for dynamically composed systems and a model of such support were presented.
The requirements for a configuration management model were used in Section 4.2
to evaluate a number of models of configuration management to determine which

model would be most suitable to use as a basis for a model of configuration management for dynamically composed systems. Jason was chosen as this basis, and was
briefly presented in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 then presented DCDL, a model of configuration management for dynamically composed systems. This model satisfies all
the requirements for a configuration management model of dynamically composed
systems identified in Section 4.1 (except requirement MR11, which is demonstrated
in the next chapter), and incorporates suitable concepts of classification, versioning,
validation and composition. The model is also rigorously defined using many-sorted
algebras, and has well defined notions of consistency, consistency involving version
families, update for a configuration, and attribute definition. Table 4.4 shows where
each requirement was satisfied in the definition of DCDL.
To demonstrate the use of this model as an aid in designing tool support for
configuration management of dynamically composed systems, the next chapter uses
DCDL to design a number of configuration management mechanisms for dynamically composed systems, and discusses some issues in the implementation of these
mechanisms.

Chapter 5
Using DCDL to design tool
support
5.1

The design methodology

In order to use DCDL to design configuration management tool support for dynamically composed systems, a methodology to guide the design process is required.
This dissertation investigates the application of the design methodology described
in [Marlin80], which was devised in the the context of programming language design, to the design of software engineering tools generally, and specifically to the
design of configuration management tools for dynamically composed systems. This
design methodology has been used successfully to design a variety of programming
languages and features [Denbaum83, Miller83, Freidel84, Wagner84, Gantenbein86];
its use in the design of software engineering tools has only recently begun to be investigated, both in the context of the control aspects of tool integration frameworks
[Harvey96, Harvey97] and the work described in this dissertation.
This design methodology, applied to the design of programming languages, has
three components (from [Marlin96]):
(a) the semantics of the language must be designed entirely before the design of
its syntax,
(b) the design of the semantics of the feature should be divided into the design of
the semantics of various aspects of the language, and
(c) a specific semantic model should be designed for each of the aspects identified
in (b) above; this model is then used to compare previous languages, previous
language proposals, and competing design options, with respect to this aspect –
finally, the model is used to describe this aspect of the language being designed.
To design software engineering tools instead of programming languages, the semantics of a tool can be equated to the semantics of a language, and the tool’s interface
to the language’s syntax.
To design a configuration management tool for dynamically composed systems,
the semantic model of configuration management, DCDL, presented in Chapter 4,
can be used to delineate the design space for configuration management aspects, to

compare competing options and to define the tool’s semantics. Because there are
no previous configuration management tools for dynamically composed systems, the
model is not used to consolidate previous experience; it should be noted, however,
that DCDL–, presented in Chapter 3, could be used to compare existing approaches
to the provision of dynamic composition facilities.
One of the first stages in designing tools should be to state the requirements for
those tools. This must be done in general terms, so that the requirements do not
impose any design decisions before the alternatives for those decisions have been
identified and investigated. Thus, specific requirements, such as the form of the
user interface, should not be imposed at this stage. In the context of configuration
management tools for dynamically composed systems, a set of requirements have
already been identified in Section 4.1, which were derived from the conclusions in
Section 2.4. They are as follows.
TR1: A tool should provide information about the configuration and how it is
organised.
TR2: A configuration management tool for dynamically composed systems should
be able to determine whether a configuration is consistent.
TR3: A configuration management tool must manage how a configuration is updated.
TR4: A configuration management tool for dynamically composed systems must
provide versioning.
TR5: A configuration management tool should give feedback on the components it
makes sense to incorporate.
To design each of the corresponding aspects of a tool, DCDL can be used to
discuss them in terms of the associated model requirements. These can then be
related back to the tool requirement as a design space for that requirement. For
example, to discuss the design space relating to tool requirement TR1, the design
space for model requirements MR1 and MR2 (from Section 4.1) can be discussed.
By discussing this design space, a set of design choices can be determined which
satisfies tool requirement TR1.
The use of DCDL in the design of the configuration management aspects of a
tool to manage dynamically composed systems is presented in Section 5.2. This is
followed by a discussion of other aspects of a tool that are not addressed by DCDL,
in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 gives some examples of how the features of DCDL can be
implemented by deriving implementations from DCDL descriptions, and illustrates
how these may be coupled with dynamic linking facilities.

5.2

Applying DCDL to tool design

Having presented a design methodology in Section 5.1, it is now possible to proceed
with the application of DCDL to the design of the configuration management facilities of a tool for managing dynamically composed systems. This design process

General : schema (
Versioned : class (
release : Integer,
format : String
)
Resource : class (
name : String,
value : Code
)
Requirement : subclass of Resource (
constrained
value : Code
)
Provision : subclass of Resource ()
Component : subclass of Versioned (
name : String,
requires : set of Requirement,
provides : set of Provision
)
Configuration : class (
components : set of Component

maintain
“All requirements with the same
name as a provision are assigned the
value of that provision”
(for-all c1,c2 in components)
(for-all p in c1.provides)
(for-all r in c2.requires)
((p.name = r.name) implies
(r.value ← p.value))
check
“No two components provide
the same resource”
(for-all c1 in components)
(for-all p1 in c1.provides)
(not (there-exists c2 in components)
(there-exists p2 in c2.provides)
(c16=c2 and p1.name=p2.name))
)
SubSystem : subclass of Component (
components : set of Component
constrained
requires : set of Requirement
maintain
(for-all c in components)
(for-all r in c.requires)
((not there-exists c2 in components
(there-exists p in c2.provides)
(p.name = r))
implies (requires contains r))
)

Figure 5.1: The classes and name propagation for a configuration.
involves examining the choices for the semantics of a tool facility to meet the tool
requirements; for each tool requirement, these choices are indicated by the DCDL
concepts relating to the corresponding model requirements.
The following section is divided into a discussion of how DCDL can be used to
design the mechanism of a tool relating to each of the tool requirements summarised
in Section 5.1. It should be noted that these designs are merely exemplars; they
provide a demonstration of how DCDL would be used in a real design process
to produce the configuration management facilities of a tool to manage dynamic
composition. The design is independent of how the configuration management tool
would interact with an executing program; discussion relating to this is deferred
until Section 5.3.

5.2.1

Implications of MRs coming from TR1

TR1 states that it is a requirement of a configuration management tool for dynamically composed systems to provide a facility to present information about a

configuration being managed, and how it is organised. In Section 4.1, it was seen
that this requirement led to two model requirements.
MR1: The classification aspects of the model must allow the description of arbitrary
levels of nesting.
MR2: The model must support incompleteness, both in terms of leaving portions
of objects unspecified and in being able to add components to a system model.
Section 4.4.1 defined the DCDL concept of classification, which can be used to design
tool facilities that satisfy the requirement TR1 using the framework provided by the
above model requirements.
DCDL models a configuration as the closure of a DCDL object; in DCDL, the
classes of objects which can be managed must be defined in a DCDL schema. Figure 5.1 provides an example DCDL schema definition which might be used as the basis for defining a configuration management tool for dynamically composed systems.
In terms of modelling the dynamically composed systems that could be handled by
a tool, this schema defines the classes of objects which can be used in a system
model. Thus, if the system model is identified as starting at a Configuration object,
the model allows the deduction that only objects of type Component, SubSystem,
Versioned, Resource, Requirement, and Provision can be involved in the configuration.
It is apparent from this schema, by examining the SubSystem class, that nesting is
likely to occur in a system modelled using this schema, since the SubSystem class is a
subclass of Component and can also contain Component objects (in the components
attribute). It is obvious, then, that any tool designed to manage a system modelled
using this schema would need to provide some way of presenting this nesting. It
would be possible to design a schema that did not have self-referential classes (either directly or indirectly) and hence no nesting would occur in configurations to be
handled by a tool in this case (c.f., the DCDL– model of dld).
The schema definition not only defines the classes of object but also defines all
the information that can be presented about a configuration. Thus, if a dynamically
composed system is modelled using the schema in Figure 5.1, and contains Component objects, DCDL predetermines what information is associated with a Component
(i.e., release, format, name, requires, provides, and perhaps components if it is a SubSystem through inheritance). This means that, when designing the tool facility for
displaying a model of a dynamically composed system, the designer knows the list
of possible attributes that can be displayed.
From the schema in Figure 5.1, it is also apparent that for a large system the
information to be displayed about it will be large and complex, because the nesting
and number of attributes to be displayed could be quite large. This implies that
a tool should provide some mechanism for managing this complexity. An example
of how this might be done is shown in Figure 5.2. This particular example shows
an instance of a dynamically composed compilation system, comprising a parse tree
component and a parser, semantic analyser and code generation subsystems. In this
example, the code generator might be changed dynamically to produce code for a
number of different systems.
For each object in the display, only a subset of the attributes associated with it
are displayed by default. This subset includes the name attribute from the schema
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Figure 5.2: Viewing a system model.
in Figure 5.1, and also the attributes which show structure (for example, the provides attribute of the object named “ParseTree”). In the particular tool shown in
Figure 5.2, the name attribute of the Component objects is always displayed, but the
requires and provides attributes are only displayed when the object is “opened” (as
has been done with the “ParseTree” object, but not with the “Parser” object). Thus,
complexity is controlled by only partially displaying the configuration, and allowing
the user to “open” portions of it to show more detail. This figure also provides an
example of a possible way to display the other information associated with objects,
illustrated via the display of more detailed information about the “CodeGen” object. The schema also helps a designer to identify which attributes are involved in
the organisational structure of the system model; the designer can then choose how
much of the structure to display (by default). For example, the requires attribute
of a Component is obviously part of the structure (a Requirement is a composite
object), but it may not be necessary to present this information to the user.
Model requirement MR2 states that it is possible for attributes to be undefined.
It is thus apparent that a tool should not be designed with the assumption that
information will be defined about every attribute being presented. A ramification of
this becomes apparent if the tool relies on a particular attribute to display meaningful information about a configuration, and that attribute is undefined. For example,
the question arises as to how a configuration would be presented in Figure 5.2 if a
name attribute was undefined. Thus, the designer of a tool facility such as this must
address these issues.
Model requirement MR2 includes the possibility of a second form of incompleteness due to the fact that a configuration item may be added to the system. DCDL,
as stated above, describes the types of objects which it is possible to add and where
these objects may go. The implication for tool design is that the presentation cannot
be static; as information is being defined, and elements added to the system, this
tool facility must provide up-to-date information about the state of the configuration
being managed.
When designing a tool facility for presenting configurations of dynamically composed systems, a tool designer must:

• decide the classes of objects to model a system, how they are structured,
whether nesting is needed, and what attributes they have – DCDL allows the
expression of these decisions in a schema,
• address how to manage complexity – a DCDL schema can be used to decide
how important this is,
• design an approach to handling undefined attributes, and
• decide how to display information about a change, either when objects are
added to a model or when attributes become defined.
The above discussion illustrates how the specification of a DCDL schema that
cannot change is designed into a tool. In this case, there are number of properties of
a dynamically composed system that a designer can be sure about when designing
a tool. Another possibility is to design a tool that allows a tool user to specify the
classes that can be used to construct a model of a dynamically composed system.
This has a number of implications for the tool in general:
• The DCDL schema is used to define the information structures in a tool that
represent a configuration, and upon which all manipulations are based. Allowing changes to the schema in a tool means that all the corresponding manipulations will need to be changed in the tool as well.
• The creation of DCDL objects from “real” objects has not yet been discussed.
Fixing the design of the information structure means that the correspondence
between an actual component in a dynamically composed system and a DCDL
class can be fixed and can be stated. Allowing users to define classes means
that this is not the case.
This means that, if a user is allowed to define the classes which can be manipulated
by the tool, a large number of other concepts also need to be defined, because the
DCDL classes form the basis of all other configuration management activities.
When designing a tool, a choice needs to be made about how general the configurations to be handled by the tool will be. For example, the definition in Figure 5.1
is a general description of a configuration which could be used to model many systems, whereas the DCDL schema in Figure 4.6 would allow the design of a tool
which was limited to managing browsers. DCDL can aid this process by allowing a
designer to define a general model, and then allowing this model to be specialised
through DCDL inheritance, to allow the design of other tools specific to a particular dynamically composed system. For example, Figure 5.3 shows how a DCDL
schema specification for a browser could be derived from the general specification in
Figure 5.1.

5.2.2

Implications of MRs coming from TR2

Requirement TR2 requires that a configuration management tool for dynamically
composed systems be able to determine whether a configuration is consistent. According to Section 4.1, this corresponds to three model requirements.

browser : schema using General (
Data : subclass of Resource (
sort : String,
default : Viewer
check
(sort = default.sort)
)

check
“Every requirement is provided”
(for-all c1 in components)
(for-all r in c1.requires)
(there-exists c2 in components)
(there-exists p in c2.provides)
(p.name = r.name)

Viewer : subclass of SubSystem (
sort : String,
vendor : String,
)
Browser : subclass of Configuration (
data : set of Data
check
“All components must have the
same format”
(for-all c1,c2 : Viewer in components)
(c1.format = c2.format)

check
“There is a viewer for every sort
of data”
(for-all d in data)
(there-exists v : Viewer in components)
(v.sort = d.sort)
)
)

Figure 5.3: The specialisation of the schema in Figure 5.1 to that suitable for a
browser.
MR3: It must be possible in the model to specify validity.
MR4: The validation aspects of the model must cover the specification of how
attributes propagate around the system.
MR5: The model of validation must be be well-defined for incompleteness.
In Section 4.4.2, the DCDL concept of validation was defined. This concept defined
both the correct construction of constraints, and the meaning of constraints when
evaluated against collections of DCDL objects. Thus, consistency constraints can
be used to design tool facilities that satisfy TR2 using the framework provided by
MR3, MR4 and MR5.
DCDL constraints are associated with classes in a DCDL schema. The formal
definition of DCDL prescribes the meaning of a consistent instance of a class as one
for which none of the constraints associated with it are unsatisfied (Definition 4.19).
Thus, for every object in a system model, it is possible to determine whether it
is consistent. More than that, the formal model says that a complete algebraic
closure is consistent if every object in the closure is consistent according to that
object’s class constraints (Definition 4.20). Because complete algebraic closures
model system models, this gives a way of determining whether a system model
is consistent. Figure 5.3 provides some example constraints associated with the
Browser class. (Recall that Browser is a subclass of Configuration, which also defines
two constraints.) Because validation of a system can only be known if the consistency
constraints are evaluated in the context of the current configuration, the tool facility
for determining consistency must provide a mechanism for evaluating constraints.
The evaluation of constraints is specified by the formal definition of DCDL.

This method of evaluating constraints must also include being able to define
attributes, according to MR4. Maintained constraints (an example of which appears
at the top of righthand column of Figure 5.1) are a way of specifying how resources
are defined. This particular constraint defines a consistent system as one where
all the requirements in a configuration’s components are assigned the value of a
provision with the same name. Both the constraints themselves, and the attributes
they manipulate in a class, are specified in a DCDL schema. The consequence
of specifying which attributes are to be defined by constraints means that the tool
facility for presenting the configuration must not allow the editing of these attributes
(if any attributes can be changed at all), without any concomitant change in the
constraint that sets the value. This is because the consistency constraint dictates a
value and, if the user were allowed to change it to a different value, the result would
be inconsistent.
To satisfy MR5, DCDL defines operators that may give results even when an
undefined attribute is encountered (Table 4.2). A tool facility for determining the
consistency of a configuration must obviously provide some way of reporting the
result. DCDL specifies that a constraint can return “undefined”, “true” or “false”.
For tool design, this means that when consistency is evaluated, only three results are
possible. A tool designer should decide which of these is important to report, and
when. For example, the question of whether an undefined result should be reported,
or only a false one, should be addressed by the tool designer. When consistency is
reported is guided by the fact that, if an update occurs, consistency is evaluated at
three times (as defined by the formal definition of DCDL): after the update, after a
selection, and after the maintained constraints have been evaluated. Thus, the tool
designer must consider when it is appropriate to report consistency.
Another issue which arises when reporting consistency is that of whether to
report the consistency on a coarse or fine level of granularity. The coarse level
would state the consistency of the configuration as a whole; the fine level would
report on the basis of individual objects in the system model. This represents a
design choice of how to report consistency: design a tool facility that highlights
each inconsistent object in the model, or allow the user to find this information in
some other way.
DCDL allows the reporting of more than simply whether a configuration is inconsistent; it also allows the determination of which constraint reported the inconsistency. Thus, there is another level of granularity for a tool designer to decide upon:
whether to report that a configuration is inconsistent or whether more information
should be available. In reporting this inconsistency, a tool designer is faced with the
question of how to display which constraint reported inconsistency. Depending on
the intended user of the tool, reporting the constraints in terms of their first order
logic definitions could be confusing and impenetrable. Thus, a tool designer might
use the comment associated with a constraint in a DCDL specification or design
some other way of reporting inconsistency. Either way, this needs to be associated
with the particular constraint in some way.
Figure 5.4 shows how a tool might display information about consistency. Figure 5.4(a) indicates the object in a configuration which is inconsistent (surrounded
by a dashed box), and displays to the constraint which was unsatisfied. A method for
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Figure 5.4: Displaying information about consistency.
presenting which objects where defined by maintained constraints, and the particular constraint involved, is shown in Figure 5.4(b). In this example, the Requirement
NewWindow is selected. The constraint which defined its value is shown, and the
Provision shown in grey is the one which defines it (in this case, it is a member of
Motif’s provides attribute).
The above discussion considers designing a tool facility where information is
presented, but it may also be possible to allow constraints to be defined by the
tool facility. In this case, the constraint language of DCDL may be used to define
the constraints. This would mean that a tool would need to include a compiler
for constraints. Another issue is that constraints need to be carefully designed so
that they do not interfere with each other (e.g., express consistency in conflicting
ways or attempt to set an attribute to have two different values). Thus, a tool
mechanism which reported constraint conflicts would need to be considered. Such a
mechanism could identify conflicts, for example, in much the same way as conflicting
constraints in version family refinements are identified: using the Terms function
from Section 4.4.3 (Definition 4.8).
When designing a tool facility for determining whether a configuration is consistent, a tool designer must:
• provide the constraints defining a valid collection of DCDL objects – DCDL
allows the expression of these constraints,
• supply a mechanism for evaluating constraints – DCDL defines how this mechanism will behave,
• provide a compiler and conflict resolution mechanisms, if allowing the tool to
define constraints – DCDL defines how to construct correct constraints,
• decide how to report results of validation – there are a number of possibilities:
– which of the three results (“true”, “false”, “undefined”) should be reported,

ImageViewers : family of Viewer
(sort = ”Image”)
HTMLViewers : family of Viewer
(sort = ”HTML”)

Figure 5.5: Some family definitions
– when should the results be reported, and
– how detailed the report of results should be.
DCDL defines all these cases.

5.2.3

Implications of MRs relating to TR4 and TR5

The tool requirements TR4 and TR5 require a configuration management tool for
dynamically composed systems to provide versioning, and also to give feedback on
the configuration items that it makes sense to incorporate. These relate to the
following model requirements.
MR8: The classification aspect of the model must interact with a versioning model,
as a way of modelling incompleteness.
MR9: The validation aspects of the model should include a model of validation in
the presence of versioning.
These tool requirements are discussed before TR3, which relates to selection and
updating, because the model requirements for selection and updating must be discussed taking versioning into consideration.
Figure 5.5 provides an example of two definitions of a family, which would appear
in the schema definition in Figure 5.3. DCDL informs the tool designer about a
number of aspects of versioning, such as the following.
• Version family instances of a class can be used in places in the configuration
where instances of the class are expected (by Definition 4.12).
• A version family instance only contains members which will result in a consistent configuration when selected.
In terms of tool design, this implies that the tool facility for presenting versions
should be integrated with the tool for presenting configurations, because they are
part of the same entity (i.e., a system model). If a tool were to display them separately, it would need to have placeholders representing an incomplete configuration
in places where version families occur in the DCDL information structure representing a system model. Figure 5.6(a) provides an example of how a tool might display
version families in the system model. The grey box represents the fact that what is
being referred to is a version family; the components within the grey areas are the
members of a version family.
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Figure 5.6: Presenting version families as part of the configuration.
Displaying version families with the configuration leads to a number of possibilities about when version families should be displayed, corresponding to those steps in
Section 4.4.5.3 that may work on version families. These steps correspond to three
possible views of a configuration involving version families.
1. Let the defining members be those members of a version family satisfying the
equations used to define a version family. A version family instance is added
to the configuration, and may be displayed prior to validation. Thus, one
possible view is to display the version family with all its defining members.
2. Once validation occurs, it is possible that the version family has been refined
so that it is consistent in the context in which it is used. The members will
form a subset of the defining members of the version family. It is therefore
possible for a view to show these members.
3. After selection, a version family will be replaced in the configuration with one
of its members. Thus, one view could display only the selected member.
All possible views may be needed at different times: For example, it may be
desirable to know from which family a selected configuration item came or which
constraint(s) precluded a member of the defining family. Figure 5.6(b) shows an
example of all three possibilities. The member of the version family in white is the
one which has been selected; those in grey are consistent, and those that are crossed
out will not result in a consistent configuration. In this view, a designer might allow

a user to select a particular member and display the constraint which precluded it,
in much the same way as constraints are displayed in Figure 5.4.
In the context of changes to a configuration, the definition of version families
means that, if a new object is added to the repository, then it is added to any
version family instances whose constraints it satisfies. This new object might be
the correct one to select according to a selection rule (for example, it is the latest
version). In terms of design issues, the designer should consider whether to allow
this selection to occur automatically, or wait until that component is selected again.
To some extent, this represents a back door method for change to occur. This could
be solved by including a notion of workspaces [Mahler88] into the DCDL model. A
workspace could be a subset of the objects of a main repository, with the semantics
that adding a new object to the main repository would not necessarily propagate
the addition to the workspace. However, this can be implemented independently of
the model by leaving the meaning of a repository to a tool designer.
Another implication of the integration of version families and configurations is
that, instead of adding particular objects to a configuration, version families can
be added. This is similar to the static case, where a system template is defined as
a set of version families rather than a particular object, and selection rules select
members from these families to produce total configurations. In a dynamically
composed system, a version family can be defined dynamically and added to the
system model. This means that the addition of components is more general than
is possible in previous dynamically composed systems, which only deal in adding
particular components.
DCDL aids the design of a tool facility for versioning dynamically composed
systems by:
• defining version families to be part of configurations,
• defining how consistency constraints can refine version families,
• elucidating the steps at which version families could be displayed, and
• providing automatic update of the system by adding a new version, if this is
desired.

5.2.4

Implications of MRs coming from TR3

Requirement TR3 specifies that a configuration management tool must manage how
a configuration is updated. In Section 4.1, this identified two model requirements,
given below.
MR6: Selection should be specifiable in the model.
MR7: The model should allow the definition of updating operations.
In Section 4.4.5, the DCDL selection and operation constructs were defined, which
satisfy these requirements. Satisfying these model requirements provides two of the
types of manipulations which can be performed on DCDL objects; these therefore
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Figure 5.7: Possible DCDL interactions with the system and the user.
correspond to the interface between the model of the system being managed and
the tool begin designed.
There are a number of decisions to be made when using DCDL to define these
manipulations. These are decomposed into two major considerations, represented
by the following questions:
• How can a system use these manipulations to compose itself?
• How can a user use these manipulations to compose the system?
Figure 5.7 illustrates how the DCDL model of a system might interact with both the
dynamically composed system and the user of the configuration management tool.
The manipulations discussed in this section encompass the information structures
composed of DCDL objects and version families (entities in a repository), which
form a model of the dynamically composed systems. These decisions depend on
the type of system to be managed by the tool. For example, to design a tool to
manage a self-modifying dynamically composed system as can be created with dld,
a designer may choose to only allow operations to be available to the system. To
design a tool for maintenance of programs not designed to be updated dynamically
would require the user of the tool to invoke operations. An example of this type
of system is PODUS, which would also require selection rules to be predefined to
select the latest version of a procedure.
It might be desirable to allow the user to define selection rules, even when no
access is given to operations. For example, in the browser example in this section,
the operations might only be accessible from the browser system, but the user may
be able to specify that they wish to select versions from a particular vendor. DCDL
aids the expression of selection rules by defining the set of attributes which can
be used in selection. Thus, when selecting a member from a version family, the
attributes of the members in that version family may be used to distinguish one
member from another.
The example selection rule in Figure 4.17 might suggest that selection occurs all
at once (on every family in the browser). This is just one point on the spectrum
of possibilities. It may be desirable to only specify a particular family at a time
from which selection can take place, and to use different selection rules for different
families. This is not precluded in the formal definition of DCDL, because a selection
rule only needs a version family from which to select. How the version family is
passed to a selection rule (by identifying both the family and the rule) is a design
issue for the particular tool.
Because selection rules and update operations are well defined, a designer may
allow a user to try an update to see its effect on the configuration, without promulgating the change to the actual system. Furthermore, if the user is able to

operation update (d: data) of browser
preconditions ()
(
data contains d,
if not there-exists v in viewers
(v.sort = d.sort) (
components contains
family of Viewer(sort = d.sort)
)
)
postconditions (
check
(for-all v : Viewer in components)
(there-exists p in v.provides)
(p.name = ”View” + v.sort)
)

Figure 5.8: Updating a browser system by adding a data component.
perform updating, the preconditions of an operation may give the user an indication of whether it is valid, or even allow the designer to use preconditions to provide
scheduling of an operation which will be performed when it is valid. Figure 5.8
provides an example operation, update, which could be designed with the DCDL
schema in Figure 5.3. This operation takes a Data object, adds it to the data set
of the model of the browser, and then adds a version family for Viewer objects of
the Data object’s sort (if one does not already exist) to the components set of the
browser model. The postcondition will refine the version family further, to contain
only those members which provide a resource whose name is “View” with the sort
of the data concatenated to it (for example, if adding a Data of the sort “sprdsht”,
the postcondition would ensure that a member of the resulting family provided a
resource called “Viewsprdsht”). These manipulations, because they are at the interface between the DCDL-derived facilities and the other facilities of the tool, will
naturally interact with the latter facilities. For example, the fact that a provision
called “Viewsprdsht” must exist would probably mean, in the context of a browser,
that a particular Viewer should be called using this name.
Selection and operations are two forms of manipulations which a designer needs
to consider when designing a tool. Which mechanism is best for a particular tool is
not elucidated by DCDL, but rather by the type of system that a tool is expected
to manage. In general, operations are used when new components are to be added
to a system, and selection rules are used when the range of components is known,
but particular versions are required.

5.2.5

Conclusions

DCDL has been applied to the design of various aspects of tool support for configuration management of dynamically composed systems. DCDL provided definitions
for the information structures and manipulations to be used in implementations of
tool facilities, as well as elucidating possible design alternatives. DCDL was used

by focusing on those aspects of DCDL which satisfied the model requirements presented in Chapter 4. These model requirements were derived from specific tool
requirements, and so DCDL was used to discuss the former and their relationship
to the latter. This design process has been driven by the constructs of DCDL, and
therefore could not have been done as simply without DCDL, and the development
which led up to it.

5.3

Tool design outside DCDL’s domain

The application of DCDL to the design of tools, described in Section 5.2, was independent of the particular domain in which dynamic composition is to be used.
Furthermore, how tools designed using DCDL may interact with traditional configuration management mechanisms was not discussed. This is because DCDL only
models the configuration management aspects of dynamic composition. Recall that
the design methodology described in Section 5.1 calls for the use of a number of
semantic models in tool design. Thus, other models would be required to design
these other aspects of a tool (for example, a model of program execution or dynamic semantics, and how this interacts with the aspects designed using DCDL).
This section briefly discusses some of the issues which will result from the tools
interacting with traditional configuration management mechanisms, and how the
choice of a specific domain of dynamic composition may affect the tool design.

5.3.1

Interaction with traditional configuration management
mechanisms

A configuration management tool for dynamic composition should not be independent of the other activities of configuration management. More informed discussion
about the relationship between dynamic configuration management and traditional
configuration management is made possible by this work because the dynamic aspects of configuration management are based on a model of static configuration
management. Therefore, it is possible for the dynamic configuration management
tools to interact with facilities provided by static configuration management tools,
such as building. In Jason, for example, the repository is a central component that
interacts with all other activities. The repository is also a central concept of DCDL,
and so any interaction between the static configuration management activities and
the dynamic activities will likely take place via the repository.
A dynamic configuration management tool could interact with the repository in
certain ways. The definition of a DCDL schema could be part of the definition of
the schema for the repository. The various other activities might then just be tools
interacting with the repository. However, if a dynamic configuration management
tool is to be used after deployment of the delivered system, the portions of the
repository which store dynamic objects, and operations to place them there, will
likely need to be separated from the rest of the repository (which would contain
the source code, for example). Figure 5.9 provides an architecture for the way in
which the repository, and other tools, might interact with the dynamic composition
tool. The interlocking DCDL and static (Jason-based) schemas indicate that these
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Figure 5.9: Interacting with the repository.
are integrated in some way. Static tools, such as build tools or version tools to
add configuration items to the repository, will manipulate configuration items in
the repository. Through DCDL selection and operations, the dynamic composition
mechanisms and a DCDL-based tool will interact with the dynamically composed
system to managed its construction, by maintaining a model of it in the repository.

5.3.2

Choosing the domain of the tool

The general nature of DCDL means that, as far as dynamic composition is concerned, it can only be used to describe facilities for configuration management. The
motivation for this is so that DCDL can be used to design the configuration management aspect of tools across a number of different specific dynamic composition
domains. When designing tools to manage configurations of dynamically composed
systems, these tools will function in a specific domain of dynamic composition. However, this is an area about which DCDL makes no comment, but which has several
ramifications in terms of how the model is used in designing (and implementing)
tools.
Interacting with the dynamically composed system. Although the model can
be used to design configuration management tools, it does not directly enlighten the design of the interaction between such tools and the system(s)
they manage. The reason is that this interaction is domain specific and the
domain itself imposes various design restrictions on the relevant tools. For
example, it may make sense to have a centralised representation of a program
in the tool if the tool is designed as a replacement for a dynamic linking library
and where the resulting system is a single image. In such a scenario, it may be
possible to keep the actual system and its representation in the configuration
management tool consistent with each other. However, if designing configuration management tools for a distributed setting, such centralisation may result
in a bottleneck, and the resulting design may require the components of the
executing system to keep track of their (sub)configuration structure [Magee89].
Low-level detail. Even though the model abstracts out low-level information, it is
nevertheless important to include such detail in a resulting tool implementation. Such low-level information is both domain and operating system specific.

It is operating system specific in the sense that the method for including executable object code may be different depending on the format of the executable
code, and may involve some relocation and linking as part of the dynamic
composition. If managing a document composition system, for example, such
relocation may not necessarily be an issue.

5.4

Implementation

The previous sections of this chapter have discussed the design of the configuration management facilities for dynamically composed systems. The development of
the models in Chapters 3 and 4 shows that the configuration management facilities
expressed using the model are the most important part of this work, rather than,
say, any user interface. As stated in the introduction to Chapter 4, following the
design methodology in Section 5.2 produces more general results than designing
a particular tool; it should be possible to use DCDL to design the configuration
management facilities for a number of tools for any domain. Thus, taking a design
and producing the implementation of a tool is not a central issue for this research;
rather, the implementation of the underlying concepts of DCDL (its validation and
selection concepts, for example), as well as how a DCDL design can be methodically translated into an implementation of the tool facilities, is more important. In
fact, the methodical translation of DCDL-based descriptions into implementations
is important for demonstrating that DCDL satisfies requirement MR11.
This section does not discuss the implementation of a specific user interface,
nor does it discuss how to implement a specific repository.1 This section describes
a prototype implementation of the configuration management concepts of DCDL,
how these may relate to dynamic linking facilities, and illustrates the method for including domain-specific information. This prototype was implemented using C++.
Section 5.4.1 describes how the supplied information structures in DCDL are implemented. Section 5.4.3 describes how the domain-specific primitive classes can be
provided to DCDL descriptions. Sections 5.4.2 to 5.4.6 describe how a DCDL model
can be methodically translated to C++.

5.4.1

Classes corresponding to the algebraic model

To have some assurance that a DCDL specification will behave in a manner consistent with the formal model, DCDL class definitions are based on implementations
1

Configurations are modelled as complete algebraic closures; in general, these are graphs. In
designing a user interface to display graphs, there are numerous graph layout algorithms which
could be explored. For example, [Battista94] provides an annotated bibliography of numerous
algorithms and techniques for laying out a graph. Similarly, this dissertation does not explore
how the repository is implemented; it is merely assumed that a repository containing components
exists. The only restriction on the repository is that it must be object-oriented, a feature which
has been discussed as being a suitable technology for software engineering environments in general
[Emmerich93]. Many object-oriented databases exist, and some (for example, OBST [Schiefer93])
provide schema evolution techniques. Any of these could be used as the configuration management
repository.
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Figure 5.10: The predefined DCDL classes.
of entities in the formal model. To achieve this with the formal model, a set of
standard classes is defined that implement the notions of algebras, atoms, carriers,
repositories, constraints, selection and families. In fact, the implementation of the
first four of these entities follows closely the implementation of the analogous notions
in Jason. The top part of the inheritance hierarchy representing the formal concepts
is displayed in Figure 5.10. The root of the hierarchy of classes is the C++ class
Object, which defines primitives for comparison (so that an object can be compared
with another to see if they are the same object). Furthermore, because families can
be used in place of algebras, Object declares a function for determining if it is a
version family.
The Atom class is the root of all classes which correspond to atoms in the formal
model (i.e., String, Integer, Boolean, etc.), and also is the root of atomic classes that
are defined by the user (c.f., the atomic class Type declared in Section 3.2.1.1). In
addition to equality and inequality, atoms may also have other comparators, the
range of which is given in Table 3.2.
The Algebra class is used to implement the composite objects in DCDL. This
class models the general properties of an algebra; each specialisation of an algebra
will contain operations that correspond to the algebraic operators, as is further
described in the next section. The Algebra does define operations for evaluating
check and assert constraints, as well as an operation which may be called when all
the object have been completed after a certain step (e.g., after all the constraints
have been evaluated). This operation can be used, for example, to perform domain
specific tasks on the objects which need to be done after the evaluation of the
configuration management operations. The use of these is more fully discussed in
the next section.
When a DCDL class is implemented, it must provide all the algebraic operations.
To accomplish this, there are a number of other predefined C++ classes. The
Carrier class is a C++ template class which stores an object instance, and is used
to implement an algebra’s constant operators. Initially, a carrier returns undefined
until it is assigned a value. For set operators, a template Set class is used, which is
implemented using the STL [Stepanov94] set class.

5.4.2

Implementing DCDL classes

Each DCDL composite object is implemented as a C++ class which inherits either
directly or indirectly from the Algebra class. For each constant operator, a Carrier
class is instantiated and methods to set and retrieve the value of the operator are
created. A similar process occurs for set operators. Figure 5.11 gives an illustration

class NameSort : public Algebra {
Carrier<String> _name_field;
Carrier<String> _sort_field;
public:
Carrier<String> name ();
void Set_name (Carrier<String>);
void Set_name (String);
Carrier<String> sort ();
void Set_sort (Carrier<String>);
void Set_sort (String);
NameSort : class (
name : String,
sort : String
)
Viewer : subclass of NameSort (
requires : set of Requirement
code : Binary
)

...
}

typedef Set<Requirement*> SetOfRequirement;
class Viewer : public NameSort {
SetOfRequirement _requires_field;
Carrier<Binary> _code_field;
public:
SetOfRequirement requires ();
virtual void Add_requires (Carrier<Requirement*>*);
virtual void Add_requires (Requirement*);
Carrier<Binary> code ();
void Set_code (Carrier<Binary>);
void Set_code (Binary);
...
}

Figure 5.11: Implementing DCDL classes in C++.
of the C++ classes and types used to implement some DCDL classes derived from
Figure 4.6. On the lefthand side of the figure, the DCDL classes are presented; these
are transformed into the corresponding C++ implementations on the righthand side
of the figure. For each attribute which is single-valued in a class, the corresponding
field <attribute> field is created. In addition to this, methods to retrieve and set
the value are generated (the Add <attribute> and Set <attribute> methods in Figure 5.11). For a set attribute, the same occurs, except the Requirement objects are
passed in as pointers. Furthermore, because it is possible to override an attribute
containing a DCDL composite object, the corresponding methods are virtual methods, so that they can be redefined in subclasses of Viewer.

5.4.3

Implications of choosing the domain of dynamic
linking

DCDL is a general description language that can model the configuration management concepts of dynamically composed systems in a domain independent way.
However, when designing (and implementing) tools, a particular domain needs to be
chosen. As described in Section 5.3.2, this may involve defining some domain-specific
classes from which the DCDL classes inherit.
For the prototype implementation, the domain of dynamic linking was chosen.
This led to the question of how to map the domain-specific object files and symbols
to their equivalent DCDL classes. This involved examining how dynamic linking
was performed. In dld (and dynload), an executing program is represented as a

DLSymbol : class (
name : String,
code : Code
)

DLComponent : class (
name : String,
requires : set of DLSymbol,
provides : set of DLSymbol
)

Figure 5.12: The DCDL definitions of the domain specific classes.
core image file, kept in memory, which contains the machine code required for the
executing program. Introducing new object files involves reading an object file’s
symbol table (and merging it with the global symbol table), and also reading and
processing relocation information that specifies how instructions which reference
symbols not defined in the object file are to be modified once those symbols are
defined.
Two domain-specific classes were therefore implemented which provided domainspecific detail of symbols and object files: DLSymbol and DLComponent, defined in
Figure 5.12 using DCDL. The class DLComponent contains an object file which is
produced in the compilation process of a component of source code. When an object
file is loaded into the repository, a DLComponent object is created. This loads the
object code into memory, and for every symbol that the file contains, a Provision
or Requirement (which inherit DLSymbol) is created and added to the provides and
requires attributes of the DLComponent as appropriate. The DLComponent class is
based on the dld code for loading object files. A global symbol table is not implemented because each DLComponent object contains its own symbol table. When a
DLSymbol is created (as is done for each symbol in the symbol table of the object
file), the attributes for the name and value of the DLSymbol point to a symbol in the
symbol table for the object file, and the corresponding to name and value attributes
change this area in memory. In this way, the relocation information does not need
to change because it uses the memory set up to store the symbol table in the object file format, as does each DLSymbol object. Thus, if the value of a symbol is
changed, the value in the symbol table of the object file’s representation in memory
is changed. This is illustrated in Figure 5.13. For every symbol in the object file’s
symbol table, a DLSymbol is created which points to the definition of the symbol in
the symbol table. This is the same place to which the relocation data points and
so the process to relocate the object code need not be changed. This definition also
makes apparent the need for a final step in the Algebra class: for the object file to
be properly linked, the code needs to be relocated. This relocation is performed in
the implementation of the final step in DLComponent.
To use the classes DLSymbol and DLComponent in the implementation, it is
necessary for the associated DCDL classes to inherit from them. In the example
in Figure 5.1, Resource and Component would need to inherit from DLSymbol and
DLComponent. The Component class overrides the attributes in DLComponent. To
achieve this, C++ virtual methods are used. Recall that the meaning of an overridden attribute is that the attribute now may only contain a subclass of the original
contents. The requires field of the Component class is a case in point: because
Requirement is a descendant of DLSymbol, the requires set, which originally (from
DLComponent) could contain DLSymbols, can now only contain Requirements and
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Figure 5.13: Implementing domain specific classes.
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Figure 5.14: The inheritance hierarchy for the example tool designed in Section 5.2.
objects of any of Requirement’s subclasses. To implement this, the Add requires field
is redefined so that it checks to ensure that the class of the object being passed in
is a requirement, and then adds it to the set. Because C++ does not allow data
members to be virtual, the requires method implementation has to be written with
care. It is intended that the C++ method requires on a Component object returns a
SetOfRequirement object. Because SetOfRequirement is not a subclass of SetOfDLSymbol, this method is not overloaded (i.e., requires returns a SetOfDLSymbol). Any
constraint or operation which calls this method on a Component must dynamically
cast the contents to Requirement.2
Figure 5.14 gives the inheritance hierarchy of the classes for the examples designed in Section 5.2, thus summarising the discussion in this section. The classes
named in italic font are those which are supplied to the implementation either by
the formal model, in which case the classes will be the same no matter what the
implementation, or because they are domain-specific (i.e., DLSymbol and DLComponent) and will be the same for all implementations in the domain. The plain font
indicates the classes for a general configuration, while the names in bold represent
the classes specific for the particular dynamically composed system (in this case, a
2

Note that, because Add requires is redefined so that it checks that each of its elements is a
Requirement, the set requires field will only contain objects of type Requirement.

template <class T>
class Equation {
public:
virtual Boolean apply (T&);
virtual void Print (ostream&);
}
(a)

class Data Eq1 : public Equation<Data> {
public:
Boolean apply (Data& d) {
return (d.default ()→sort () == d.sort ());
}
...
};
(b)

Figure 5.15: The signature of the Equation class, and a corresponding specialisation.
browser).

5.4.4

Implementing DCDL constraints

The Algebra class provides a method that is meant to be called when constraints
associated with a particular DCDL composite class need to be evaluated. This
method, EvaluateConstraints, is redefined by any composite class which has check
constraints associated with it. This section describes how these DCDL constraints
are implemented as C++ objects.
As intimated in Section 5.4.1, a class is provided to represent constraints. This
class, called Equation, is a template class whose signature is given in Figure 5.15(a).
The implementation of the class Equation is inspired by the implementation of functions in the C++ STL library. An Equation is a template class that is parameterised
by the class of the object on which the operation is to be performed. Equation supplies two methods, one to apply the equation which an Equation object implements,
and another to display the equation. Each equation which instantiates or inherits
from an instantiation of the equation must provide implementations for these methods. The apply method returns a Boolean, which can have an undefined value; thus,
constraints can return “true”, “false” or “undefined”.
If the constraint involves no families, then the translation of the DCDL constraint
into C++ simply involves creating a class which specialises Equation with the class
containing the constraint, and translating the equation into C++ code. For example,
the constraint in the Data class from Figure 5.3, results in the C++ code given in
Figure 5.15(b).
The preliminary analysis of a constraint involves determining whether or not
the constraint may involve a family. This involves analysing each subequation to
see if it has a term of a class which could be a version family. This is the reason
that it is desirable for the classes which can be version families to be declared in a
DCDL schema; otherwise, any composite class could potentially be a version family.
If no version families are involved, the translation is straightforward. If a family is
involved (as is indeed the case with the equation in Figure 5.3 because an object of
the class Viewer can be a version family), then the translation must follow from the
formal definition of constraint evaluation in Section 4.4.4.2. The initial translation of
a DCDL constraint which is specified in terms of a complete system, to its meaning
in the formal model, which allows evaluation in the presence of version families, is:

(F(default) ⇒ default  (sort = sortData )) ∨
(¬F(default) ⇒ (default.sort = sort))

12
13
14
1
2
3
4
5

class Eq1 : public Equation<Viewer> {
Data* context data;
public:
void SetContext (Data* d)
{context data=d;}

15

Boolean apply (Viewer* v) {
return
(v→sort () == context data→sort ());
}
};

21

16

class Eq2 : public Equation<Data> {
public:
Boolean apply (Data* d) {
Eq1* eq = new Eq1 ();
eq→SetContext (d);

17

FamilyOfViewer* f 1
= dynamic cast <FamilyOfViewer>
(d→default ());
if ( f 1) {
f 1→AddRefinement (eq);
f 1→Refine ();
return f 1→IsConsistent ();
}
else
return eq→apply (d→default ());

18
19
20

6
7
8
9
10
11

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

}
};

Figure 5.16: Translating an equation handling families.
To translate this DCDL constraint into C++ so that it deals with families, each
subequation which could potentially have a version family as a term is extracted, and
an Equation class whose apply method implements the subequation is constructed.
In the case of the constraint above, an equation which implements (sort = sortData ) is
constructed. This is an Equation instantiated for Viewer because it could be used to
refine a Viewer family. The Equation generated also has a field containing a context.
In this case, it is a Data object because the sort on the righthand side of the equation
must be interpreted relative to a Data object. Figure 5.16 shows the C++ translation
of this equation. The class Eq2 is instantiated in the EvaluateConstraints method of
the Data class. The apply method of this equation instantiates an Eq1 equation and
sets its context (lines 15–16). On line 20, the default attribute is checked to see if it
is a version family; if it is, the instance of Eq1 is added to the refinements for the
family and the family refined (which is discussed in the next section). If it is not a
version family, then the Eq1 instance is applied to the default attribute.
The translation of a more complex constraint is given in Figure 5.17. This constraint is the translation of the second constraint for the Browser class in Figure 5.3.
Each subequation is contained in a box, with the name of the class generated for it
in the top righthand corner. Each subequation is translated into C++ in a similar
manner to Figure 5.16. The inheritance hierarchy for these equations is shown in
Figure 5.17(b). Eq2 and Eq4 are instantiated with Component, because they are
used to refine Component families in the equation. The rest are all instantiated from
Browser because, at the outer level, terms are interpreted with respect to a Browser
object.
In terms of the prototype implementation of these constraints, they have been
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Figure 5.17: The translation of a more complex constraint.

template <class T>
class Family : public FamilyTop {
void NewObject (Object*);
void Clear ();
Boolean Probe (Equation<T>*);
Boolean Refine ();
void AddRefinement (Equation<T>*);
void CompleteFamily ();
bool IsConsistent ();
};

Figure 5.18: The Family class.
translated by hand. To generate such an implementation, given a constraint, the
following analysis would need to be performed:
• the terms which could be version families need to be determined – this is
straightforward because the type of the term can always be known,
• based on this knowledge, the constraint is translated as per the formal definition of constraints in the presence of version families in Section 4.4.4.2,
• this constraint must be divided into subequations, and a class for each different
subequation generated, and
• the EvaluateConstraints method of the class containing the constraint needs to
instantiate the root equation and use it to evaluate the constraint.
These steps involve well known techniques. In fact, a generator has been written
to translate constraints and classes to forms which are suitable as input to a singleway constraint satisfaction tool (described in Section 5.4.7); this generator only
required the first two steps, but it has not been reimplemented for the translation
to C++.

5.4.5

Implementing version families

The implementation of a version family is a template class which takes the class of the
version family, say T, as a parameter. The class maintains a set of members (which
are objects of class T) and a set of equations (which are instances of Equation<T>).
The C++ template class definition is given in Figure 5.18, and the description of
each method is as follows:
NewObject: When a new object is added to the repository, each family in the repository must be queried to see whether it should contain this object. NewObject
first ensures that the Object is of the correct type, and then, if it satisfies all
of the family’s equations, it is added to the family’s member set.
Clear: When a constraint is evaluated, it is sometimes necessary to clear all of the
members and equations which were added to the family.

template <class T>
class SelectionThread {
public:
Carrier <T*> Select (Family <T>*);
void NewOrList ();
void AddEquation (Equation <T>*);
}

Figure 5.19: The SelectionThread class.
Probe: Given an equation, Probe returns whether there are any members which
satisfy that equation. This is used, for example, to determine whether an
equation is uniquely satisfied by one family; every other possible family is
probed to see if it also satisfies the equation.
Refine: Every member is checked to see if it satisfies all the family’s equations, and
is tagged for removal. (The reason for tagging is explained in Section 5.4.6.)
AddRefinement: The new equation taken as a parameter is added to the set of
equations which all members must satisfy.
CompleteFamily: For every tagged member of the family, if the tag value is equal
to the maximum tag value, it is removed from the class.
IsConsistent: This returns “false” if there are no members left in the family, and
returns “true” otherwise.
Each version family is created and assigned a constraint when it is created.
For example, the ImageViewers family in Figure 5.5 initially has the constraint
(sort=”Image”), which is added to the family. When the constraint in Figure 5.17(a)
is evaluated, for example, an instance of Eq2 might be added to the family, and so
on throughout the family’s lifetime. When a family is to be refined (which is usually
after an equation has been added), the equations are evaluated against the members,
and members tagged if they are to be deleted.
5.4.5.1

Implementing selection

The model in Section 4.4.5 defines selection evaluation to operate on a family and
to create an algebra for each member of the family. This algebra has operators for
retrieving the family members and for storing the current member. Furthermore,
a selection rule has the equations which define the selection rule as a constraint.
The select method of a selection rule implementation takes a family from which a
selection is made, and returns a carrier of the family’s class which is the selection
made. In the case of more than one member satisfying the selection rule, the member
is chosen nondeterministically from this set of possibilities.
Figure 5.19 provides the definition of the SelectionThread class. Selection rules,
which are Equation objects, are added to the selection thread, in order. When a
Select method is applied to a family, a set of members is returned. For each rule in

for each object and family in the change buffer do
add all the objects which refer to this one to the change buffer
for each family, f, in the change buffer do
invoke f’s Clear method
while the change buffer is not empty do (
o←the next object on the buffer
remove o from the change buffer
if o is not a family then (
invoke o’s FinishUpdate method
if o is inconsistent then
report inconsistency
)
if o is a family then
invoke o’s CompleteFamily method
)

Figure 5.20: Evaluating constraints.
the list, the intersection of these sets of members forms the set of members returned
from the SelectionThread. The NewOrList method creates another list; the meaning
of this is that, if the intersection from the first list is empty, the next list is evaluated
as for the first, until a non-empty set is returned, or there are no more lists.

5.4.6

Implementing a DCDL-based tool

The previous sections on classes, families and selection described how each of these
may be implemented individually. This section describes how these pieces may be
fitted together, incorporating the dynamic linking components, to effect a dynamic
linker. The steps involved in the model of Chapter 4 once again advise the implementation steps which need to be performed. After an update has occurred, the
consistency rules are evaluated, after which selection occurs. After selection, consistency needs to be reevaluated, followed by the maintain constraints; finally the
repository’s FinishUpdate method is called. The implementation of each of these
stages is described below.
5.4.6.1

Evaluating constraints

A call to the Update method of a repository causes all the objects which have changed
since the last call to be updated. This is done by evaluating all the constraints of the
objects involved in a change. This involves recording the objects to which changes
have been made in a change buffer and then, at the time that this update of the
repository is to occur, use it to guide the update process. The algorithm for the
update process is given in Figure 5.20.
Firstly, all the objects which refer either directly or indirectly to the objects in the
change buffer are added to the change buffer. In this way, any constraints on objects
which refer to an object in the buffer will be invoked. The second step involves
clearing each changed family. This is required because the equations are added
dynamically to families during constraint evaluation (according to the definition of
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Figure 5.21: An example of a constraint requiring tagging.

evaluation in Section 4.4.2) and these equations may not be appropriate during this
evaluation; thus, they are removed from the family’s list of refinements. Because
each object which refers to the family, and therefore has constraints concerning the
family, is now in the change buffer from the first step, these constraints will be
evaluated again anyway.
The third step in the algorithm effects the changes to the repository. Every object
and family which is in the change buffer is reassessed. This is done, for objects, via
the FinishUpdate method, which calls the FinishUpdate and CompleteFamily methods
of all of the objects and families it contains. It also evaluates any check constraints
it defines. The CompleteFamily method erases from the family’s set of members all
those members tagged for erasure whose tag value is equal to the maximum number
of erasures.
Tagging is used to mark how many times a member of a family has been marked
for deletion. This becomes apparent in the constraint in Figure 5.21. In evaluating
this constraint for z.y.x=3 against the families referred to by b, all versions of b.c.c
which are not 3 are marked for deletion; this includes both the c=2 objects and the
c=1 object. When assessing the candidate z.y.x=1, the c=2 and c=3 objects are
tagged for deletion. By only deleting the members with the tag of “II”, a resulting
consistent configuration is returned. Each tag is keyed by an equation, so that for
each equation that deleted the member, only the ones with the maximum tag for
this equation are actually deleted.
This process of reevaluation in C++ is a naive algorithm, and is not guaranteed
to stop. To make the algorithm more robust, a means of detecting cycles in objects
is required. As mentioned in Section 5.2, a tool will need to provide some method for
evaluating constraints. In addition to this method, some other method of constraint
evaluation could be used (for example, Eval/vite [Hudson93]).
5.4.6.2

Performing selection

Once the consistency of a partial configuration has been determined, and the version
families reduced to those members which, when selected, will result in a consistent
configuration, selection can occur. Selection is implemented using the methods
described above. For the prototype implementation, rather than selecting from one

for each family, f, in the system model do (
o←apply f’s selection rule
replace f in the system model with o
invoke the repository’s FinishUpdate method
)

Figure 5.22: The steps involved in selection.
family at a time, all families had their selection rules applied to them. The sequence
of steps for selection is shown in Figure 5.22.
The consistency constraints need to be re-evaluated once a selection has been
made. For example, if the latest version of a component had its format attribute as
“a.out”, and another component’s latest version was “coff”, choosing the “a.out”
version must preclude “coff” from being chosen from another version family. This
is done in the final step in the loop.
5.4.6.3

Evaluating maintained constraints

Once the system model has been refined so that a member of every version family
in the system model has been selected, the maintained constraints can then be
performed. The maintain constraints in Figure 5.1 primarily propagate values,
and update the requirements for subsystems. Because maintained constraints make
changes to the configuration, the check constraints will need to be re-evaluated until
there are no more changes required.
5.4.6.4

Performing dynamic linking

In order to do domain-specific tasks, such as relocation for the dynamic linking,
the FinishUpdate method of a DLComponent is implemented so that these tasks are
performed. Thus, every time the repository’s FinishUpdate method is called, the internal object code of the DLComponent will be relocated to refer to any requirements
that have a value defined.

5.4.7

Notes on performance

In general, evaluating constraints which deal with components in a configuration
will be dependent on the number of components in a configuration. Wiebe reports
that the evaluation of constraints, generated from Jason schema definitions, in a
non-incremental manner is generally slower than for custom tools such as Make
[Feldman79], however, the performance is acceptable for static evaluation. This
section reports on some experiments which where conducted using various prototype
implementations, including the one described.
In the dynamic context, however, there are several differences which reduce the
performance of constraint evaluation.
• Constraints are not checked just once, they are checked after each change to
the system model.

• Constraints are evaluated against version families, which introduce another
level of complexity to a constraint. For example, consider the constraint:
(for-all c in components)(c.format = ”a.out”)

If there are n components and each component is a version family with m
members, then the complexity of the constraint is O(n×m).
Several factors influenced the experimental tests reported in this section.
• The fact that constraints are to be specified in a generic fashion means that
there is no “typical” constraint to test. Wiebe used Make and the Xerox
ReleaseTool as a benchmark, where dependencies were checked. However,
these are only suitable when constructing a system out of source code. Instead,
one of the checks for well-formedness is used, that being the constraint that
every required resource must be provided by the configuration.
• The fact that constraints were to be evaluated after every change (unlike in a
static configuration where they can simply be checked at the beginning or end
of a build), motivated the exploration of several ways in which to implement
constraint checking.
As described above, constraints were implemented in a naive fashion which enables the evaluation of every kind of constraint which can be written in DCDL.
In particular, there was no attempt to optimise the data structures and code for
particular constraints as is done in custom-built tools. Hence, it is clear that this
implementation will be slower than a custom tool. How this impacts the design of
a tool based on DCDL is discussed later in this section. First, however, the various
tests that have been performed are presented.
The constraint chosen as a test-bed constraint was one of the tests for wellformedness from [Habermann80] – specifically, that every required resource in every
component in a configuration must be provided by a component. This constraint is
O(n2 ×r×p), where n is the number of components, r the number of requirements
and p the number of provisions.
The tests discussed in this section explored three approaches.
1. Constraints were interpreted, and evaluated non-incrementally.
2. Constraints were interpreted, and evaluated incrementally.
3. Compiled code was executed and evaluated non-incrementally.
The first two approaches utilised a prototype single way constraint evaluation engine called RB [Ransom97]. RB was the platform for a number of initial tests on
the behaviour of constraints in the presence of version families. The tests for this
constraint engine were for a varying number of components, ranging from 5 to 75,
each supplying and requiring 10 resources. The time to create and arrange each of
the objects was first measured, followed by the time it took to evaluate the constraint non-incrementally. This was done by placing a guard at the beginning of
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Figure 5.23: Using RB3 to evaluate incrementally and non-incrementally.
the constraint that prevented it from being evaluated while the objects were created, and releasing it so that the constraint needed to be evaluated for all objects.
Finally, another component with requirements and provisions was added to the system model and the constraint evaluated incrementally. The non-incremental and
incremental times are presented in Figure 5.23. As can be seen, this approach became infeasible quickly for moderate numbers of components, with the constraint
evaluating over 75 objects on a Pentium 100 using Linux (with one user) taking approximately 7700 seconds (i.e., over 2 hours) and the incremental evaluation taking
around 1800 seconds (30 minutes). The reasons for this are that the objects and
constraints are interpreted, and the data structures used to store them and various
other information to do with incremental analysis are extremely inefficient (mappings are implemented using lists rather than B-trees, for example, making searches
inefficient).
The third approach involved implementing DCDL constraints and using compiled
code, produced using the strategy employed in Section 5.4. The test this time
ranged from 50 to 1000 objects, each containing 10 provisions and 10 requirements.
Figure 5.24 shows the time it takes to create objects, and the time it takes to evaluate
the constraint. Because the constraints are evaluated in a non-incremental fashion,
the results of the re-evaluation after an object is added will be of a similar nature.
This graph shows that the time taken to perform the constraint for 1000 components
is about 250 seconds (4 minutes). As is expected, the evaluation is O(n2 ), where n
is the number of components.
However, in general, an implementation of general constraint evaluation based
on the strategy described in this chapter will perform significantly worse. The
algorithm for re-evaluating changes corresponds to a simple data-driven algorithm
for change and because of the way in which the change buffer is used, could evaluate
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Figure 5.24: Using the strategy in Section 5.4 for compiled, non-incremental code.
an attribute an exponential number of times [Reps84]. However, Hudson [Hudson91]
describes an incremental algorithm that has the potential to significantly reduce this
complexity.
If the implementation of compiled constraint evaluation were incremental, it
would be possible to to gain a similar performance improvement as going from the
non-incremental to incremental evaluation in the interpreted case. Even though the
incremental/compiled version needs to store more information about constraints and
objects and when re-evaluation should occur, the improvement in the speed of the
constraint evaluation should be larger than the cost of storing and maintaining this
additional information.
Although the times taken to perform constraint evaluation in general do not seem
very promising, there are a number of factors about certain types of dynamically
composed systems which make this approach feasible. The speed of the configuration
management activities is only a problem if it interferes with the executing program.
It would be possible to design a tool where the program requests a component to
be selected, but new components are added by the configuration manager. In this
case, selection can be optimised so that a consistent component is always selected,
and that this happens quickly. The program can then use this component while the
configuration management tool re-evaluates consistency in parallel.
In such a case, the tool will only need to wait if it dynamically composes itself
in quick succession. However, a program is likely to perform actions other than
dynamic composition; it is therefore likely that there will be a phase of intense
dynamic composition activity followed by extended periods of relative inactivity
during which the configuration management tool can re-evaluate consistency.
Another factor which makes this approach more feasible is the observation that
in many systems, it is possible to restrict the number of components which are

chosen dynamically. For example, if managing a browser, all of the components
which comprise the browser, and which are known staticallly, need not be used
in reevaluation. In fact, the points at which dynamic composition occurs can be
restricted to a relatively small interface. For example, the number of resources
that it provides would be relatively small, and the provisions and requirements of a
moderate number of viewing components would also be small compared to a large
configuration.

5.5

Summary

This chapter has illustrated how DCDL can be used to design suitable configuration management tools for dynamically composed systems whose requirements
are derived from the issues in Section 2.4. Although the facilities designed in this
chapter are not fully implemented or assessed, the way in which DCDL elucidates
various design decisions and provides a framework for being able to discuss various
design alternatives for configuration management facilities in tools should now be
clear. How DCDL can aid the process of designing tool facilities for the configuration management of dynamically composed systems was illustrated in Section 5.2.
The key to these facilities is that they are not designed in an ad hoc way: the information presented to users is based on the information structures introduced in
DCDL, and manipulations of the dynamic composition adhere to strict configuration management principles such as versioning, construction of a valid configuration
and specification of selection criteria.
How configuration management concepts of DCDL and their interactions are
implemented was also presented in this chapter. This involves implementing the
underlying algebraic concepts from the formal model in Chapter 4 as C++ classes,
and using these as the basis for constructing other C++ classes representing the
entities designed using DCDL. The underlying formalism also provides classes for
version families, constraints and selection rules. A guide as to how a tool could be
implemented based on these C++ classes was presented, along with some notes on
the performance of the underlying formal concepts of DCDL. Methods for improving
the performance of a tool by introducing incrementality into the evaluation process,
and by carefully designing the tool-program interaction, were also discussed.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1

Conclusions

In this dissertation:
• it has been shown that providing configuration management facilities to dynamically composed systems can aid in solving a number of problems with
their construction,
• a model of configuration management for dynamically composed systems has
been developed, using an existing model of configuration management for statically composed systems as the basis, and
• the use of the above model in the design of configuration management tool
support for dynamically composed systems has been illustrated.
In Chapter 2, a number of dynamic composition mechanisms were examined,
and some issues which make systems constructed using these mechanisms difficult to
manage and maintain were identified. This led to the observation in Chapter 3 that
these issues are addressed in static systems by configuration management. Thus, in
Chapter 3, a model for analysing dynamic composition mechanisms was developed.
This model abstracts out the domain-specific detail of the mechanisms and focuses
on their configuration management aspects. This model was used to:
• look for configuration management support already provided by dynamic composition mechanisms,
• examine this support so that the inclusion or enhancement of any of these
concepts would not conflict with those that already existed, and
• elicit any requirements for configuration management that are specific to this
context.
This analysis found only rudimentary support for configuration management in these
systems, and identified a number of new requirements relating to the ubiquity of
incompleteness in dynamically composed systems, and the need for their incremental
construction.

The requirements for tool support for configuration management which addresses
the issues raised in Chapter 2, and built upon the results from Chapter 3, were
used to develop a set of requirements for a model of configuration management
for dynamically composed systems. These requirements were used to determine
the most suitable existing model of configuration management. The model which
most closely matched the requirements was one devised by Wiebe, and this was
extended in Chapter 4 to satisfy the new requirements of incompleteness, validation
of incomplete systems, and incremental construction. This model, DCDL, builds
upon Wiebe’s model by:
• modifying the concept of a class to identify constrained attributes (which are
those attributes given values by constraints) and to define consistency constraints associated with classes (so that the properties which make an object
consistent are known when an object is created),
• adapting the definition of version families to be those objects satisfying a set
of constraints,
• using class constraints to refine version families by adding to the constraints
that a version family must satisfy, thus giving a way for determining those
members of a version family which will result in consistent configurations, and
• introducing operations to a system model that can be used to incrementally
construct a model of a dynamically composed system.
DCDL satisfies all the requirements for a model of configuration management for
dynamically composed systems that are associated with the corresponding tool requirements.
Chapter 5 has illustrated the use of DCDL to facilitate the design of configuration
management tool facilities for dynamically composed systems. DCDL facilitates
this design process by identifying the information structures that can be used to
model a dynamically composed systems, and the manipulations on these information
structures, in terms of consistency, operations, and selection.

6.2
6.2.1

Future Work
Specific tool design and implementation

The work of Chapter 5 illustrated the design of tool facilities for the configuration
management of dynamically composed systems. The obvious extension to this work
is to design and implement a particular tool for a particular domain. As stated in
Chapter 2, dynamic composition is an area which is rapidly advancing, with the
advent of CORBA and programming languages and environments targeted at the
WWW. Thus, the design of a tool for managing configurations of these kinds of
applications would be an interesting, and topical, pursuit.
In addition to applying the model to the design of configuration management
facilities for the above domain, its application to the domain of distributed systems
in systems such as Darwin should be explored further, and also to other domains

such as browsing hypertext documents. Such an application would lend further
weight to the assertion that DCDL is domain independent.
The implementation of the prototype described in Chapter 5 would need to be
significantly improved, especially in the area of constraint evaluation. Currently,
the tool designer is responsible for providing constraint evaluation; ideally, a DCDL
compiler would generate code to provide this. Applying techniques such as incremental attribute grammar evaluation (for example, [Reps84, Hedin92, Hudson91]),
or a more efficient implementation of the work in [Ransom97], could improve the
efficiency of constraint evaluation and allow large dynamically composed systems to
be managed effectively.
The implementation of a DCDL compiler for translating the DCDL classes into
C++ classes and the constraints into equations also needs investigation. Although
this should be straightforward, it does provide a way for quickly producing prototypes of a DCDL-based configuration management tool.

6.2.2

Modelling other aspects of dynamic composition tools

The design methodology described in Section 5.1 advocates the use of a number of
models. DCDL is a model of the configuration management aspects of dynamically
composed systems. The other areas of tools, such as the interaction with dynamic
linking facilities in the prototype implementation, have been implemented in an ad
hoc manner.
Thus, the investigation of other models, and how they interact with the DCDL
model, must be addressed in future work. For example, when a procedure is called in
db-Pascal, this should involve an operation to increment the number of activations
for the procedure by calling the invoke operation, for example (see Appendix A).
This may correspond to modelling the dynamic semantics of the programming language to interact with the DCDL model.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, DCDL does not currently handle the transfer of
state information between one instance of an object and another that is replacing it.
Managing this would require additions to the model, perhaps to make sure objects
have code attributes which represent decoding and encoding information, similar to
[Goullon78]. Other work, such as that described in [Gupta96], attempts to model
the dynamic state of a program. In this case, the model of state transfer might
occur in the model of the dynamic semantics. However, this aspect of dynamic
composition is yet to be fully explored.

6.2.3

The relationship with static configuration management

DCDL builds upon Jason, which is a configuration management model suited to the
static context. Currently, the language used to declare classes in DCDL is a subset
of that for Jason classes; DCDL does not include relations, functions or subsets.
Thus, the extension of DCDL to include these concepts, while straightforward, is to
be done as part of future work.
Because DCDL is based on Jason, this affords the opportunity for examining
the precise interaction between static configuration management and dynamic con-

figuration management. DCDL ignores the static build component of Jason, which
includes declaring dependency relations between components, in addition to tool
declarations. The obvious differences between static and dynamic configuration
management are the greater importance of incomplete systems, and of incremental
construction, in the latter. More subtle interactions come from how static configuration management can be used to update configurations dynamically. As stated in
Section 5.3.1, dynamic configuration management in some instances can be related
back to static configuration management. For example, building a new version of
a program could cause the update of an executing program. Also, relating the dynamic configuration to the tools and sources which were used to construct it would
be an interesting avenue for future research.
Software release management, which views system construction as the construction of a system of systems is also receiving some attention [Hoek96]. In such cases,
a developer may produce software which is reliant on other systems existing within
a customer’s installation. In such a case, it is necessary to know what the customer
already has and which versions of the software will be compatible with the system to
be introduced. Although not a dynamically composed system, there are some similarities, such as the existence of incompleteness and consistency evaluation. Thus,
applying the work in this dissertation to this domain also requires further study.

6.3

Concluding remarks

Based on the work in this dissertation, and the future work outlined above, it will
be possible to construct mature configuration management tools which can be used
to manage dynamically composed systems. Considering the increased emphasis in
software engineering on component-based software development and software reuse,
and the prevalence of the Internet, such configuration management tools are both
relevant and necessary for the construction of robust and maintainable systems.

Appendix A
The complete models of several
dynamically composed systems
This appendix contains the complete DCDL– models of the dynamic linkers dld and
dynload, and models of the dynamic composition mechanisms in the programming
languages db-Pascal and Napier88.

A.1

The model of dld

DLD-Resource : subclass of Resource (
defining : DLD-Component
)
DLD-Provision : subclass of DLD-Resource
()

DLD-Requirement : subclass of DLD-Resource (
constrained
meaning : Meaning,
defining : DLD-Component
)

DLD-Component : subclass of Component (
constrained
unexecutable : set of DLD-Requirement
check
“No requirement has the same name
as a provision, and vice versa”
(for-all r in requires)
(for-all p in provides)
(r.name6=p.name)
check
“This component is unexecutable if
it has an unprovided requirement or
the component which provides the
requirement is unexecutable”
(for-all r in requires)
((notdefined r.meaning) or
(r.defining.unexecutable = {})) implies
(unexecutable contains r)
)

redefine link (c : DLD-Component)
of Configuration
preconditions ()
(
for-all p in c.provides
(p.defining = c)
components ← c
)
postconditions ()
operation unlink (c : DLD-Component)
of Configuration
preconditions ()
(remove c from components)
postconditions ()

DLD-Configuration : subclass of Configuration (
check
“A component cannot provide a
provision with the same name twice”
(for-all c1,c2 in components)
(for-all p1 in c1.provides)
(for-all p2 in c2.provides)
(not ((c16=c2) and
(p2.name=p1.name)))
check
“A component named ”main” exists
which has no requirements”
(there-exists c in components)
((c.requires={}) and
(there-exists p in c.provides)
(p.name = ”main”))
maintain
“A requirement is given the meaning
and defining component of a provision
with the same name”
(for-all c1,c2 in components)
(for-all r in c1.requires)
(for-all p in c2.provides)
((p.name=r.name) implies
((r.meaning←p.meaning);
(r.defining←c2))
)
operation unlink (r : Resource)
of Configuration
preconditions
(remove r.defining from components)
postconditions
operation executable (→Boolean)
of Requirment
preconditions ()
((defined meaning) and
notdefining.unexecutable)
postconditions ()

A.2

The model of dynload

DYN-Provision : subclass of Provision (
initial-meaning : Meaning
constrained
component : Component,
meaning : Meaning
)
DYN-Component : subclass of Component (
time-loaded : TimeStamp
)
DYN-Configuration
: subclass of Configuration (
default : Meaning
constrained
provides : set of DYN-Provision
definitions : set of DYN-Provision
maintain
“The configuration provides
what its components provide”
(for-all c in components)
(for-all p in c.provides)
(provides contains p)
maintain
“The attribute definitions contains
the most recently loaded provisions
in the provides attribute”
(for-all p1 in provides)
(not (there-exists p2 in provides)
((p1.name = p2.name) and
(p1.component.time-loaded <
p2.component.time-loaded)) implies
( definitions contains p1))
maintain
“All provisions are defined by
the provisions in definitions”
(for-all p1 in definitions)
(for-all p2 in provides)
((p2.name = p1.name) implies
(p2.meaning←p1.initial-meaning))

maintain
“All requirements are provided by
the provisions in definitions”
(for-all c in components)
(for-all r in c.requires)
(for-all p in definitions)
((p.name = r.name) implies
((r.meaning ← p.meaning)))
maintain
“Any requirement not provided by
provisions in definitions, gets the
default definition”
(for-all c in components)
(for-all r in c.requires)
((not (there-exists p in definitions)
(r.name=p.name)) implies
((r.meaning ← default)))
check
(for-all p1,p2 in definitions)
((p1.name=p2.name) iff
(p1 = p2))
)
redefine link (c : DYN-Component)
of DYN-Configuration
preconditions ()
(
for-all p in provides
(p.component = c),
c.time-loaded←“keywordtime,
components contains c
)
postconditions ()

A.3

The model of db-Pascal

DBP-Meaning : subclass of Meaning (
activations : Integer
)
DBP-Provision
: subclass of Provision (
meaning : DBP-Meaning
)
DBP-Component : subclass of
Component, DBP-Provision,
Configuration (
env : String,
provides : set of DBP-Component ,
requires : set of DBP-Requirement,
components : set of DBP-Stub,
maintain
“A component’s environment is
the same as this”
(for-all s in components)
((s.env ← self))
check
“There cannot be a provision
with the same name as a component”
(for-all p in provides)
(not (there-exists c in components)
(p.name = c.name))
maintain
“All the components provide
the same as this”
(for-all p in provides)
(for-all c in components)
(c.provides contains p)
maintain
“A component also provides other
components”
(for-all c1,c2 in components)
((c16=c2) implies
(c1.provides contains c2.component))
)

DBP-Requirement
: subclass of Requirement (
constrained
meaning : DBP-Meaning
)
Dynamic-Stub :
subclass of Component(
component : DBP-Component
constrained
provides : set of DBP-Component
env : DBP-Component
check
(component.env = name)
check
“Everything required by a
component must be supplied by
this stub”
(for-all r in component.requires)
(there-exists p in provides)
(r.name = p.name)
maintain
“The meaning of all requirements
is given by provisions of the same name”
(for-all p in provides)
(for-all r in component.requires)
((r.name = p.name) implies
((r.meaning ← p.meaning)))
maintain
“Anything provided by the stub is
provided to every component in the
implementation, as long as it is not
redefined by the implementation”
(for-all p1 in provides)
(for-all c1 in component.components)
(((not (there-exists p2 in components.provides)
(p1.name = p2.name)) or
(not (there-exists c2 in component.components)
(p1.name = c2.name))) implies
(c1.provides contains p1))
)

redefine invoke ()
of Meaning
preconditions ()
(
activations := activations + 1,
Meaning.invoke (),
activations := activations - 1
)
postconditions ()
operation invoke ()
of Dynamic-Stub
preconditions (
check (defined component)
)
(
component.meaning.invoke ()
)
postconditions ()

A.4

operation link (c : DBP-Component)
of Dynamic-Stub
preconditions (
check (component.meaning.activations = 0)
)
(
c.meaning.activations←0,
component←c
)
postconditions ()

The model of Napier

Nap-Component : subclass of
Component,Provision,
Configuration (
type : Type,
requires : set of Nap-Stub
components : set of Nap-Stub,
meaning : Nap-Meaning
)

Nap-Configuration :
subclass of Configuration (
components : set of Nap-Component
check
(for-all c1,c2 in components)
((c1.name = c2.name) iff
(c1=c2))
)

atomic Type provides =,6=
Nap-Stub : subclass of Requirement (
type : Type,
component : Nap-Component
maintain
(type = component.type)
)

operation link(c : Nap-Component) of Nap-Stub
preconditions ()
(
component ← c
)
postconditions ()

Appendix B
Formal definitions of some of the
concepts in Wiebe’s model
This appendix provides some of Wiebe’s formal definitions, taken from [Wiebe90],
which may aid in understanding the formal model in Chapter 4. It does not represent
a complete formal model.

B.1

Closure maps

Closure maps represent a mapping from one complete closure to another, and is
said to be stable if the atomic closures are preserved in the map. Closure maps
are necessary for describing refinement maps, which map the complete closures to
other complete closures; however, where a specification is present in the originating
complete closure, it may be replaced by the refinement map to a member of the
algebra of the specification. The definition closure maps and mutation maps which
are necessary for defining refinement maps are reproduced here because they are
trivially different to Wiebe’s definition. We simply replace closures with complete
closures.
Definition B.1 (Closure map) Let A and B be any algebras in a Ψ-state X.
Then a closure map θ from [[A]] to [[B]], denoted θ : [[A]] → [[B]] is a Ψ-indexed
family of mappings {θσ : [[A]]σ → [[B]]σ }σ∈Ψ such that for all sorts σ and σ 0 in Ψ, if
a ∈ [[A]]σ and a ∈ [[A]]σ0 then θσ (a) = θσ0 (a). Each mapping θσ : [[A]]σ → [[B]]σ is a
total function from the σ-closure [[A]]σ of A to the σ-closure [[B]]σ of B. The values
of the two mappings θσ and θσ0 must agree for any a that is a member of both [[A]]σ
and [[A]]σ0 . If a ∈ [[A]]σ and b ∈ [[B]]σ then θ(a) = b will be used to denote θσ (a) = b.
If θ : [[A]] → [[B]] is a closure map, then for every sort σ ∈ Ψ, the image of [[A]]σ
under θσ , denoted θσ ([[A]]σ ) is:
θ([[A]]σ ) = {b ∈ [[B]]σ | b = θσ (a) for some a ∈ [[A]]σ }
The image of [[A]] under θ, written θ([[A]]) is the Ψ-indexed family:
θ([[A]]) = {θσ ([[A]]σ )}σ∈Ψ

Definition B.2 (Mutation morphism) If θ : [[A]] → [[B]] is a mutation map, C
is any Σ-algebra in [[A]], and θ(C) = D then the mutation morphism θC : C →
RΣ (D) is the SΣ -indexed family of mappings {θσC : Cσ → RΣ (D)σ }σ∈SΣ such that
each mapping θσC is the restriction of θσ : [[A]]σ → [[B]]σ to the domain Cσ and
codomain RΣ (D)σ .

B.2

Namespaces

Namespace closures represent the names which can be derived from a particular
signature.
Definition B.3 (Namespace closure) The members of the namespace closure are
defined inductively as follows:
The base case
Ω[Σ] 0 =
S[Σ] 0 =
τ[Σ] 0 =
Π[Σ] 0 =

:
ΩΣ
SΣ
τΣ
{π[Σ] 0 constants , π[Σ] 0 sets }
where π[Σ] 0 i = πΣi for each partition π[Σ] 0 i in Π[Σ] 0

Inductive step: (k ≥ 1)
Ω[Σ] k
= {aω | a ∈ Ω[Σ] k−1 , a ∈ π[Σ]k−1 constants ,
τ[Σ] k−1(a) = (λ, Σ0 ), Σ0 ∈ Composites Ψ , and ω ∈ ΩΣ0 }
S
S[Σ] k
=
{SΣ0 | ∃aω ∈ Ω[Σ] k such that τ[Σ] k−1 (a) = (λ, Σ0 )}
τ[Σ] k (aω) = τΣ0 (ω) if aω ∈ Ω[Σ] k and τ[Σ] k−1 (a) = (λ, Σ0 )
Π[Σ] k
= {π[Σ] k constants , π[Σ] k sets }
where if aω ∈ Ω[Σ] k then:
• aω ∈ π[Σ] k constants if and only if ω ∈ πΣ0 constants , and
• aω ∈ π[Σ] k sets if and only if ω ∈ πΣ0 sets .
The namespace
[ closure [Σ] is a tuple hS[Σ] , Ω[Σ] , τ[Σ] , Π[Σ] i where :
S[Σ]
=
S[Σ] k
k≥0
[
Ω[Σ]
=
Ω[Σ] k
k≥0

τ[Σ] (ν)
Π[Σ]

= τ[Σ] k (ν) if and only if ν ∈ Ω[Σ] k
= {π[Σ] constants[
, π[Σ] sets }, where:
π[Σ] constants =
π[Σ] k constants
[ k≥0
π[Σ] sets =
π[Σ] k sets
k≥0

The inductive steps provide the rules for constructing the sets of strings which
can be built up from operators in the namespace closure. The namespace closure is
used to define the operators which can be used in constraints, and their meanings.

={

S[Browser]
Ω[Browser]

τ[Browser]

Π[Browser]

String, Library, Viewer,
Data, Boolean, Binary }
= { name, sorts, libraries,
viewers, data, default,
default.requires,default.code }
= { name → λ× String,
sort → λ× String,
libraries →Library×Boolean,
viewers →Viewer×Boolean,
data →Data×Boolean,
default→ λ×Viewer,
default.requires→Library×Boolean,
default.code→ λ×Binary }
={
πconstants = {name, sort, default, default.code },
πsets = {libraries, viewers, data, default.requires}
}

Figure B.1: The namespace closure of Browser.
For example, set operators cannot be used to construct a string; they can only
appear at the end of a string, i.e., each ai in the string a0 . . . an ω must be a constant
operator. The type and partitioning of each string is dictated by the τ and Π for ω
in a namespace closure.
Figure B.1 presents the namespace closure of Browser. Notice that it is only
possible to derive strings from the operator default; other operators are included
in the namespace closure, but cannot be derived from. The figure shows the set
of names, and their corresponding meanings, which can be used when defining a
constraint for Browser.

B.3

Variables

If constraints could only be constructed from the namespace closure above, then no
constraints could be constructed which use the set operators. Variables are used
to model quantifiers which can be used to examine sets. Once again, we construct
variables in a manner similar to Wiebe, but simplified.
Definition B.4 (Variable namespaces) If κ ∈ KΣ is a constraint in Σ, then a
variable set V and a variable namespace N(V,κ) for κ can be constructed inductively.
Initially, we construct the namespace N, and the universe of sets in [N]. We define
the inductive bases N 0 and U 0 as follows:
N0 = Σ
U 0 = π[Σ] sets
Then, for all integers j ≥ 1, define the simple namespace N j and the collection

of set names U j as follows:
N j = hSN j , ΩN j , τN j , ΠN j i, where:
j −1
SN j
= SN[
ΩN j
=
ΩN j u
u∈U j−1

where for each u ∈ U j−1 , ΩN j is a set of symbols such that:
(i) ΩN j u ∩ ΩN j u0 = ∅ whenever u 6= u0 , and
(ii) ΩN j ∩ ΩN j 0 = ∅, for all 0 ≤ j 0 < j.
τN j (x) = (λ, σ), if x ∈ ΩN j and τN j (u) = (σ, Boolean) for u ∈ U k−1
ΠN j
= {πN j constants ,πN j sets }
where:
πN j constants = ΩN j
πN j sets = ∅
j
U = π[N j ] sets
We can now construct the variable set V, the variable namespace N(V,κ) , and the
universe set U(V,κ) , as follows:
[
V
=
ΩN j
j≥1

N(V,κ)
where:
S(V ,κ)
Ω(V ,κ)

= hS(V ,κ) , Ω(V ,κ) , τ(V ,κ), Π(V ,κ) i
[
=
S[N j ]
j≥0
[
=
Ω[N j ]
j≥0

τ(V ,κ)(v) =
Π(V ,κ)
=

τ[N j ] (v) if and only if v ∈ Ω[N j ]
{π(V ,κ)constants , π(V ,κ) sets }
where:
!
[
π(V ,κ) constants =
π[N j ] constants − V
j≥0
[
π(V ,κ) sets =
π[N j ] sets
j≥0

U(V,κ) = π(V ,κ)sets

B.4

Constraint formation and evaluation

To construct constraints given a variable set V and a constraint κ ∈ KΣ , we use
the logic language L(V,κ) , which is the set of strings that are concatenated together
from the basic symbols in the language. These basic symbols consist of the logic
← ←
symbols ∧, ∨, ¬, ⇒, ⇔, ∀, ∃, ∈, =, 3, =, 6=, >, <, ≥, ≤ and a set of literals for the sorts
Boolean, Integer, String, Timestamp and Binary.
The language L(V,κ) is a tuple, hSL , ΩL , τL , δL i where:
• SL is the set of sorts in L,

• ΩL is a set of non-null strings,
• τL is the type function τL : ΩL → SL ,
• δL is a type restriction function.
The values of the elements of L(V,κ) are defined as follows:
SL = S(V,κ) ∪ {Boolean}
ΩL = Terms L ∪ Formulas L
The set Terms L , the set of terms is defined as:
• if v ∈ literalsσ for σ ∈ {Boolean, Integer, String, Timestamp, Binary}, then v ∈
Terms L , τL (v) = σ, δL (v) = λ.
• if v ∈ π(V,κ) constants , if τ(V,κ) (v) = (λ, σ), then v ∈ Terms L and τL (v) = σ, and
δL (v) = λ.
• No other strings are in Terms L .
The set Formulas L of formulas is defined as:
• if t1 and t2 are terms in Terms L , then (t1 = t2 ) and (t1 6= t2 ) are in FormulasL .
• if t1 and t2 are terms in Terms L and τL (t1 ) = τL (t2 ), then (t1 < t2 ),
(t1 > t2 ), (t1 ≤ t2 ) and (t1 ≥ t2 ) are in Formulas L .
• if Φ is a formula in Formulas L , then ¬Φ is in Formulas L .
• if Φ1 and Φ2 are in Formulas L , then (Φ1 ∧ Φ2 ), (Φ1 ∨ Φ2 ), (Φ1 ⇒ Φ2 ) and
(Φ1 ⇔ Φ2 ) are in Formulas L .
• if Φ is a formula in Formulas L , if v ∈ π(V,κ) sets and if x1 , . . . , xn are variables
in V such that δL (xi ) = v, then (∀xi , . . . , xn )Φ and (∃xi , . . . , xn )Φ are in
Formulas L .
• if Φ is any formula in Formulas L , then τL (Φ) = Boolean and δL (Φ) = λ.
• No other strings are in Formulas L .

B.5

Evaluating constraints

The values for terms and formulas in L(V,κ) are atoms and algebras in [[A]].1 For each
interpretation [[A]], a partial function a[[A]] : {V → [[A]]} → [[A]] is defined for each
term of formula a in L(V,κ) . If a has type τa = σ, the function a[[A]] maps assignments
in {V → [[A]]} to σ-instances in [[A]]. For a particular assignment, β, the value of
a[[A]] (β) is called the value of a under the interpretation [[A]] for β. These values are
defined as follows.
1

Substituting [A] for [[A]] provides the definition for constraint evaluation in Section 4.4.2.2.

• If the term t is a literal, then t[[A]] (β) = t.
• If t is a constant v in N(V,κ) , then t[[A]] (β) = v [[A]] (β). If v [[A]] (β) is undefined,
then t[[A]] is undefined.
• If the formula Φ is a set predicate v(t) then Φ[[A]] (β) = v [[A]] (β)(t[[A]] (β)). If
either v [[A]] (β) or t[[A]] (β)) are undefined, then P hi[[A]] (β) is undefined.
• If Φ is the formula below, then: Φ[[A]] (β) = true if: Φ[[A]] (β) = false if:
[[A]]
[[A]]
[[A]]
[[A]]
(t1 = t2 )
t1 (β) = t2 (β) t1 (β) 6= t2 (β)
[[A]]
[[A]]
t[[A]]
t[[A]]
(t1 6= t2 )
1 (β) 6= t2 (β)
1 (β) = t2 (β)
[[A]]
[[A]]
[[A]]
[[A]]
t1 (β) < t2 (β) t1 (β) ≥ t2 (β)
(t1 < t2 )
[[A]]
[[A]]
[[A]]
[[A]]
(t1 ≤t2 )
t1 (β) ≤ t2 (β) t1 (β) > t2 (β)
[[A]]
[[A]]
[[A]]
[[A]]
(t1 > t2 )
t1 (β) > t2 (β) t1 (β) ≤ t2 (β)
[[A]]
[[A]]
[[A]]
[[A]]
(t1 ≥t2 )
t1 (β) ≥ t2 (β) t1 (β) < t2 (β)
[[A]]

[[A]]

In all cases, if either t1 (β) or t2 (β) are undefined, then Φ[[A]] (β) is undefined.
Additional notation is needed to define the values of quantified formulas. If
β ∈ {V → [[A]]}, if x∈V , and if a ∈ [[A]] then β[x←a] denotes the assigment β 0
such that β 0 (y) = β(y) if y6=x and β 0 (x) = a. This notation is further extended if
x1 , . . . , xn are variables such that xi ∈ Vσi for each i and a1 , . . . , an are σi -instances,
then β[x1 ←a1 , . . . , xn ←an ] denotes the assignment β 0 such that β 0 (y) = β(y) if
y 6= xi for every i and β 0 (xi ) = ai for each i.
Let v be any set name in N(V,κ) and suppose that τ(V ,κ) (v) = hσ, Booleani. The
value v [[A]] (β) of v under [[A]] for β is a Boolean-valued function in [[A]]. Then
v [[A]] (β)([[A]]) = {a ∈ [[A]] | v [[A]] (β)(a) = true}

Appendix C
The syntax of DCDL
This appendix provides the syntax for DCDL, and, as a by-product, the syntax for
DCDL–.
Schema
::= [UseClause] [’,’ UseClause]* Identifier ’:’ schema
’(’ Declarations ’)’
UseClause
::= use Identifier
Declarations
::= [Declaration]+
Declaration
::= Atom
|
Class
|
Family
|
Operation
Atom
::= atomic Identifier provides Comparators
Class
::= Identifier ’:’ Superclasses ’(’ Attributes [Constraineds]
[Constraints] ’)’
Superclasses
::= class
|
subclass of Identifiers
Attributes
::= 
|
Attribute [ ’,’ Attribute]*
Attribute
::= Identifier ’:’ AttributeType
AttributeType
::= Identifier
|
set of Identifier
Constraineds
::= constrained Attributes
Constraints
::= check Formula
|
maintain Formula
Formula
::= SatisfiableFormula
|
UnaryFormula
|
BinaryFormula
|
AtomicFormula
|
QuantifiedFormula
SatisfiableFormula ::= ’(’ DottedName ←Term ’)’

UnaryFormula
BinaryFormula

AtomicFormula
Comparator
Comparators

QuantifiedFormula

Term
Literal

BooleanValue
IntergerValue
StringValue
BinaryValue
TimeStampValue
Day
Time
Family
SuperFamilies
Formulas
Operation
OpMode
OpBody
Preconditions
Actions
PostCondition
Action

|
::=
::=
|
|
|
::=
::=
::=

’(’ DottedName contains Term ’)’
’(’ notFormula ’)’
’(’ Formula andFormula ’)’
’(’ Formula orFormula ’)’
’(’ Formula impliesFormula ’)’
’(’ Formula iffFormula ’)’
Term Comparator Term
’=’ |’6=’ |’<’ |’≤’ |’>’ |’≥’
Comparator [’,’ Comparator]*

::= ’(’ for-all Identifiers [’:’ Identifier]
in DottedName ’)’ Formula
|
’(’ there-exists Identifer[’:’ Identifier]
in DottedName ’)’ Formula
::= Literal
|
DottedName
::= BooleanValue
|
IntegerValue
|
StringValue
|
BinaryValue
|
TimeStampValue
::= ’true’ |’false’
::= [Digit]+
::= ’”’ [ASCIIChar] ’”’
::= ’[’ [Hex Hex]+ ’]’
::= Day Time
::= Integer ’/’ Integer ’/’ Integer
::= Integer ’:’ Integer ’:’ Integer
::= Identifier ’:’ SuperFamilies ’(’ Formulas ’)’
::= family of Identifier
|
subfamily of Identifiers
::= Formula [’,’ Formula]*
::= OpMode Identifier ’(’ Attributes [’→’ Identifier] ’)’
of Identifier OpBody
::= redefine | operation
::= Preconditions Actions PostConditions
::= preconditions ’(’ Formulas ’)’
::= ’(’ Action [, Action]* ’)’
::= postconditions ’(’ Formulas ’)’
::= AssignmentAction
|
LoopAction

AssignementAction
AssignmentOp
Expression
FamilyExp
IfAction
LoopAction
ModelDef
Bindings
Binding
BindingRHS

Selection

|
::=
::=
|
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
|
|
::=

IfAction
DottedName AssOp Expression
contains
←
Formula | Arithmetic | Name | FamilyExp
family of Identifier ’(’ Formula ’)’
if Formula then Actions else Action
loop Identifier over DottedName Actions
system model from Identifier ’(’ Bindings ’)’
Binding [’,’ Binding]*
Identifier ’=’ BindingRHS
Literal
Identifier
’’ Identifiers ’’
select Identifier from [Identifier ’:’] family of Identifier
[in Identifier] ’(’ Formula ’)’
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